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Abstract
This thesis considers computer-mediated communications through a case study of
a select group of Usenet newsgroups at Carleton University during the Fall of 1999 and
the Winler of 2000. At the time that the data were collected for litis thesis, Carleton
University was the only post·sa::ondary institution in Canada that utilised an Internet
discussion group to support all undergraduate and graduate courses offered by the
institution.
Some of the specific areas considered included a content analysis of these mtcme!
discussion groups, the nature of utilisation of these groups, the differences in siudent
usage of these groups based on a variety of instructional approaches, and student
impressions of their own usage and the usage of their instructors of these Internet
discussion groups.
At the conclusion of this thesis, the researcher was able to determine that there
was linle student participation in tenns of posting messages to the newsgroups at
Carleton University. However, the completed student surveys indicated that over half of
the students in the class would access the newsgroup on a regular basis. The students
who did not access the newsgroups indicated that lack of knowledge about the newsgroup
or lack of technical skills were the two main reasons for their lack of usage. Most
students fell that the newsgroups were or could be useful tools in their educational
experience, if they were used more by instructors and teaching assistants.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Introduction to tbe Problem f
There are three different elements that make up the Internet •• e-mail, discussion
groups, and the World Wide Web. There is a growing body of literature dealing with
education and e-mail (e.g., 62 studies by 19971 ) and with education and the World Wide
Web. There has also been much written about education and discussion groups, but a
great deal of this research has been conducted in isolation and has not built upon existing
studies. The purpose of this thesis is to address this specific element of the role of
[ntemet discussion groups, and to utilise existing research to build lhe basis for
comparison on how lntemet discussion groups can be utilised to aff«t the field of
education,J
The three elements of the Internet are very different in how they operate and what
they have to offer to the field ofeducation. In defining each of these three elements, it is
not difficult to distinguish the differences between each element and even less difficult 10
see what it could have to offer Ihe field ofeducation. The first oflhese elements is e-
I lbis thesis uses The Chicaga Manual of Slyle fourt~n edition, with the exception of Inlernel soun:es
which aren't included in the founecnth edilion. For Inlmlet sources. Ibis thesis uses the Modem Language
Auociatioa _b sile <hrrp:l/www.mJa.Olgimainsll-nf.htm#sources> (IS July 1999).
2 Liquig Tao, Thomas Montgnmery, illld Michul Picl(Je, "Conlenl Analysis in E_mail Research: A
Melbodological Review," in Inquin'/!S in Literacy: Theory and Practice (Chicago, IL: National Reading
Conferencelnc.,1997j,474.
I See "Defmition ofTerms" in Appendix A.
mail. E·mail, or electronic mail, works in a very similar fashion 10 regular mail. It is an
electronic form of personal communication. People are assign~ differenl addresses and
someone ~delivetS~ the mail in much the same way as Canada Post. Howevtt, e-mail is
slightly different in thai this complete process lakes place electronically. lnslead of
having a physical street or rural mailing address. the person has an electronic mailbox
which is slored on the hard disk of a computer. Instead of the Canada Posl letter-carrier
delivering the mail, a series of Inlernet servers are used to electronically Ir.lJ1Smit this mail
around. the world until il arrives at its destination.
The second element of the Internel is the World Wide Web. Unlike e·mail, the
World Wide Web is not a method of personal communicalion at all. One way 10 look at
the World Wide Web is thai it is more like a library. II is a library wilh many different
publications, on a variety of topics, with most information available for public viewing.
The World Wide Web is like an electronic library which stores all of its material (e.g.,
books, magazines, periodicals, encycJopaedias, videos, audio tapes, etc.) on computers.
One of the main differences between the World Wide Web and a tr.w1itionallibrary is thai
the World Wide Web contains both professional and personal publications. This means
thai almost anyone with access 10 the World Wide Web can publish malerial to il.
Another main difference between the World Wide Web and a lradilionallibrary is Ihat the
World Wide Web is not physically in one location. The World Wide Web is a series of
millions of computers, all around the world, which arc all network~4togetherto form an
electronic library. On the World Wide Web there is no such thing as the book being
"cheeked out." On the World Wide Web lhere is no delay between the time that
something is published and the time that your library receives a copy. Infonnation is
posted instantaneously on the World Wide Web, meaning that the material that is
available, provided that it is reliable, is the most up-to-date infonnation available.
The final element of !he Internet is discussion groups. Internet discussion groups,
which can come in a variety of Iypcs, are similar to a bulletin board of ideas. Imagine a
bulletin board where individuals are able to place cards which cOnlain their ideas or
thoughts on a particular issue or topic. The bulletin board is available to the public, so
others can read and respond to items !hat have already been placed on the bulletin board,
they can generate new issues or topics which they would like to discuss or see discussed.
An Internet discussion group is basically an electronic version of the bulletin board.
These Internet discussion groups can come in two fonns, the asynchronous Internet
discussion group or !he synchronous real-time communication.
AsyDcbro.ous Illterael Discussio. Groups
As previously stated, in this thesis Ihe researcher considered Ihe educational uses
and value of Internet discussion groups. However, there are many different types of
lntemet discussion groups !hat might be studied. One specific type of Internet discussion
groups is lite "Iistserver.M The listserver is a device which operates using an individual's
• Sec "DefinitionofTcnns- in Appendix A.
e-mail. Essentially, a listserver is a programme that will forward any message that it
receives to all the individuals who have subscribed their e-mail address to that listserver.
It is analogous to an office environment where there were different sections of an
organisation within the same office. If one individual sends out a memo from "Section
A", all the other individuals in "Section A~ would receive that memo. However, no one
in "Section B" would receive this memo. This is similar to the way a listserver operates.
Individuals decided whether or not they want to be a pan of "Iistserver A" or "Iistserver
B" and will then only receive the e-mails generated from that listserver. Remembering
the concept of a public bulletin board, imagine that the bulletin board is publicly available
in a room, but you have to be a member (i.e. subscribe) to gain entry into that room.
However, this idea is more akin to the idea of personal mail delivered by Canada Post and
less like the bulletin board. which is why most would still consider this a pan of c·mail
and not a type of lntemet discussion group.
Another type of Internet discussion group is the web forum. There are as many
different types of web forums as there are different companies to produce web forum
software. Some of the more commons ones which are used in Canada are
AilaVistalSiteScape, TopClass, Web Course in a Box, or WebCT.5 These web forums
use the same idea as all other Internet discussion groups (I.e., the bulletin board concept),
except the discussion is presented in an icon-based environment. These icon-drivcn
discussion groups are available as a pan of the World Wide Web. However, there is a
J YiWl Firdyi_k. "Courseware Toob: Where is the pecbgogy?" Educatio"al Tech"ology 39. no. I (1998)'
34.
reason why web forums are considered a type of Internet discussion group and not simply
a pan of the World Wide Web. Mainly, this is due to the fact that almost all aspects of
the World Wide Web are one-way technologies and web forums are two-way
technologies. A one-way technology is something that is designed to only aHow output,
such as a book. A book, like a World Wide Web site. is meant to provide [nfonnation on
a specific topic. However, a two-way technology allows both input and output, such as
the bulletin board. The main difference between them is that a two-way technology
allows for personal interaction between two or more different individuals. If the topics
being discussed on the bulletin board are not the topics that particular individuals want
discussed. they have the ability to input their own ideas and place their own note on that
bulletin board.
A third twe of Internet discussion group is Usene!. The Usenet newsgroup was
one of the early fonns of discussion groups available on the Internet. In operation, they
are very similar to the web forums, except for one fact. Usenet operates in a non-icon-
based environment or a text-only environment. Given the "user friendly," "computers for
dwnmies" environment thai is prevalent in our society in general, it is easy to understand
why Usenet has been labelled the technology of the 1980s. Like many text-only
environments (e.g., MS DOS, Lynx, or Unix) certain people would much rather have
pictures and icons perfonn the functions for them. instead of actually having to know the
specific command and type it in manually. In today's society, Usenet newsgroups are in
some respects representative of the technology of the 19805. with icon-based
environments, such as web forums, being representative of the technology of the 1990s.
Real-time CommnkatiOil
If Usenct is the ttthnology of the 19805 and web forums the tcclmology of the
1990s, then dirttt real-time communication is the technology of the next millelU1ium.
Direct real-time communication comes in many ronns. such as Multiuser Object
Orientated (MOO), Multiple User Dungeon (MUD), Internet Relay Chat (IRq, and I
Seek You (ICQ).~ In its essence, direct real-time communication is the same thing as a
conference telephone call. The older versions (e.g., MOO, MUD, and IRC) were based
on the idea that everyone else had to call them. similar to the party telephone lines which
were popular in the early and mid-1990s. The newer versions (e.g.• ICQ) are examples
like the telephone conference call, where individuals are assigned their own personal
number and other individuals have to attempt to contact that number. hoping that the
individual is available to answer.
This section provided an overview of the main types of Internet discussion groups.
In this thesis, the researcher considered the educational uses and value of Internet
discussion groups. Attempts were made to consider two types of Internet discussion
groups: "web forums" and "Usenet newsgroups." However, the researcher was only able
to obtain data from Usenet newsgroups. The Usenet newsgroups that were considered by
the researcher included some which were used by instructors, monitored by instructors
• See "nefmifionorTerms" inAppendill; A ror these rourterms.
and guided by instructors. and others, that were not being directly used by instructors, and
were neither monitored or guided by instructors,
Statemeat of the Problem
Early experiences and perceptions of Internel discussion group usage by the
researcher are discussed in the "Rationale of the Thesis" section. This rel1ection led him
to form a series of basic questions that became the focus of this thesis. In its broadest
scope, the focus of this thesis was the use of Internet discussion groups by students,
teaching assistants and instructors at a post-secondary level. Specific questions resulting
from this basic focus include the following areas:
I. Ho.... many students are using these lntemel discu.ssion groups? Are they being used by
the majority OfSlUden15 in the class? Or are they being rnooopolised by I. selected, small
group ofthl.t clu5?
2. Wbl.1 are $Orne of tho: cb.a~C1erisli« of how individUilI students use thc:se Internet
discussion groups? Ho.... ue studentsllSiIlg these Internet discllSSion groups~ Ale thc:y
simply fot academic purposes orue thc:y used for non-academic pL1lJlO5es? Do these
non-academic pUfPOS'C$ assul ill the learning proccss ill $Omt way'!
a) In an mstruclor-dt!ve!l environmelll, do students simply intel11ct with the
instructor? Ordotbeyalsointeraetwithcacltotber? lnastudtnt-dri'·en
ctlvir~nl,aretberestillstrue:lUl'edleamingacrivilies?
3. When do studen15USC: these lntcmet discu.ssiott groups? Is it during tbe day when they
wouldnol1Tll.l1yanendclu5? Or is it oU15ideofthe rnditional scbool day'!
4. Does the use of Internet dlscllSSion groups affect a student's grade ill tbe CotllW? Do
students woo actively partiClpatc in an Internet d~ion group perfonn higher than
5ludentswoo don'tparticip.ate?
S. Wbl.t do slUdtn15 think of these lntemet diseussion groups? Do they rmd them useful?
Do they fed panicipation should be mandatory? Ho.... would they like to see instruetor's
uselntemetdiscussiongroups?
6. Wbl.t are some of !be ways in which Intemet diitussion groups are used for educational
purposes? WhIt are $Orne 'best p~etice'models tbat lnstruetOn ltave developed?
Based on these questions, the researcher formed six difTerenl areas of Internet discussion
groups for consideration in this Ihesis.
When considering the value of any tool designed to assist in the role of teaetling,
the first question must be how many students actually take advantage of and used this
tool. If the number of students that used the tool is extremely low. regardless of how the
tool is being used. one would have to question its value.
The second area of Internet discussion groups that was considered was a content
analysis of what the newsgroups were actually being used for by instructors and students.
Of the six areas being considered by the researcher. content analysis of Internel discussion
groups had received more rescarch than any other aspect of the study of Internet
discussion groups. As a sub-lest to Ihis particular area. the researcher also considered if
there was a difference between the content analysis of Internet discussion groups where
the instructor was visibly present and those where the instructor was visibly absent.
The next area that was considered by the researcher was the time of day that
students used these Internet discussion groups. Early research had indicated that Internet
discussion groups allow for "rolffid·the-clock dialogues..7 and "thai the electronic forum
extended class discussion beyond the class period.,,8 In fact. these indications had been
held up as one of the primary benefits of Internet discussion groups. The researcher
undertook a consideration of when students post messages to the Internet discussion
groups that were monitored.
7 Robert J. Cavalier."C~ Processing and the Ele<:tronic AGORA: Redesigning the classroom.·
£DUCOM Revil"<' 27. no. 2 (1992): 34·35.
I Micllael AJ. Collins, "11Jc Usc of E-mail and Electronic Bulletin Boards in College-Level Biology,"
Journal oIComput~'S in Mathematics and Sci~"c~ TeachiJ'/g 17. no. 1 (1998): 78.
The fourth area that the researcher considered was the issue of grades, As with
any new teaching tool that is introduced inlo the classroom cn\'ironment, one of the
primary concerns is whether this will help students learn? This was the case with Internet
discussion groups as well: can participation in an Internet discussion group be used to
predict overall student perfonnance a course? This consideration was based on research
conducted by Barbour and Collins in their three year study of second year, non.major
Biology courses at Memorial University of Newfoundland, which is discussed in greater
derail in Chapter 2.
The next area that was considered in this thesis was student perceptions of Internet
discussion groups. While student participation in the lntemet discussion groups
monitored by the researcher was not mandatory, the students undoubtedly had opinions
on whether or not Internet discussion groups should be used as a part of their educational
experience and exactly how these discussion groups should have been used. The final
area that me researcher considered was examples of effective teaching, The researcher
collected a list of different methods used by inslructors that the researcher felt or that the
students indicated were examples of effective teaching utilising Internet discussion
groups.
10
Rationale of tbe Tbesis9
According 10 Bull (1997), one afthe authors of the "Internet Discussion Groups",
there are two basic ways 10 use Usenet newsgroups in education:
One is 10 view the ankles as prinwy SOU/U'S in a discussion of a topic. much like inlervie"''S
or leners. In this model. !he students III'Ould lcad the newsgroup much like a daily paper.
pcrhiips ...i!boul intr.acting at all. The otbc:r way is as a suppa" mechanism for the class itself
- a local ncwsgoup is crealed for the class (assuming tbe schoollw I lOCi! Usenct server)-
and is IVlilabJe al allbours forcxncl.assdiscussions.cluificationofassignm.:nts. "office
oows",Cll:.. 'o
These methods of using the Internet discussion groups are nol particularly creative, nor do
they challenge students much beyond basic knowledge and lower-order reasoning.
However, there are other methods which can be used. methods which serve to provide
more challenge for students. For example. as a student at Carleton University the
researcher witnessed one professor, who taught a course in Canadian constitutional
polilics, conduct an online First Ministers meeting. The professor created groups during
class for each of Ihe ten provinces, two territories, federal government and aboriginal
groups. These groups formulated their positions omine, then posted them 10 the course's
Usenet newsgroup. Once all the positions were available on the newsgroups, individual
students and groups were encouraged to generate discussion and debate around their areas
ofcommon ground and their areas ofdifference. As the participation increased, Ihere was
9 Michael K. Barbour, "EVoIllIl.ting Online Discus.sion Forums: Usellef Dewsgroups and rbe cla$sroom," T1le
Morning Wiltch 26, flO. 1-2 (1998): 8 JNIges. 02 February 1m
<bttp:1lwww.~.mun.caledw;:lmwatehlnmwateb..ban>.
'0 Taken from an e·IN.il received by the fe$earcber from Gina Bull on 271uly 199&.
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posturing by groups, deal-making, individuals standing finn, everything that would have
occurred had this activity been conducted during class-time. However, by moving the
activity to a Usenet newsgroup the professor was able 10 extend the amount of lime
devoted to the activity and increase the number of students panicipaling in the activity.
Conducted amine, this activity might possibly have taken three to six classes. By
conducting it online, the professor was able to use one class to explain the activity and gel
the ball rolling, and then allow weeks for the students 10 participate in this activity.
This approach is similar to one of the four components of the "Acadia
Advantage." In the example used by the "Acadia Advantage," a piece of software called
Microsoft (MS) NetMeeting is used by the lnstitute for Teaching and Technology to assist
groups of students in conslnlcting a model of learning. This project would see students
orient themselves during clasS-lime towards how they will approach the project and then
use their laptops and the MS NetMeeting software to complete their consttuction of a
model of learning. II Another componem of the"Acadia Advantage" is the use of ACME
electronic discussion groups to promote subslantive discussion. This component worked
much the same way as the above-mentioned scenario, where the professor posed
questions for the students to respond 10. The coding of Ihe responses was based on a
syslem created by Acadia University. Every two weeks, the responses contributed by the
panicipaling students were compiled by topic and e-mailed to each student.
11 Heather Hemming & Greg MacKinnon, "'The Acadia Advant:lge: Usfng Compuler Technology fn
Teacher EdllCalion" (a paper presented al tile annual meeting or the Society for Information Technology fn
Teacher EdllCation, WaslUngton. DC.. 1998), 7.
12
In addition to the perceived advantages of Internet discussion groups for
enhancing learning, there are some inherent values thaI come from using these types of
technologies. The first value, which was evident in the description of the online First
Ministers meeting, is the contention thai Internet discussion groups can allow for a
dynamic, on-going discussion. In a classroom situation, an instructor might allow a
discussion to be conducted in a particular lesson. However, if that instructor wanted that
discussion to continue into the next lesson, the instructor would have to reinitiate the
discussion, or else allow this line of inquiry to cease. However, as has been illustrated
earlier, lhere is no time limit for an online discussion. Also, an online discussion which
continues over a longer period oflirne allows students "think-time" before participating in
the discussion. This technique of "think·time" is not always practical during an in-class
discussion.
Another perceived value of Internet discussion groups is that they can create a
sense of community. In many cases, especially at a post-secondary level, students do not
have time to associate with one another outside of class.time and have even less
opportunity during class-time. Even with the opportunity for interaction during das~-
time, students tend to gravitate towards others who share common characteristics as
themselves. Internet discussion groups can give students who would not otherwise
interact with one another a greater opportunity to "get to know" their colleagues. creating
in effect a "cyberfamily." 12
II Harold Rbeingold, Harold Rheingold's The: Vimyl cpmmynjry Rheingold's Brainstorm's. 14 pages. OJ
January 2002. <http:// .rheinsold.oomlvdbooklintro.hlml>.
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A final perceived value that Internet discussion groups help to foster is the
instnlctor's role as a facilitator. In most of the activities outlined above, once the
instructor has begun the activity he/she can move aside and allow the students to interact
with one another. It is through this interaction thai students actively learn. In this model.
the instructor acts as a facilitator to mue sure that students are "heading in the right
direction" and remain on·task or on-topic. In the activities that have been outlined. the
pedagogy matches the technology that is being utilised. Not only is the instructor able to
act as a facilitator, but he/she is able 10 provide a more substantial individual feedback.
both in quality and quantity. During an in-elass situation, it is not feasible for an
instructor to wail for each and every student to make interjections into the discussion and
to provide each student with individual feedback.
Many of these early perceptions were experienced first-hand by the researcher
while he was an undergraduate student at Carleton University, a university which
provides one of the mosl comprehensive uses of lntemet discussion groups. These
perceptions and the researcher's initial academic intereslS were funher cultivated as a
Bachelor of Education student. The personal experiences and brief literalure review
provided above. assisted the researcher in fonning the basis for Ihis thesis.
Significance or tbe Thesis
Vt-'hile the review of the literalure, wruch will be discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 2, revealed that many of the areas under consideration by the researcher have
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received link attention. there arc many reasons why research arlhis nature may be useful
10 lhose who are interested in using lntm1C1 discussion groups as a pan of their teaching
portfolio. According to Barbour (1998), there were seventeen of lhiny-fi\'c Canadian
universities that used some form of Internet: discussion groups in some fonn or another to
support cowses offered at their institution. lJ
In Barbour's survey. il was discovered thai many of these institutions only used
[ntemet discussion groups in selective instances. There was only onc university which
"sed lntemet discussion groups for every course offered by the institution and one other
university which used them for all courses in some departments and some courses in
other departments. As this survey occu.rrtd over three )'tatS ago. this usage may have
increased. particularly with the growth of we~basc:ddiscussion forums.
In the mid-I990s, it was staled in an article from the AI/ontic MOtllh~v that
lo 1922. Thomu Edi50a pndicIed tfg[ -me lIJDrion pKtun i$ destiDed 10 revollltiooiK our
ntuariollal $ystm'l WId••. in I few ynn it "'iU supplUll ~ly. i( DOt mlirdy. the l,I$e or
I~xthoob.~ T_=ty-Ihttt )'eatS llrola. in 1945. WiIIWn Lc"mson. the dirKuK or tbI:
C\evelmd public: 5(:11001$' 00i0 sation. cllroinEd WI -me Iirnr; Imy come _'beD 01 pora.bk
ndio rtt~hw ..'ill be u cocrwon in the cw.sroom;as is !be bIKkboafd.~ Folt)')'nn OIfter
dw!be tIOIed ~bolocist a.F. Skinner, refctrio& 10 tbe: rlnl cbys or his -U:0ICbia&
maehiJles.~in!be llrote 1950sW«tly 1960s. _TOCl:, -I wu5000s.ayingllu.l"wilhlhchtlpor
IaCbiDc uacbiocs W pmcnnmnt iDstnlCtioa, sruMDIS could lam r'Iritt U llllK:b in !he
_timemdwilbtht$aJnCcffonuinOlstmdardc1;auroom.~I'
While the motion picture. radio or teaching machine have not revolutionised the
classroom as was originally anticipated, il appears that the lnternct may vcry wdl
accomplish this task. However, this revolution will not be achieved by increasing access
to compUlers and the Internet alone, nor will computers ever replace leachers or tcaching.
II Supn. DOte 9.
"Todd OppenbeimeT. '"The Computer Delusion.· TIre ,{Ilalltic MOil/My 210. no. t (1991): 45.
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This revolution has begun with the teachers who ha\'C started to usc computers and the
Internet as tools to assist in their lcaching."
While teachers at all levels of instruction have begun to use various aspects of the
Internet. it appears that Internet discussion groups have been one of the lasl to be
embraced. Instructors first began using e-mail to increase their level of accessibility to
their students. II has since been used for numerous things; from creating relationships
with experts in the field to silJlplc communication between students without having to
physically come together. Another aspect of the lnlemcl thai instructors can usc on a
fairly wide basis is the World Wide Web. Instructors can use the World Wide Web for
everything from creating course sites to having course readings online to expecting
students to usc the World Wide Web for research.
While e-mail and the World Wide Web have found a nwnbfi of educational uses
and there is much Iitenture reporting on these uses, there has been less use of and less
written about Internet discussion groups compared to the research conducted on the
educational uses or e-mail and the World Wide Web. There has been literature which has
discussed content analysis or computer.mediated communications (e.g., both e-mail and
Internet discussion groups), but link exclusively on lnternet discussion groups. This
thesis will add a comprehensive piece or research into the nature or Internet discussion
groups.
"Supra.1IOIe9.
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LlmltatioDs of tbe Thesis
Th~rt: are a number of limiting faclors that have affected the research conducted
for this thesis. The greatest of these dealt with the process of obtaining pennission to
collect data sets. As will be discussed in greater detail in Chapler 3. the researcher
approached faculty members at three different institutions in order to obtain pennission to
monilor their Internet discussion groups. The researcher was not able to obtain
pennission from any faculty members at one institution. At a second institution. two
faculty members granted the researcher pennission to approach the students in their
courses. however, the researcher was not able to get 100"10 student participation in any of
lhesecourses.
This inability 10 obtain a 100% permission rate from students prevented the
researcher from considering the fourth area (i.e., participation rate as an indicator of
grades) outlined in [he "Statement of the Problem" section of this chapter. In the
researcher's proposal. as it was accepted by the Faculty of Education. the researcher stated
that any consideration of the students' participation rate as an indicator of final grades
would come from only two of the three institutions. The two institutions from wmch the
researcher was unable to obtain permission to collect dala sets were the same two
institutions that would have been used by the researcher to consider in the fourth area.
While the researcher was able to obtain permission 10 monitor lnternet discussion
groups at the third institution. the nature of that permission and the method of monitoring
also presented some limiting factors. The first of these factors related to the with an
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initial message thai the researcher was required 10 post to each Internet discussion group
thai was monitored. announcing the researcher's presence. The fact that the discussion
group was being monitored was a limiting factor. The researcher made a decision prior to
the beginning or his thesis that any messages posted to the Internet discussion groups as a
follow.up to his initial message would not be included in the data sets thaI were being
collecled. This fact was staled in the initial message posted by the researcher.
However. there were a few individuals who did post follow.up messages to the
researcher's initial post and others who replied directly. via c·mail, 10 the researcher. It>
The researcher replied. privately, 10 both those who posted follow-up rntssages and those
who e-mailed him directly. Many of these messages provided suggestions to the
researcher in order to collect a better data set or simply 10 discuss the nature of his
research, However, there were a few negative reactions that were expressed in these
correspondences. It is these negative reactions that provided a number of limiting factor.;.
As can be seen in the in the sixth message, the fact that the Internet discussion
groups were being monitored may have been a contributing factor in students' decision
whether or not to participate in the Internet discussion group. The researcher's initial
~announcement~ created an unnatural environment that would not have existed had the
researcher be able to use a process of 'silent monitoring', which is discussed in further
detail in Chapter 3, This concern was also raised by one instructor, in the seventh
message, who stated that the lack of student participation was due to the fact that
"students [did) not wanl to be under surveillance,"
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This instructor also expressed concern over the way in which the researcher
obtained pennission to monitor their lntemet discussion forum. As will be outlined in
Chapter 3, the researcher contacted the heads of various departments in order to obtain
pennission to monitor lntemet diSCllSSion groups. This process also presemed a number
of limitations to the researcher. The first. as indicated by the seventh message, were
instructors who were not willing participants aCthe researcher's thesis and were therefore
uncooperative. The uncooperative nature of this instructor, and others, again prevented
the researcher from gaining a true picture of how the Internet discussion group would
have been used, as some changed their planned uses orthe discussion group.
This method of obtaining permission from department heads presented other
limiting factors. The fifth area that the researcher outlined was that of student perceptions
or lntemet discussion groups. As permission was obtained rrom depanment heads ror the
vast majority or discussion groups monitored. the researcher was not in a position to
request that individual instructors administer a questionnaire in their classes.
As they are discussed above. the vast majority orthe limiting ractors relate the ract
that the researcher was not able to monitor the lntemet discussion groups in a natural
,jC{{ing. The other category under which the remaining limiting ractors rail is that co-
operation between the researcher and individual course instructors.
I. Sec Appmdix B {O view copies ortlle colTtSpondcncc rcccivcd.
Chapter 2 • Literature Review
latroductlon
The use of computers in the education system is becoming more and more
common, regardless of educational level. Some primary school teachers use computers to
assist students with their spelling, reading and writing, while some secondary school
teachers use computers to assist students in research. The proliferation of computers into
the education system is a characteristic of the third millennium.
[n 1996, the President of the United Slates, Bill Clinton, campaigned for "a bridge
to be buill 10 the twenty-first century... where computers are as much a part of the
classroom as blackboards." However, the question has to be asked "Is Ihis a good thing?"
According 10 Oppenheimer (1997),
New Jerscy cut $late aid to a nurnberofschool districts this pilSl yarand then spent $10
million on classroom computers. In Union City, California, a single school district is
spending 527 million 10 buy ne..... gear for a mtre cltvtn schools, The Kituidge Eltmtnwy
School, in Los Angelts, killed its music progr.lm last yt:u 10~ a t«hnology cD-Qldinalor:
in Mansfield, Massachusetts.. administntors dropped proposed ttlching positions in art,
music. and physical education, and lhcn spent 5333,000 on co.ters. in one Virginia school
lhc an room was 1UroCd into a computer laboratory."
It would appear obvious to the individuals in each or these organisations that it is a good
thing, given the actions and investments into technology that are outlined.
However, according [0 Cuban (1993),
T~y. computtrs and telecommunications art I faci of life as basic as elccaicity. lbcy ha~c
altered the daily work of large businesses and industty. Yct .....hyis il WI with all the tIlkof
"SllJIra.lIQlcI4,46.
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scbool Kform alld infomv.rioo cecboologies O\'ef the lui deeack. c:oqruten~ laCd far Ins
on" dailyb.uis iDc:'-ssrooms UuIl inotbcr«pnisatiom?'·
While educational lillhorities may be spending an excessive amount of resources on
bringing computers to the classroom, it appears that the classroom has yet to openly adopt
the compurer beyond basic uses.
Over this past decade. howC'o'er. the education system has been changing to adapt
to the introduction of this tecMology. These changes have in many cases been driven by
the students themselves. In the words of one teacher ~Every single child will do more
work for you and do better work with a computer. Just because iI's on a mor,itor. kids pay
mon: attention. There's this magic to the screen...l~ It is this student·driven nature that is
discussed in the data collected for this thesis, as the vast majority of the Internet
discussion groups thai were monitored were also sludenHmven.
However, !here is an underlying theme ~tcd in all aspects of technology
integration into the classroom or computer assisted inslnK:lion: the lack of research.
Edv.w Mil:n, " (0l'l'l'Itf tdilOf of the Hanvn! EJ~atiolf Lm~. yy. "Most mo..iedge2b1e
pccpk aptt lballmS1 of1hc RSeiUtb isD'! \'3lid.. 1(1 so flawed Ie shouldn'1 O'C1l be ailed
rcsnn:b. EsseaMUy. it'l jlUl ..uthlt5I." Once die faulty IlUdics are _«ded ouL Miller
Y)~ die 0lKI !bal mnaill "are iDc:oaclu:sivc" - lhal is. !bey Il1o... 1M) signiflCaDl clwlgc ill
cilber directiolI. Evett Eslber Dy!oa 3dmiu mal srudics are UDIkpcnlbble. "I don'! dUnk
tIlO5e stI.lc1iesamoum I01llUCbciUx'rW1lY,~ she Y)'5. "1.0 lhUarn~ is li1tlc proo[":W
This is similar 10 Ihe problem thai is presented wilh the siudy of Inlernel discussion
groups. According to Gresham (1994), "lillie resean:h and reporting has appeared on the
LlSeS of computer mediated discussi('ln groups or conferences in the academic
I. lany Cuban. ·coqlUlcl'I Meel C\as.$room: ctassroom Wins," Teaclltn Col/qt Rceorr/95. no, 2
(1993):46.
"SIlpI;I..DOIC 14. SO.
lOSupn.DOIC 14,47,
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conununity.,,21 While there has been more research conducted in this area since 1994,
much of this research has tended to focus on the advantages or disadvantages of usir.g
various fonns of computer discussion or on content analysis of individual computer
discussion groups.
Computer Mediated Communication
There are many dilTerem ways to discuss the use oflechnology in education. In
some cases, the tenn "technology integration" is enough to describe this process.
However, there are many other tenns which have been used to describe the same
phenomenon; computer-assisted instruction. computer.based learning and computer'
mediated communication to name a few. The fact thai lhere are numerous ways to
classify the usc of technology in education causes difficulty in trying to conducl a review
oEthe literature, simply because there is no specific field to investigate. However, when
it comes to communicalions through a computer, the lenn computer-mediated
communication is the lenn that is often used.
According to December (1997), computer-mediated communication (CMC) ~is a
process of human communication via compulers, involving people situaled in particular
~I John L. Greslwn. Jr., "From Invisibll: Colkgl: 10 Cybl:l'Sp3Ce College: Computer Corul:rl:ncing and the
Transformation oflnfonnal Scholarly Communication NI:tWOfQ," InurptrJonol Complliing and
Terhnology2,DO.4(l994): 14pag".19Aprill999
<bttp:lfwww.hel.sinki.rlf.IC:kllCelopld..I994/n4lgresllam.~t>.
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contexts, engaging in processes to shape media for a variety ofpwposeS.N22 Ferris (1997)
provides a more comprehensive definition when he states
the term ~lIteT·medilted communication refers to both wk-ldated and inlerpe~1
communication conducted by computer. This irn:IUlks communication both to and through 1I
personal Dr a mainframe computer, and is gellCrally undcnl00d 10 include asynchronous
communication via email or through the usc of an clecttonic bulletin board; synchronous
colJllBllliCOltionsucbas'cbillning'orthroughtbeuseorgroup$O~;andinformation
manipulation, rcllienl and storage through compulm and ckcuonic databascs. lJ
These [wo definitions allow for both the asynchronous methods ofdiscussion (i.e.• e-mail,
Internet discussion groups, CIC.) and the synchronous methods of discussion (i.e. MOOs.
MUDs, [Re, rCQ, etc.).
However, according to Berge and Collins (1995), CMC includes three things
confcrcncing. informatics and computer-assisled inslruction (CAl). Computer confcrclKing
provide$ c-mail, interactive messaging, and small and luge group di5Cussion. Informatics
(reposilnries or maintailxn of orgmikd information) include library online public access
catalogues,inleraClive access loremoledlilabases, progr.unldatol archh'essites (e.g., archives
of files for pictures, $OlIIId. lext, movies), campus-wide information syslems, ....idc-area
infortmlion systems, and information managers. such as Gopher and Veronica. In CAl, the
compuler is w;ed to stnu:ture and manage both the pre$efltalion of informalion and the
possible responses available totlte hwtWI user,l'
While the first two definitions excluded compuler-assisted instruction as a part of CMC,
the Berge and Collins model of CMC includes computer-assisted instruction. This
broadens the field of CMC to include World Wide Web sites. online books. even
educational software.
~ John D«ember, MN()(es on Defining ofCompuler-Mediated Conmunication.MCMC Mago::"ne (1997): 2
r,ages, 23 April 1999 ~http://www.deee~,comtcmclmag/I99?~janldttember.hunl>.
lJ Pixy Ferris. ·~11liCMC? An OvervIew ofScholatly DefUIJltons," CMC Magazine (1997): 2 pages. 23
April 1999. <http://www.decembcr.comlcmclmagll9971janlfcrris.hlml>.
1. laDe Berge and Mauri Collillli, "CompUteT Medialed Communication and Ihc Online Classroom:
Overview and Perspective." CMC Maga....ine (1995): 7 pages. 23 April 1m
<hrtp:llwww.decembcr.comlemclmag/I995ffebJbo:rge.htmf>. First published ill "Overview and
Perspective." in COfflputer Mediated Comfflunication and the Onun#! CllUsroom (Ctl.'SSkill: Hampton Press,
1995),
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This broadening of the tenn CMC creates even greater difficulty in conducting a
review (".f the literature. CMC literature that is written about two-way technologies. such
as e-mail and Internet discussion forums. are useful. However, CMC literature written
about one-way technologies, such as World Wide Web siles, online books and
educational software, are outside orlhe bounds armis thesis. It is for this reason that the
researcher will exclude much oflhe literature that has been conducted on CMC in general
and focus on the literature that deals spedfically with communication using the computer.
Many of the advantages of CMC are also the same advantages that will appear
later in the discussions of e-mail or various types of Internet discussion groups. Graham
and Scarborough (1999) argue that CMC allows "users to participate at a lime and at a
pace convenient to them and appropriate to the application. Panicipants can respond
immediately or they may elect to respond after taking time to reflect and compose a
response thoughtfully."1' This concept of "think timc" was introduced in ChapLcr I and
will aJso be discussed later in this chapter.
One consideration which isn't discussed in much of the literature is the
disadvantages to CMe. Ebbelink (1999) presented some of the disadvantages of various
types ofCMC. Some of the disadvantages specific to e-mail, computer conferencing and
newsgroups include the facl "that this asynchronous communication has no pressure to
respond," "it can be difficult to reach consensus... because [of) lack of body language,
~ Mary Graham and Helen Scarboroug.b. "COlq)uter Mediated Communication and Collaboralive Le:uning
in an Undergraduate Distance Education Environment." Australian Journal o/Educotionol Technology IS.
00.1 (l999): 21 pages. 02 August 1999 <bttp:l/cleo.murdoch.edu.aufajetlajetI5/gra}u.lTLhtml>.
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voice inflections and facial expressions." "it can lead to chaos and an overwhelming
number of messages, ii's time-consuming. only a small number of students dominate the
interaction... and because of the costs it is not available to everyone."Z6
One of the topics introduced in Chapter I related 10 different leaching strategies
using Internet discussion groups. The strategies provided in Chapter I were anecdotal
references thaI were observed by the researcher as an undergraduate student. In her
article. McComb (1993) presents a number of ways in which she has used CMC as a part
of her courses.
l. Students submincd their group assignmmts to me: I inscnro my comments in c~pilaJ
[eDel'$ under the pertinent Ic:\1 in thc:ir work. asked them to resubmit until the work was "good
enough" to continue. and send the assignmenlSback.
2. Srudents or groups selll quesriollS orcollCcrns lOme or loothc:r students as pnvate mail
3. I sent insm.u:tions, questions, direetions.gui<bnce.elc. 10 groups or individual.$oupovate
mail.
4. Groups sent me weeltly group proce5S reports as privale email. I responded 10 problem
areas or issuc:d pl1.ise in relUm email.
S. Students WfOle and edited their assignments online using the le~l edilO{.
6. Some groups \OT(Ile their assignments on a word proensor. uploaded them and senl them 10
~.
7.1 posledela.ss announcements on the bulletin boMd.
8. SlUdents posled meS5~ges (~hhoug!l not 100 nuny) 00 !be bulletin board.
9. I made COIUSc: millerials !hal would otherwise ha,"C been IWllioulS available on the library
disk.
IO.llu"ougb Intentet, 'lUdenlS had access to otherresourees. such as Comserve disellSSion
groups, as well as an outside graderfor the fmal projn:t.)1
~ Ingrid Ebbelink, ·Computer-Medialed ColMlW\icarion" (muters thesis, University ofTwente, 1999) 9
r;age$. 19 April 1999 <bnp:llbvizen.dds.nV-inkiP.
7 Mary McComb, "Augmenting a Group Discussion Course with Co~uter-MediatedCOmmuUcatioo in a
Small College Serting," Illterper$Ollal ComputtrillK and Tec:Jtnolog;y I, no. 3 (1993): 17 pages. 19 April
1999 <http://www.helsinki.ftlscienceloptekll9931n3!mccomb.txt>.
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These and other instJuctor-driven uses which will be explored lata in this chapter and as
an analysis ofthc data in Chaplef4.
The following two sections of the review aClhe literarurt restricts the focus to two
oCme most accessible fonns oreMe: electronic mail and Internet discussion groups.
Electroaic Mail (e-mail)
The field of research on electronic mail is much greater. largely because Ihis was
one of the first Internet technologies to be adopted by educators. However, there are
many differences between the nature of c*mail and the nature of Internet discussion
groups. For the most part, e-mail allows for one-Io-one interaction such as interaction
between inslnlctor and studem or student and instructor. The interaction between
students that exists in Internet discussion groups is rarely observed in c-mail discussion
because the audience ofan c·rnail is an individual.
In D'Souza (1992), for example. a project was established 10 allow the instructor
10 communicate with the srudents concerning class-related work by using e-maiL In a
class ortwenty-four students, all students reporting using the e-mail system and they used
the system for the following reasons:
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Table I
RAASOnsforE_rnailUsclll
Group-pll)jttlrclated
Weekly assignment
Assignment clarification
Gl"lIde-n:Lillteddiscwsions
OfficebourappoiDlmtDts
Cbss anendance (abseocefwdy)
OWr
F'!9uency
)06
240
24
"10,
)
51.0
40.0
..•I.,I.'I.,
05
While the e·maiI project was created to facilitate insuuclor-student interaction, the largest
amount of use of the e-mail was between student and student as they communicated with
the individual members of their group on various class projects.
This quantitative data was re-enforced by the comments lhat were made by the
students in completing a questionnaire al the end arthe course.
"I fouod E-rnail 10 be very beneficial. I!providedanopportuniryformelocomrnunicalewith
other students without having (0 physically ITl«I and cram an already ovcrerowdcd sc~uJc.·
"E-mail is great! I finally swvived a group project ...ithoul wanting 10 k.ilIall of the group
""""'""."
"E-mail made itpouible for all mcmben of my group to participate and equ.111y sh;r.re in the
workuwelluthegrao:k."
"With a full-time job. school, and family. I IIiove always tried to dodge ellUtS WI require
group projects as I am unable to adjust my schedule 10 ;mtnd group meetings. E·mail now
rrWrtSilpossiblerormelOtaktthescclasses."~
The data presented by D'Souza. along with these comments indicate how a studem-driven
initiative proved to be a valuable experience for the students and how it also changed the
intended use of the e-maH system.
Rheingold (1993) provides what may be an explanation for these types of student·
:I Patricia Veas.ey D'Souza. "E·maifs Role in the lnming Process: A Case Srudy," Journal ofReleorclr all
Compun"lIg 111 Educan'oll 25, no. 2 (1992): 260.
.:olbid.,2SS.
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driven initiatives. Rheingold puts forward the idea that ~people are likely 10 do what
people always do with a new communication technology: use it in ways nc\"cr intended or
foreseen by its inventors...·» This statement would explain the fact that many of these c~
mail projects are initially created to increase the level of interaction between instructors
and students., but the end result becomes that it serves to increase the level of internc:tion
between students and other students even more than the instructor-student interaction.
This concept of student-driven initiative was not seen in Hedges and Mania-
Farnell (1998·99). In Ihis study, 62 students were provided e-mail accounts for the
purpose "to increase student-instructor interaction. This happened."J I However. Hedges
and Mania-Farnell did nOI find the same level of studenl·s!udcm interaction, as they noted
that Min this course the majority of groups met in person. primarily because most did not
have access to computers at home,")!
D'Souza (1992) also highlights one of the concerns raised earlier by Miller in
Oppenheimer (1997). the facl that many of the conclusions made in this type of research
are questionable. According to D'Souza. "the majority agreed Ihal E-mail has a positive
effect on the learning process." However. !his statement isn't based upon Ihe rt$ults
between a control class and an experimental class. but on the studenls' responses 10 two
questionnaire stalements. When asked. on a scale of I 10 5 with I being "Strongly
)CI Huold Rhemgold. "A Slice orLire in my Vinual Convnunity." in Globol NerR'Orb (Cambridge: The
MIT Press. 1993), H·80, quoted in John Piino. "Univenity Srudent Attitudes Towards E·Mail il5 Opposed
to WrineD Docwnenls." COIrIPUllr1 i/lllrlSclrooh 14, DO. 3f4 (l998): 31 .
.. Kathryn Hedgn and Bubara Mania-Farnell, ·Using E·mail to I~rove Communication in the
Introductory Science Clusroom.· JoumQ{ ofOillql Scie/lce Troclri,., 28. no. 3 (1998·99); 199.
J1lbid.• 200.
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Disagree- and S being "Strongly Agree," students responded to the following tv.'o
statements
TbeuseofE.fN.i1 helps tbtaudmllO kanllMtC.
TbellSCofE-mailbcIptPfO"idrlbntcrleuuiDi~e.
AVmlgeScore
..,
4-S"
Other than the students' own impressions. there is no data provided 10 indicate that the
use of (-mail "had a positi·..e effect on the learning experience." The data that is provided
by D'Souza does support the statement that sNdents fell that e-mail had an positive
experience on their own learning experience. however.
There are others that have stated that the use ofc-mail is beneficial to the students'
own impression of their learning experience. In a project between two grade five classes,
one in Newfoundland and one in Nova Scolia, Cooper (1992) found that students "self-
esteem was enhanced while communication skills improved," largely due to the fact thaI
"poor handwriting became irnlevanl.·~ This example provides a K-12 example or how
(-mail also allows students to experience a positive leaming experience.
II should be noted that there were some conclusions dr.awn by D'Souza (1992) thai
were supported by the data including the stalements that the "Sludents seemed 10 enjoy
using e-mail," thai it provided Man opponunily for the instructor 10 offer mort
personalised anemion to studmts in meeting specific leaming needs,Mthai it promoted
Mstudents' ability to express themselves more freely to the instructor," and that it
lJsupra. nole 28. 261.
)4 Loreru. Cooper, "EleclrOnic Mail Options Exciting for SNdents." PriJ", I. no. 2 (1992): 28.
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encouraged "team projects by removing the time and distance barriers inherent in these
activities."35
Some of these conclusions were: also reponed by Sansonov (1998), who was
involved in a project at Central Texas College which saw six former students of Russian
and a Russian instructor create an initiative to allow the students to maintain their
Russian proficiency after the completion of their course. Similar to D'Souza (1992),
Samsonov found thai "as students' individual needs were identified. lite experimenter
provided more individualised assigrunents."l6
Hedges and Mania-Farnell (1998-99) also reponed a number of beneficial
conclusions. Two of the benefits thai emerged from the structured e-mail assignment
were "the packet material reinforced classroom lectures and allowed the students 10 Sec
the relevance of classroom information in relation to 'the real world'" and "a number of
students related the material to personal experiences and initiated a discussion with the
instructor to obtain answers to questions of importance to them. ,,37
Two other benefits thai Hedges and Mania Farnell discussed were that "in
comparison to paper answers, we found that e-mail responses were much shorter and to
the point" and that "the main benefit for the students was that they were allowed time and
given direction to develop their answers. ,,38 This second item alludes to the concepts of
"think time," introduced in Chapter I. ''Think time" is where students have the ability to
U SUpr.I.1IOIc28,262.
~ Pilvel Sumonov, "TCilChing English-Russiilll md Russian-Englisb Translation through E-ltliIil," fALL
./(Junia! ofumgurlge Learning T«hnologies 30. 110.3 (1998): 40.
I'Supn.1IOk31,199_200.
II Supn,llotc31,200,
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consider their contribution 10 a discussion. even do additional rc:search into an issue.
before actually making thai contribution. In the class of a MliveM in<lass discussion.
students arc: genemly not afforded lhe required Mthink time" to develop comprehensive
Finally, D'Souza (1992) suggested that
Some of tbc -W1ications &lid lIKS of E-mail iDehllk: (.) replying 10 queries and KqIICSts
from sNdents rqvding course COIlIenl: (b) providinJ Idvi« and guidmce; (e) belpiDg
s!Udmts 10 $Olve problems ira W'Idc1standiDg the subject TNlner of. COWSI:: (d) SCT\ing U I
med.iwn of tral1Smb5ion for 5C1ld.ing in oome"''Ork &lid returning Inl pa~n. scores. and
cornments:ilDd(elcncO\Lnginglumprojectsllldscltingupsclf-helpgrOllPS·)O
Many of these uses could also be utilised by instructors using Internet discussion forums.
The only real difference between e·mail and an Internet discussion group is that in the
case of e-mail. the uses arc generally betwttn one stude.,1 and the instructor or one
student and another student. whereas in the case of the lntemet discussion group the IlSeS
are publicly available for all students 10 see.
However, these applications and uses can only become a real part of the students'
learning experience if students are in fact using e-mail. Aecording to Piino (1998), ~/.
of students from the College of Engineering and the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Colorado has been using e-mail foroneyearormore.Piino also found that
more than two thirds of students who used e-mail checked it more than five times each
week..lO This level of usage indicates that within this Wliversity. should instructors decide
It Sllpra, I'IOle 28. 263.
.0 John Piino. ~Univtrsity Studeol AtUl\u;ks ToWlf<ls; E-Mailll$ Opposed 10 Wrinen DocumenlS,~
Computers illlheSchoois t4, no. 314 (1998): 27.
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10 make use of c-rnail, or other COntlS of compuler-mediated communication. the vasl
majority ofstudents make use of it and make usc orit often.
The body of research into electronic mail is like that of many other disciplines that
consider the use of the lntemet and related technologies, still in its infancy. Samsonov
(1998) provides evidence of this fact when he states
Elec!rOnic mail delivery ofassignments pro\'cd effective in this shan pilot slUdy. Further and
moredeu.iledr~hisplilJlMdforlhcli.ltun:. E-rmil-ba.sedRussian·Englishtnnslarion
pl1lc!iccccruinlyprovcdcffectil·candpopuJar"'itbstlldcnlS.lltbollgblherc is clearly much
more - both practically and tbeorclically - 10 be done to more 1UIly u.ndcrstand CMC .u a
loolinlhcteachingoflTlOlkmlaoguagcs."
While Samsonov's statement was directed towards lhe use of c-rnail in the teaching of
modem languages. the lIteme of more needing to be done to fully understand the use of
various forms of computer-mediated conununicalions as a 1001 in leaching is a common
theme in the review of this literature.
Internet DiS('ussion Groups
Bull, Bull and Sigmon (1999), state that "a conventional class [discussion} favours
students who are prepared to speak, so other students may be left out Electt'Onic
discussion groups allow a dass to continue its discussion between meetings, In contrast
to electt'Onic mail, discussion groups, including newsgroups. allow 'threaded'
com'ersations.w41 As has been outlined in Chapter I, there are a number of different types
"Supn.. note 36, 42.
• ! Glen Bull Giu Bull, and Tim Sigmon., ~ColJaborative Education,~ Leading and Leanrillg ...ith
Technology 26, 00.5(1999): 51.
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of Internet discussion groups. In lhis section. three different typeS of Internet discussion
groups are considered: web-bascd conferences; text-based conferences (e.g.• Uscnct
newsgroups); and synchronous real-time communications (e.g.. Multiuser Object
Orienlation).
Web-bO\Sed canfcrencing is becoming more common on the post-secondary
campuses, particularly as students who have grown up in an ~icon·based cnvironmcnt~
begin their studies at these institutions. There is a generation of post-secondary students
for whom their entire computer experience has been in a windows-based or icon-based
environmenl. These students may not have the technical knowledge and. in many cases.
the desire to use Internet discussion groups that are hosted in DOS-based.. Lynx-based or
other text-based environments.
One of the many types of wdJ.based conferences is included in the TopClass e·
learning software. Foley and Schuck (1998) reponed on a project lhat involved a
Mathematics Education class which used !he web-based conference in TopClass, where
groups of students were to post a response to a statement provided by Ihe instructor and
later post a reply to at least one of Ihe olher groups' responses. Foley and Schuck found
that 71 oflhe 88 students who completed a questionnaire at the end of the course enjoyed
the participation in the web-based conference. Three of the most common themes or
SOUttes of enjoyment expressed by the students were "opportunity for group
JJ
collaboration,M "novel way of learning I opponunity to use the Internet." and "access (0
others' respon.sc$l seeing other views..~l
Expanding on these ideas. some of the students in\'olved in this project
commentedlhat
By reaciiog all the rnpGD5CS it also reinfOfl»:1 aod rqJnted infom'lltion and opilliolls o"~r
5C"CR1liniap and (1.DoLlIy. it ceruinly made you tbiDk abouIlbc lopC and lbc ·cxquisill:Dl:$$-
oflbelwrm.llmiDd.
WC1lt inand~adthe Response 2 contributioos-tbnc"-ncof'lT&Il:hbig!lttsWldardlhan
Response I. Ailin it had prclty m.lCb all heeD uid. bul il Iw b«n I teaming cKperiaJ(('.
8«ause ....e \\'C'I'e all ~ldiJlg cKb otben' work. it IIad many ~lc to perfonn bener - be
more self-collKious tbm normal."
These student comments and the memes listed above are similar to the findings discussed
in the previous section Oflhis chapter.
Instead ofsimply considering the advantages or disadvantages of using .....eb-based
conferences, Poole (2000) also consideB when students use web-based conferences. The
following table was compiled from a class of 14 graduate students pursuing their studies
in educational technology.
Tabid
r:iwrilqofSttJdrnt Pmq;!O BlI!krip Rturd by Dayoftk Wttk"
Sun Moo Tues Wed Thun En $11
tiwnbqofpom 1S9 III 91 112 1S9 I2lI 16]
This table illustrates that the majority of messages posted to the web-based bullelin board
were posted on the weekend (i.e., there were more message posted on Friday. Saturday
'1 GerTY Foley ud Sandy Schuock.. "Web-based Conferencing: Pedlgogical Anet or Constnint?" Ausrrolian
Jowrnll/o[Educanonol Ttclrnology 14, 110.1 (1998): 14 p,a8ef. 02 AUiW! 1999
<bttp:llcleo.DllIldocll.edu.aulljetlajetI4Ifoley.bttnl>.
"Ibid
OJ Dawn M. Poole, "Srudml Partici~liollin a DiscIwioa..Qriented Online Coune: A Case SlUdy." Journal
o[R~sNn:1ron Computing ill EdllCano,. ]], 110. 2 (2000): 16S.
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and Sunday, than were posted on Monday through Thursday). The table also illustrates
thai more messages were posted on Saturday. than any other single day afthe week.
In addition 10 considering the frequency of student usage on a daily basis. Poole
also collected data on lhe time of day that students made use of the bulletin board. This
data was presented in Table 3.
TableJ
Time ofOay in Whjch Studen! Posts Were Made 10 lIle Bulletin Board'"
24,m 4.8am lIam-noon noon-4pm 4-8pm 8pm-midnight
Numbcrof!ICKlS 29 18 127 208 3.46 297
Poole found that approximately one third of all messages were posted during the
traditional class hours (i.e., 8:00am 10 noon and noon to 4:00pm -- times when posl-
secondary institutions lI'adilionally schedule their classes). Another one third of messages
were posted during non-traditional class hours (i.e., 4:00 10 8:00pm -- times when post-
secondary institutions presently schedule classes, but have not done so traditionally).
Finally, approximately a third of all messages were posted during times when post-
secondary institutions do not schedule classes at all (8:00pm to midnight. 0 10 4:00am and
4:00 to 8:00am).
It is interesting to note an unexpected negative aspect of the graduate students'
involvement in this web-base conference, as raised by one of the student comments made
in a questionnaire that was completed at the end of the course.
As I "''U sining waiting for die faroous Tuesday night class 10 begin. I "''U struck by lhe (act
that muy of u.s ....ho engaged in some rather serlous discoune online ere jll$t silting and
chatting about rather innocuo\l$ topics wheo we came (ace to face. No · granted. thc: class
had ntX begun. aod we ...-ere DDt in a formal seminar. but it seemed rather ironic, or
interesting, Wf when "'-e did get in a selling when: ...-e could read each olbers faces. and hear
"Ibid.
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As will be discussed in Chapler 4, this lack of interpersonal, face-Io-face communication
is one of lIle many reasons given by students who chose not to make use of the Internet
discussion group associated with their course.
Another study which considered more than just the advantages and disadvantages
of Internet discussion groups was Wideman (1996). In this study, students in an
undergraduate economics course were given a series of problems which they were to
solve and post their solutions to a web-based conference so thai olher students could read
and respond to their solutions. There were eight different problems assigned to SlUdcnls.
The web-based conference that was used was a piece of software called "FirstClass."
Unlike Poole (1996), who considered the day of the week or the time of day,
Wideman (1996) considered the students' participation rate over lIle eight questions.
Participation rates ov~r !he ~igbl wn:ks of the confer~nc~ ",'C:r~ tabulaled on the bui$ of th~
slud~n(s submissions of lnSwt'f'S 10 que51ions they bad been assigned for th~ werk by the
(teaclling assistant] TA. Forty fiv~ per c~nl of tbe students assigned 10 forums ~ither
submi"~d all answen over the ~igbl wt'~ks or ~iled to submit only aile of the requesl~d ~ight:
14% miued two or three answers: 9% rniued four or five; 100,. six ofsev~n; and 220/. did nOI
submil any answ~n. Whil~ the number nol signifi~a.nlly participating may seem ratber bigb.
if must be kepI in mind lbal the ~ourse bad a 28% dropout rat~, and that dropouts n~arly
always oe<:ur in thc fITSt balf of lhe ICmI. Nonetheless. ~v~n if "''C: assume lhat the dr0POUl
groupaccoUDts for all thc lK)ll.participants and about balfoflheminimal participants, w~ar~
still [~ll: ....ilb about 15% ofthc students who c~I~led the course baving participation rates
ofSOO,. or less. despite lhe 10% mark w~igbting for participalion."
This observalion that a significant ponion of the class failed to complete half of the
questions, even though there were marks assigned to the activity.
01 Ibid, 172.
" Herbert H. Wideman. Using Computer Cotl/erl'tlcing as QMedium/or PtdQgogicpllnflOWltion: Two
Case SflIdies (North York: The Centre for tile Study ofCompulers in Education. York University. 19%),8.
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While Poole (2000) reported some patterns in student usage of the bulletin board.
Wideman (1996) stated
For those slUdmts who were only partially mvo[\'ed in the conference. the patterns of
participation over time sho~ no regular panern. [fDOll-participation Ilad occurred
primarily as a mull of student frusD1luon with the experience. we might c:otp<:et 10 S«
initially high levels of involvement 4rop away o\'cr the coune of the tenn. Tbis was clearly
not the C~. ho....ever, [in] fact, il was more common for studeol$ 001 10 be involved in the
fll"5l few weeu and then begin 10 particip,i1c, or to be invol\'ed initially. take a few weeks
·off," and lhen relUtll to t!le conference Lalerinlhelenn. QuestiolUl3iuresponscsshcdsome
light on this; sevcl1Il studcnts cxperienm:lan inilialdclay in gening into the confereocc
system either beeause ofhard1>'OlU or cormectivily problems or due to l delay in receiving the
FirstClus software and mining. Others indicated dial the prus of other work (mid-terms,
papers) prevented them from "keeping 1IjI" wilh the assigned work at rimes. A few students
noted thallhe inconvenience of accessing the conferences via the university computer l~bs
d~rolocationorline-upssomefimespll:vcnte:dlirne[)'rcsponses."
These observations aren't limited to web-based conferencing. as the stress of other work
(e.g.• mid-terms and papers) can be a determining factor for a post-secondary student in
the completion of any type ofwork.
In addition to posting a message. students are also able to use an Internet
discussion group by simply reading the messages without making a contribution of their
own. This reading without posting is known as "lurking." Wideman also considers the
level of lurking that occurred in the web-based conference:
Tkre was iI significant variance in !he number of slUdent answers thaI "'-ere viewed each
week. TenpercenloflherespondenlSviev."tdlessthanlWO:26%.fWorofour:37%.fivelO
seven: t4%. eighl fO leo: and lO%,mDn:tIwlte:n.50
This level participation is in addition to the contributions made by students through the
posting of their own messages. The above figures indicate that only three percent of
students reported not reading any messages posted by other students.
"Ibid.. 8-9.
50 Ibid.• 10
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According to Bull et of (1997)
Ne,",'Sgroups differ from [e·rmilJ nailing lislS in several important resp«ts. however. A
subscriptiOll 10 an Internet mailing lisl brings postings WI arc placed directly in a
subscnllc(s clCl:ttonic mailbox. Active mailing lislS can generale dozens or e,-co hUlldreds of
Itl£'U3gC'5~rdiiy...
In contrast, newsgroups reside 011 a cenual ne....'S sen'cr, and their messages are vie....ed i!h a
KJW1l1C "ncwsreader.~ The messages arco~ by lopic, which al1o .... the vie ·cr 10
designate ill entire cOlwcrsational strand (mown as i "Ulnad") as already read if it ;s not
relevant.'1
This convenience was initially seen as an advantage of Usenet newsgroups. at least until
the "new brand" of computer users started to become the majority of computer user.
However. Bull er al present some benefits of newsgmups over web-based conferences.
"Web-based browsers lack many of their features. For example, most Web-based
discussion groups do not provide an easy way to mark, hide, or delele previously read
poslings or to mark an enlire topic thread as "read" with a single keYSlroke. ,,~2
These were many of the same advantages and disadvantages for Usenel
newsgroups oullined by Pelion and Pelton (1998)
The tOP four reasons (they) likedlN.ilinglistswcrc: (a)alllTlllilwasscntdire<:tlytolbcirc.
mailaddrnscs{J70/0),(b) Ibcyreccived updated information on a topic ofinrcre5ltoThem
(35%), (c) !hey could cllmrruninte with people aU over the world woo lu.ve similar interests
(32'111). and (d) inforrmtion is easily accl.'Sliible (11%). On the downside, the most frequently
cited dislikcofmailing lists \lo'a5that theywCTe too active; 90""' .•. statedtheywercrecei\ing
tOO nwcb mail.
jl G1C1l Bullet ai, ~Intemet Discussion Groups," uarning and Leading Wirh Technolog)' 25. no.3 (1997):
13.
l:lbid.,IS.
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ReaetiOl1S to Usenct groups IVt'rc similar 10 tbo$e for mailing IUI$. Benefiu identified by
students included: (ll reading only what they wanted and wilen they wanted (JS%), (2)
commmicating with others with similar inkrtsts (32%), (3) saving disk space 00 the server
(2S%),/4) hearing a variety of opinions (19%"and (Sj easy acce5S 10 spe-cific lopicsof
lllleresl
Snulents felt the following were dnwbacks of I'I(WSgroups: (I) you aren't informed of new
messages (17"/e), (2) you n«d to SOI1 through lIWIy messages to fmel items aCinlcrest (16%).
(3) old messages of value may be rCT\1(wed (13%), and (4) the discussion is Onto biased or
personaUy offensive (1J%),n
In Barbour (1998). the author found that seventeen of twenty-two universities
across Canada made some use of Usenet newsgroups. The policies of various universities
towards Usenel newsgmups varied greatly.
For the most put, uol\'crsities fell that if professors re<jUC'SIN that a Uscnet oewsgroup be
treated fOf their particuJ.ar course the university would h.:1vc onc created for thelTL One oflhc
problems thaI many Dr these ~bmaslers voiced ....ith this melhod w:lS thaI oncc the
nc:wsgroups was c~aled it Ins never removed and after a year Dr tI>otl could end up totally
IUIIlSed. Ho.....ever. the most common theme tluit emerged in these (~sponsesJ was the be:lid
that Usenet newsgroup5 were "a good 1001 (Dr the 80s!" but Lh3t ror the ne~t millenniLlDl
universities nero 10 move IOward$ world-wide web discussion rorums (such as Web-CT.
AltaVista Web Forum Dr Caucus welxoofereocing 5Ofiware).lo'
In addition to this infonnation. Barbour found that Carleton University was Ihe only
university in Canada that responded to using a Usenel newsgroup for all undergraduate
and graduale courses offered by the universilY.
According to Rick Mallett, webmaster al Carlelon University. the use of Usene!
newsgroups was more a convenient choice than a pedagogical choice:
We relt that an electl"onic rorum ror course discussion wu userul ;md stn.ighrforward to
~Iemenl. We didn't cue euelly bow !be BCWSgroUpS would be: used bul asswncd WI
racully would use the nc:wsgroup ID distribute assignments and course notes and that students
would use the newsgroup to ask each other (and TNs) questions. [n many CUl:S the: raculty
~~ oblivtous to the eltistence Dr the DCW$group (despite our efforts 10 inform them) and the
1lCW$group was used e:u:lusively by the students (or eourse ~lattd discussion. In other cases
the eourse insD1lelor actively partieipaled in the discussion iilId anempled 10 iIIlSwer a many
questions as pcmible. We've been meaning to look It web rorums bUI haven'! had the time.
II Leslce Francis Pelion and Timothy W. Pellon, ~UsingWWW,Usencts.andE·mailloManagel
Ma!bc:maties Pre-Scrviee Technology Counc: C0"'Puren in rhe Schools 14, DO. 3/4 (l99g): 87.
lo'Supra.nolc9.
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U$eDeI Dewsgroups an: well supponed and easy 10 rminlain and then: are numeroU$ available
DeWSrcadcBelC.etc.elC,11
At present, the university thai has the most comprehensive policy towards Usenet
newsgroups has even considered me use of web-based conferences.
Interestingly, in Pelton and Pelton (1998), a survey of education students at
Brigham Young UniveDity in Utah to determine their perceptions of importance and
confidence in using various computer skills found that at the end of their course students
perceived the importance of Usenet newsgroups almost as high as the importance of
being able to use a web browser. In this survey, students were asked to rate various
computer skills or applications on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 indicating a positive attitude.
Table 4 provides a summary of their findings.
Table 4
SrudCDU' Perceptions or~ortancc orand Confidence in Using Computers Related Skills and
Technolog~s56
ImpoNnce
E-mail 3.03
LiStsefVCTS 0.31
Usenet 0.76
WWWbroW5Cl1i 0.66
Pre-Su,"ey
Cgllfidcnce
2.12
0.18
0.47
Q·W
%lJnfamiliu
20.0%
91.67%
80.00/.
8167%
Post-Swvey
Importanee Confidence
4.H 4.36
3.24 3.31
3.22 3.78
418 3.16
This table illustrates that while the vast majority of students did not have experience with
(i.e., were not familiar wi!h !he use of) listservers, Usenel newsgroups, and WWW
browsers (including web-based conferencing) at the beginning of the course, by Ihe end of
the course these studenls felt that the importance of these applications and their own level
ofconfidence in using Ihese applications had increased dramatically.
"Supn..1IOIe9.
56 Supn.. oole 53,85.
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While the students were able 10 see both the positive and negative aspects of the
Usenct newsgroup. the instructor's reaction, as reponed by Pelton and Pelton (1998), was
muchdifferenl.
The [e;l51 cffco:tive part ofw course appeared (a be the Useocl group. As the instructor ....as
focusing mosl ofberl.nentioD on locating resoun:es and updating the Web JnIges, she did not
freqututly partiti~te in the newsgroup. SonE students were not SUI'\' whether their
comments wac being read. and JWticipated only from an obligation (0 do so. !lO1 because of
any real intere51 in lhediscu$$iOll$. OthcTstudcnlS cornrnc:nt«l on the rime il toolc: to read 63
responses to a particular reading and the alIlOIUU ofrepc:lilioo ofcomments in ITWlJl cues.11
Zack (1995) encountered a different difficulty in the use of a newsgroup with a
management infonnation system graduate course at Northeastem University. He found
that "sludems in the first few classes given the assignment tended to direct all conference
messages to me. resulting in a slar pallem of communication with myself at the centre.
This tended to reslrict (he usefulness and intent of the conference.',sa
Pelton and Pelton (1998) recommended that for a newsgroup 10 be effective "a
Usenet group should be maintained for discussion of topics of common interest, with
greater dialogue and interaction. The leacher must also be an active participant in the
discussions for the newsgroup to be valuable and to assure students that their commenls
are being read. "s<)
" Supn. DOIeH, S9.
II Michael bell, ·Using E1Cl:tl'onie Messaging 10 Improve the Qualit)· of Insll'UClion.• Journal o/Education
/or Sus;ness 70, 1IO. 4 (I99S): 203.
~Supra.ooleS3,S9-90.
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Unlike e-mail. web-based conferencing and Usenet newsgroups, Multiuser Object
Orientation allows for synchronous computer communication. Synchronous
communication provides individuals [0 engage in real-time discussion either through text,
audio or video. According to Langham (1994), ~a MOO can be thought ofas a text-based
virtual reality environment." He continues to describe the MOO as using
wrillen descriptions II) Crt'i1lc a virtual tnvironmeDt WTnew!J.1f analogous 10 the kind or ..irtu<lJ
world produced in the ilTlillg~rion when we read novels ... MOOs create their virtwl reality
OUI OflCXtual dcscriptions similar to lhose used in novels tocrealc in the rcadc(srnind thc
world in which the charaClell intera.;I, Tk big difference ~twecn the MOO experience and
the experience: of printed ttxt is ~t the characters L'I a MOO are controlled by real people
who interact with each other and thcir ICltfUal environmcnt in "rcal time.'"
This allows the instructor and individual students to creale Iheir own personal reality
within the same MOO.
There are a number of benefits associated with the use of MOOs in the post-
secondary system. One of the more extensive experiments that has occurred with the use
of MOOs has taken place al the Ontario Institule for Studies in Education (OISE) al the
University ofToronlO. Davie. Abeygunawardena, Davidson and Nolan (1998), they slate
the main benefil
is the facl th:al anything that can be described teKlWlIy can be created. Studenl5andlCacbers
can develop and exlnld the dallllbasc in anywlly they wanl according 10 their own educatiooal
goals, and their levd ofinleracrion can vary acrordingly from guesl, lopla~r. builder.
programmer and adminislJ1llOr.
... Don Langlwn. "The: Comrmll Place MOO: Oraliryand Literacy in V~I Reality," CMC Moga:ine 1,
00.3 (1994): 7 pages. 23 April 1999 <hrtp:J/www.dc:cember.com.cRElmagll994/juVmoo.html>.
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They continue the list of benefits 10 include the fact thai ~everyone is a teacher; everyone
has control over the leaming space; administrators are present within the MOO and can
be contacted easily and quickly; [and] users control their own space, and may make them
public forums or quite retreats.""
However, there were also some negative features in another experiment conducted
at OISE, Davie and Nolan (1999) reported that the biggest challenge was that "it took us
some lime to understand just what a radical shift in perception working in the MOO was
for some students. If we moved too quickly, anxiety was increased and a sense of
powerlessness set it. ((we moved too slowly, a sense of frustration was too prevalent.',()l
While these comments were made specifically regarding the use of MOOs, they may be
applicable 10 many aspects of technology usage.
Content Analysis
In the field of computer-mediated communication. one of the main difficulties in
content analysis of Internet discussion groups is the lack of consistency. This statement
will be illustrated by the review of the literature provided in this section. The need for
academics to '"fe-invent the wheel" each time a content analysis of an Internet discussion
., l.ynn Davie, Hema Abeygunawardena, Kathryn Davidson, & Jason Nolan "Univenities, Convnunities,
and Site Building: E~ploring l1lree Online Learning Systems Virtual Univenity, WebCSlLE & MOClkit."
(a paper presenled at the annual meeting oflhe Education.al Co~ting Organisation ofOnwio, Toronto,
ON., I99S) 10 pages. 22 August 2001 <hnp:llft"is.oise.utoronlo.t"aI-ldavidpapersIEC009S.hlml>.
oz l.ynn Davie and Jason Nolan, Doing l.umin,: Buikfn, C0Il.'!tDlclionin Skills for EduC31Qfi or IMam
ofMetanhoc s!cms Con.:;tDlctioning for Building Educafors The Ontario lnstitule for SlUdics in Educ:llion,
University ofToroolO. 10 pases. 21 Augusl 2001. <bnpJ/fcis.oise.utorOUIO.cal-ldavielpapcnldoing.hlml>.
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group is undertaken, has resulted in numerous studies, all of which usc a different ScI of
criteria for conlent analysis. or more specifically different categories for each individual
study. While the differences thai exist in the variables of one study and the variables of
another study may create a necessity for the content categories 10 be modified slightly,
there is little recognition by researchers in this area ofprevious work other than lheir own.
This almost total neglect ofthe work ofother conten! analysis researchers has provided a
body of research where one study does nol build upon the next and there is little that
connects a content analysis conducted in the early 1990s 10 one that is conducted in the
latc 19905.
This lack ofconsistency was recognised by Tao et al (1997). In their presentation
to The National Reading Conference, Tao et al considered 62 differem content analysis
sludies of electronic mail and found that "many of those who cited literature did not
bother to explain Ihe categories of content analysis in their studies. and some did not cite
examples to justify their categories.'-6J In their ~ommendalions for future content
analysis research. they recommended
<al If a previous model bas been adopted, relevant literl.!\Ife should be fully prescnlcd 10
justify one's ehoice of categories: (bl if the pwpose ofw tcscarcb is 10 indUl:lively come up
with some better llIlderSlandillg of the coatent being analysed (whether the purpose is to
understand the phenomenon or 10 producc a model), !hid: description of the catcgories
{includingthcrcsearcher·sthcoreticalpcrspcttives) ....ithe~lcslIouldbeprovided:{c)the
validiry of a sllldy may also be increased by clf1lloying nwltiple measures of the same
cOn5tr\1(:tsbcingslUdicdsuchas into:nicwsor qucstioD.ll.lircs."
OlSUpn..llOtc2.478.
"Supra. llOte 2.480.
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Accepting these recommendations. the categories selected by the researcher for the
conlent analysis contained in this thesis6S have made use of an on-going study conducted
by Collins (1995. 1998, 1999,2000) and Collins and Barbour (2001a, 200lb).
While there has been a lack ofconsistency in the body of research thai has been
conducted on content analysis of Internet discussion groups, there are some common
themes that should be discussed in this section. In 1988, Kahn and Brookshire (1991)
utilised a text-based Internet discussion group with junior and senior level students in a
Social Psychology course. During lhe thirteen-week semester, there were 145 student
postings to the discussion group.
Students' posting! were placed in calegorics, followed by the number of POSlings found in
each: <al conmenlS aod questions about course sttuefUl'C llld mechanics (e.g .• "Should our
hypothesi5 be as bricfu poS5iblc or should we go intO more dettils?") - 16, (b) errors and
nWtakes (typieally blanks $creensj - 17, (c) announcements - 2, (d) comments about the
class content (often comments aboulle-cturcs of exams) - 9, (e) expressive eomments (e,g.,
"I'm glad the ~ter is rtnally just about over") - 13. <0 eomputer commc:nts (ease or
difficulty in using the VAX) - 8, and (g) responses to instructor (answm to questions posted
by the ins1l1IC1Orj-80."
This data indicaled thai in this instruclor-driven Internel discussion group, approximately
three out of every four messages was course content-related (i.e., fell into calegories (a),
(c),(d),or(g».
The inconsistency in this body of research is outlined by a study conducted one
year later by Cavalier (1992). In his study of a philosophy course, Cavalier described four
categories for comments that appeared in the discussion group. These categories were
., Thc:sccategOrles,and the ratiooale for their scleetion, arediscusscd in Chapter 3.
.. Arnold Kahn &; Robet1 G. Brookshire, "Using a Computer Bulletin Board in a Social Psychology
Course," Teadli1lgo!Prychology 18, no. 4 (1991): 246--247.
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"(1) request for clarification/amplification of material covered. (2) 'original' thoughts in
the sense of personal narratives that reveal individual perspectives. (3) sensitive
explorations of personal feelings revolving around the topics covered. and (4) themes
emerging from inlemal debates:067 While Cavalier did not provide data on how many
messages or what percentage of messages each category represented. as was seen in Kahn
and Brookshire (1991), all of these categories represent messages that were course
content-related.
Similar 10 Cavalier (1992), Collins (1995) did not provide exact dala on the
number of messages or the percentage of messages that fell into each of the content
categories. In an analysis of a one semester, second year Biology course for non-major
students, the categories Collins discussed included "administrative inronnation, system-
related inquiries, requests for clarification of classroom material, discussion of issues, and
information on non<ourse materia1.,a Again, with the exception of the final category, it
would appear that the majority of messages were of a course content-related nature.
As a follow-up to that study, Collins (1998) reported on the results from the same
Biology class over a two year period (i.e., the class was taught two times, once in 1994,
which was used in Collins (1995), and again in 1995). In this study, Collins (1998)
provided the actual data from both years. This data is presented in Table 5.
I1Supnl.oote7,3S.
.. Michael Collir\$, MUSing Elet:lr<Kl.ic Bulletin B<wds willi College Biology Classes," The A.merican
BialogyTeacherS7,no.J(I99S): 189.
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3.8~o
68.8%
1'"
6
6
110
rcellQeofuse
25.5%
20.0%
18.2%
14
11
10
Cale
Courseconlent lle$tiotl$
Course-related· uiries
Discussion ic:1
TableS
COrqlarisoo ofStudent Usc: ofan Iotm1e1 Discussion Grouo"
"""""<0""1994
0".
10
,
J
2
"
18.2%
9.1%
S.4%
3.6%
1
17
17
J
160
0.6%
10.6%
10.6%
1.9%
As is illustrated by Table 5, Collins found that very little of student usage fell into the
"Other" category or was not COW'SC coment·related.
From the period 1997 to 2000, Collins (2000a, 2000b), Collins and Barbour
(20013, 200lb) and Barbour and Collins (20013, 200lb) have expanded on the initial
studies of Collins (1995. 1998). The current study considered students' use of electronic
mail. messages sent to an electronic listserver. and posts to a web-based discussion forum
in two different second-year. non·major, Biology courses over a three year or nine
semester period. This study considered many aspe1::ts of electronic messaging, including
a content analysis. This analysis was presented in Barbour and Collins (200lb) and is
represented in Table 6.
"SupT1l.oole8, 83.
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Table 6
COlllentAnalv<is lll
Typcofelectronic Discussion Assignments T601 System <_ Administrative cu.,
~~.;". ..... Related Contcnt
Electronic mail 179 "8 52 62 "8
"Listsero."\'r . 2 . 6
Web forum 14 ,
"
2 ,.
"
..
Tow 24(1%) \88(18%) l6S 54 (J%) 92(9'%) 205(19"/0) "8(34% (/3%/
When considering the students' use of only the web forum. Table 6 indicates a higher
level of non-course conlent related message than in the previous studies. There may be a
number of reasons for this increase, such as an increase in the students' acceptance of this
'we of communication, an increase in the students' level of comfort with this type of
communication, or an increase in the students' sense of familiarness with instructors in
this type of communication. However, 10 make a determination on which of these or
other possible reasons account for this increase would require additional study of this
phenomenon.
Another study thaI has been on-going during the same period has been research by
the Faculty of Education at Acadia University on the use of their ACME software as a
pan of the "Acadia Advantage:' The "Acadia Advantage" refers to a campus-wide laptop
project undenaken at Acadia University with the suppon of ffiM. First reponed by
Hemming and MacKinnon (1998), and later by MacKinnon and Hemming (1998),
Hemming and MacKinnon (1999), Aylward and MacKinnon (1999), MacKinnon and
Aylward (1999), MacKinnon and Aylward (2000), and MacKinnon (2000), researchers in
7Il Micbul K. Barbour&: MicbaeICollins(200lb), -onJ~Writing as ~ FonnofElecuonic
Communic~tionin S«ond Year Biology COUl'Ses" la paper presented at BilS and B)'les: An Online
Sympo£ium 011 Technology and Education, <http;1/www-5!Crnnet.nf.ca:89001PUBLICibitsandbytC$l>
OctobeT2001).6.
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the Faculty of Education at Acadia University have made usc of the following content
categories "acknowledgement of opinions (evidence of participation), question
(thoughtful query). compare (similarity, analogy), contrast (distinction. discriminate),
evaluation (judgement. value), idea to example (deduction. analogy), example to idea
(induction. conclusion), clarification or elaboration (reiterating a point. building on a
point), cause and effect (inference, consequence), and off-topic/faulty reasoning (entry
inappropriate).,,7l As evidenced by the sel«tion of categories. in this instructor-drivcn
environment it is assumed that the vast majority of student comributions were course
content-related.
One of the main themes apparent in much of the research conducted on content
analysis of Internet discussion groups is the fact that there is a high percentage of students
who utilise this method of communication for course content-related purposes. If
students are using Internet discussion groups as a means to assist them in their
understanding of course content. the next step would be to detennine whether or not the
use of Internet discussion groups has any effect on a student'S final grades in a panicular
;1 Supra. note 11.
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Grades and Internet Discussion Groups
One question that is of interest to researchers in the field of computer-mediated
communications has been whether or not lhe studl:nts' participation in c-mail or an
Internet discussion group contributes 10 thaI students' performance in a course. This is
one area of CMC research thai has not been undertaken by many researchers and those
who have undertaken studies in this area, have not provided conclusive evidence to any
relationship.
Research in Ihis field began in the lale 19805 when Slovacek (1989) utilised
electronic mail as a means of communication between students and their instructor in
graduate-level computer classes within a School of Education. Slovacek found thai
"there appeared to [be] a positive correlation between students' use of EMAlL to augment
normal in-class communication with their instructors and final course grades.,,12 More
specifically, Slovacek stated "that each EMAIL message initiated by the students was
associated with a 1.781 point increase in final course grade on average."7) This initial
research provided a fairly specific connection between students' use ofelectronic mail and
the students' final course grade. More reccnt research has been less definitive.
More recently, Collins and Barbour (200lb) presented results from a three year
consideration of student's use of electronic mail and of a web forum and its connection to
students' final course grade. The data presented by Collins and Barbour (2001 b) is shown
n Simeon P. Slovacek, "Electronic Mail Use mel Grades: (a paper presented at the annual meeting of the
Weslem Edueatiooal ~lItingConferellCe, Palo Alto. CA, 1989). 114.
1l lbid..I13.
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in Table 7.
Table 7
FrequencyofllKofelc:ctronicrnessa
Levelofusc A
Ve uenI 3
Freuenl 3
and filial Ieller
C_ '"
B C
1 ,
) ,
I uent 23
None IJ
Totals 42
19 6
6 S
29 II
As summarised by Collins and Barbour,
lhercislrel...tionsb.ipber.o.,"nlheuscofele<:tronicmessagingandflllal(~gradC$with
students achieving 'A' and '8' leiter gndes being more likely to be uscrs. and also "cry
frequent of frequent users, wh.ile students achieving ·Cs. 'D's, and 'Fs are more likely not 10
use ele<:ttonic nleSS.1.ging at all. and iflheydo,are likely 10 be infrequentuscrs."
This relationship appeared to be even stronger when students' use of el«tronic mail was
removed and only students' web forum use was considered. This is illustrated by Collins
and Barbour in Table 8.
4
7
11
I'
17
29
18
21
"
LcvelofU$C
V fte uent
Freueot
I.uenl
No~
To..
TableS
FrequcocyofU$Coflhe ""ebforumand flllalleltcr de 16
Co~
C
,
,
As is indicated by this table, o:very single "very frequent" user r«eived an 'A', while every
single "frequent" user received an 'A' or a '8.' AI the same lime, 13 of the 20 students
It Collins, Michael & Michael Barbour (2001b), "Some Obscrvations OIl Sl\Idenl Usc ofEltttronic
Conunutications." (a piper presenled at the: lMual ~ting of the Scuola Sllperiore G. Reiss Romoli
(SSGRRI, L'Aquila, Italy, 2001),7.
11 Ibid., 8-9.
16 Ibid.• 7.
"who received a 'C. 'D' IX 'F were nol users of the web forum and the remaining seven
One of the reasons for the difference in the strength of the relationship between
electronic mail and students' final grade and web forum use and the students' final grade
may be the relationship of electronic mail itself. Piirto (1998) found that approximately
half of the students that he surveyed responded "never" or "not often" when asked if lhey
proofread and/or edited their electronic mail. This was compared 10 90"1. of students who
responded that they proofread and lor edited their written documents "every time" or
"most oflhc time.,,71 According to Piirto, the level of care thai university students place
into their composing of an electronic mail message was very low.
Barbour and Collins (200la) have speculated similar reasons for the stronger
relationship between the web forum use than the electronic mail by staling that electronic
mail messages are often short non<entenl messages WI are 'private' and inlended only
for the instructor, while messages on a web forum art 'public' and available for olher
members of the class to read and to comment upon. Students are more likely 10 be
careful and concise in what they wrile 10 a web fOf\lltl because lhe messages are available
for public conswnption.1I
This hypothesis is supported by earlier research completed on whether or not
writing increased a student's ability 10 learn a subject. A studenls' participation in a web
71 10M Piirto, "Univenity SlUdenl Altitudes Towards E-Mail as Opposed 10 Written DocumenlS,"
COlllputen i" Ih~Sdools 14, 110. )/4 (l998): 28.
II Miellxl Barbour It Micbael Collins (200la), "SlUlknl UseofE~IrOnicComloonintion in Second Yur
Biology Cours.es." (a paper presenltd aldle annual meeting ofdle Soc::iety for TeacbiDg and Leaming in
Hi~ E:d\Qtioo. Sr. John's. NF. 2001),12.
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forum or other Internet discussion group allows the instructor 10 provide the student with
feedback both on the content of their message and the presentation of that conten!.
Moore (1993) found that "learning improves when "","ling assignments are
complemented with instruction about how to use writing as a 1001 to learn (a subject.l"7'1
[n an earlier study, Ambron (1987) found in a survey conducted at the course "student
response (was] extremely favourable; ... most mentioned the value of writing in helping
them understand [the subject.j"IO While both oflhese studies were specific to disciplines
within the field of science. We can speculate that their findings may be applied to other
disciplines.
While the trend in this body of research to date has indicated that there is a
relationship between a student's use oreMe and their final grade in a course. instructors
cannot be too quick to adopt this type of communications in their courses and expect
students to thrive. Althaus (1996) speculated that ~higher levels of motivation or
scholastic achievement may also lead some students to participate in [CMC] more than
others.~Sl This conclusion provides encouragement for future research into the
relationship.
,. Randy Moore, "Does Writing Aboln Science lrnprol'C Learning About Science?~ Journal ofColfege
Sci~"c~ Teoch~rs XXII. no. ~ (1993): 217.
.. Joanna Ambron, ~Wririn& to lrnprovc learning in Biology: Journal ofCal/ege Scienu Teachers XVI.
00.4(19&7):266.
II &011 Althaus. "Computer·~ediatcCollllWnication in the University CLas:iroom: An Experiment v.itb On-
line Discussions.· (a ~per prcsc:nted at !be annual mecting oftbc American Political Sci~nc~ Association.
San Franei5co. CA. 1996), 1~.
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Conclusion
As was stated at the beginning of this chapter. there are problems in defining
computer-m~iated communications and in having researchers use a common definition.
These problems have lead the field of research on computer-mediated communications be
inconclusive in many studies because depending on the type of computer-mediated
communication utilised, the results can vary. This variance has lead to inconsistency
within the field of research on computer-mediated communications.
However, another difficulty that has been a common theme lhroughout this
chapter is the fact that the vast majority of research that has been conducted on computer-
mediated communication has been done in isolation and has nOI built upon work that has
previously completed. This was illUSlJ'ated best in the discussion of content analysis. tn
this chapter. the researcher has 3ltempted to address this fact by providing a theoretical
basis. based upon prcvious research. for both thc methods which havc been utilised and
the conclusions that havc been drawn in this thesis.
Cbapter 3 - Metbodology
Introduction
This section outlines the research procedure utilised by the researcher. In order to
collect data from various Internet discussion groups, faculty members at three different
institutions were asked 10 give their pennission for the researcher to monitor their various
forms of Internet discussion groups.
Prior to the actual research on Internet discussion group. the researcher felt that it
would be beneficial to consider the extent that various types of Internet discussion groups
were being used by the Canadian university community. To achieve this. a surve?~ was
scnt by e-mail to thirty-five different universities across Canada on 16 August 1999. This
survey was designed to assess whether or nOI Internet discussion groups were being used
by these Canadian universities and 10 what extent they were being used. Sixteen of the
thirty.five universities replied to this survey and their responses are discussed in Chapter
4.
There were three institutions approached by the researcher in order to obtain
pennission 10 monitor their Internet discussion groups: Acadia University (ACME
electronic discussion groups), Memorial University of Newfoundland
(AlIaVistalSiteScapc Forum$'WebCT bulletin boards), and Carleton University (Usenet
S2 Scc AppcnciiJtC for a copy of this SIlO·cy.
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newsgroups). In the case of Acadia University, the researcher scnt an e-mail. along with
an attachmentU , 10 the Senior Administrative Secretary in the Office of the Director of
the School of Education on 16 July 1999. The Senior Administrative Secretary then
forwarded that material to all faculty members within the School of Education at Acadia
University and confirmed that it had been sent out on 20 July 1999. The researcher did
not receive any responses from individuals at Acadia University and was unable to obtain
any data from their ACME electronic discussion groups.
As Memorial University of Newfoundland was the researcher's own institution.
the researcher sent a letter by c·mail directly to each orlhe faculty members. along with
an attachmemu . on 15 July 1999. In lotal, there were eight faculty members that
contacted the researcher, however, five of these were 10 inform lhe researcher that they
were unable to assist in the thesis because they did not make use of Internet discussion
groups. A sixth faculty member initially suggested that they may be able to provide the
data set with software that they had available to them, but later declined to participate as
they felt that the release of student grades would be in contravention of ethical standards
held by Memorial University of Newfoundland.
The remaining two faculty members did give the researcher permission to contact
students in three different classes, however. The researcher, either through the instructor
or through the School of Continuing Education, as two of the classes were distance
lJ See Appe1Idix D for a copy ofbotb this e-mailllld the anachmrol
.. Sec Appendix E for a copy ofboth this e-mail and the anaehmrol.
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education classes, sent a lettcr and consent fonnl5 to each of the students in these three
classes. The letler described the nature of the researched being conducted by the
researcher, while the consent fonn contained a question asking students whether agreed
or disagreed wilh participating in the research proposed by this thesis. The researcher
also asked a question granting their instructor permission to release their final grade in the
course 10 the researcher. No students were asked to provide their name unless they were
allowing their consent for the research to proceed. This encouraged students to provide
an anonymous negative response without fear of being identified. In any class where one
or more students objected to the research proposed by this thesis. the researcher did no!
utilise the Internet discussion group related or associated with thai class or attempt to
access the grades of these students.
In classes that had 100% agreement of the enrolled students. the researcher would
have monilored the Internet discussion group associaled with their course and used their
final grades as a pan of the data set. However. none of the three classes was able to
achieve the 100% agreement level. The one undergraduate class only had two students
return consent fornlS, both in the affinnative to both questions. [n the two graduate
classes, the researcher received consent fonns from nine of twenty-six students in one
class and two of nine students in the other class. In the first class, all nine students
indicated pennission to monitor their course Internet discussion group and seven
indicated pennission for their final grades to be released. In the second class, both
students indicated pennission for their course Internel discussion Jm)up to be monitored
llSftAppcDdixFroracopyorbolhthelenerandtbeconsentronn.
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and for their grades to be release. However. as none of the three classes obtained the
!()()01o agreement level. the researcher did nol use these to fonn a data sel. This inability
to obtain pennission from students to have their grades released also meant thaI the
researcher was not able to conduct any research into the relation between grades and
panicipation in Internet discussion groups.
The final institution approached by the researcher was Carleton University. The
researcher sent a lener86 10 each Department Head andlor School Directo~1 at Carleton
University on 16 July 1999 requesting permission to monilor the [n1ernel discussion
groups under the jurisdiction of their Department or School. In some cases the head or
the direclOr granted the researcher permission 10 monitor the Internet discussion groups
under their jurisdiction. in other cases the head or director sent copies afthe lctter on to
individual faculty members or had the researcher contact individual faculty members
direclly. The end result was that nine individuals granted pennission for the researcher to
monitor Internet discussion groups for their individual courses or in some cases their
entire department or school. This provided the researcher with just under 500 Internet
discussion groups 10 monitor, ofwhich 135 provided data.
86 Stt Appendix G for acopy ofws letter.
11 Stt AppcDdix H for a lisl of all Dcpanmcnl Heads and School Oirccton at Carlclon Uni'·ersity during~
Swmncroflm.
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Confidentiality and Monitoring
One of the prime concerns held by the researcher, and many of the post-secondary
faculty members involved. was the need to ensure the confidentiality of both individual
students and of various courses/departments involved with this thesis. In order to ensure
that the students who were included in lhis thesis were assured anonymity, each student
included was coded with a six digit number. Initially, this coding system was to be a
seven digit number, with the first number indicating the institution. However, as lhe
researcher was only able to obtain pennission to monitor (memet discussion groups from
one institUlion. this seventh digit was dropped.
The first digit represents whether the newsgroup was student-driven or instructor-
driven. with "1" indicating a siudent-rlriven newsgroup and with "2" indicating an
instructor-driven newsgroup. The next two digits represent the class number; with "01"
indicating the first class monitored. "02" indicating the second class monitored. and so
on. The final three digits represent the student number, with the first student being
indicated with a "001", the second student being indicated with a "002", and so on.
Reporting results in this manner protects the privacy of identity for individual students
and for a whole class.
Another aspect which affected all components of this thesis is the method ofdata
collection. In order to obtain the most natural set of data, the researcher would have
preferred to use a method of data collection called as 'silent monitoring'. Silent
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monitoring is a process whereby researcher collects the necessary data without being a
presence in the individual [memet discussion groups. The reason for the use of sllent
monitoring is outlined by Tao, Montgomery and Pickle (1997). In their review of e-mail
research. they recommend thaI future content analysis research "should consider using
unoblrUSive data collection methods in a naturalistic setting whenever possible.,,88 Silent
monitoring allows the researcher to observe the discussion that occurs in the Internet
discussion group without becoming an issue which discourages discussions or modifies
that discussion because it is obvious to people that they are being watched.
The researcher used a hybrid model of silent monitoring. in that an initial message
was posted in each of the newsgroups thai were monitored and then the process of silent
monitoring began. The researcher expressed some concern that this initial message
would negate the benefits of silent monitoring. However. the Ethics Committee of the
Faculty of Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland concluded that this initial
message was necessary to allow students the opponunity to know that they were being
monitored and the ability to choose not to panicipate in the lntemet discussion group.
Conlent Analysis
The first area of lntemet discussion groups under consideration was exactly how
they are groups were being used by students. To undertake this ponion of the thesis, a
content-analysis was used. After receiving permission to monitor various Internet
sSSupra.oole2,479.
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discussion groups, the researcher posted an initial messagel9 to each of the newsgroups
stating that it would be monitored for the purposes of thesis research. After this initial
post, the researcher silently monitored each of me newsgroups. The researcher did not
respond in the newsgroup to any follow-up posts made to his initial post and these
follow-up responses to his initial post were not included as a part of any afthe data sets.
At the end oreach term, the researcher collected all orlhe messages in each orlhe
newsgroups where permission was granted and saved them into individual files. Each file
was then printed so the research was able to obtain an electronic copy and a hard copy of
each message.
For the purposes of this contenl analysis, the researcher placed each and every
message posted to the Usenci newsgroup into a specific category. As discussed in
Chapter 2, the Tao, Montgomery and Pickle article suggests:
(a) If a previous model w b«n adopted. rclcvant liten.lWc should be fully prcscntcd to
j1JStifyollC'scboiccofcllcgotics:(bJifthepurpostoftherescllchistoinducti.'elycomcup
with some bettcr W1dcrstanding of the contcnl being analysed (...bether the purpose is to
undcntand the pbcnomeoon or ro produce I model), thick description of the categories
(includingtbcre~archer'stbroreticllpcrspecth'cs)withCXlfllllessbouldbcproYidcd:(c)the
validiry of a study may also be increased by clqlloying multiple measures of thc sam:
CODStnK:ts bcing studled such as intcl'Vic....sofqucsDolllllires.oo
To make use of this suggestion, the researcher look the categories that were used by
Collins in his 1998 research of electronic bulletin boards in Memorial University of
Newfoundland Biology classes and modified them slightly for use with Usenet
newsgroups. In 1998. Collins used the following categories.
: See Appendix I fora copy ofthis initial ITlI:UiIIgc.
Supra.llOtc2,480.
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_Oiscussiontopies
eAssignmmts
_Acresstolhesystem
• Announcements
• Coum: conlent inquiriafrapoll$e$
.CoW'SC+relatedinqulrieslresponses
,COnnlC11t5
_Other'l
However. given the differences which exist between Carleton University (and its Usenet
ncwsgroups) and Memorial University of Newfoundland (and its bulletin board groupS),
Ihe researcher felt il necessary 10 modify the categories 10 the following'
• QlA (Questions & Ans..-ers) • posts that arc either questions posed to the instnJclor.
leaching assiswu, or other students or answers 10 questions wbich hiwe been posed
• Materials· posts. conccrninC CDUne materials
• Assignments .. posts spedfically concmling course ilSSig:nments. including posts 00 IC'SU or
cxams; and questiOIl$ and ans",-ers aboutenmslusig:nments
• Discussion .. posts lhal an: either insttuctor-drivcn or student-de;'"cn. fOT the purpose of
di5cussingmalcriilgermanclotheconlentofthecoutSe
.Clusifieds- poslS\"hicl!arebuyingorsellingitcms which may Ot ma.y nol be germane 10
the contenl of the C~; posts regarding lost or missing ilems ,",'ruch may or may 001 be
germane 10 the cOlltent of !he course
• C&S (Clubs & Societies) - posts that cOllcern various clubs and/or societies on or off
''''''~
eOther. posts wruchare specifically 1I01 germane 10 !heconlenl of the courseorOfflopic
P""
W'hen the two lists are compared, there are many similarities. Both lists use the
categories of "discussion." "assignments." and "other." The researcher has taken !he
category "course content inquiries/responses" and used in its place "material" which
broadens the category to include posts about textbooks. reserve readings. etc.. The
researcher has taken the category "course·related inquiries/responses" and used in its
place "questions and answers", which again broadens the category slightly to include both
·'Supra.nole8,8t
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course related inquires and responses and inquires and responses that are within the same
subject area (e.g., possibly not for the Canadian Government and Politics course, but still
within the realm of Political Science). The researcher has taken the Mannouncemcnts"
category and broken it into two separate categories. MclassifiedsM and "clubs and
societies". This allowed the researcher to make a more specific dClcnnination about what
kind of announcement is actually being made. Finally, the researcher dropped the
category "access 10 the system" because it is nol necessary in relation to the system of
Usenel newsgroups created by Carleton University.
Once the messages had been collected. the researcher dctennined into which
category posts fell and placed the results into the following table:
Table 9
Modd. Cont$'oVj OfPMts Made 19 !be QI Ne"'SWlIp
Student Q/A Malerials Assignm;nts Piscussion CJassjfi¢S
101001
101002
101003
101004
One of these tables were used for each course Ihat was monitored.
Instructional Approaches
CkS Other
The second area thai was considered was the different approaches 10 using
Internet discussion groups. In using the Internet discussion groups, there were two
different approaches that were used. These two approaches included a "hands on."
instructor-driven approach and a "hands ofT," student-driven approach. Any newsgroup
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where the instructor was visibly present in the newsgroup was considered to be a "hands
on" approach, while newsgroups where the instructor was not involved in posting to the
newsgroup was considered to be a "hands ofr' approach.
This investigation used the same summary table used for the content analysis.
Table 10
Model _CORgnts orPosts Mldt lQ C_delgn Ncwsgroups by InslnlCliona! Sty!s;
Courx QlA Miuerii'!s AssignmenlS Pi$£lWijon Advertiwno:nl$ C&S Q!hcr
101000
102000
203000
204000
The results shown in this table assisted the researcher in determining whether or not there
were any differences between the two instructional approaches and, if there were
differences. exactly what those differences included.
As in many cases, permission to monitor a ncwsgroup came from the head of a
department or the director of a school. the researcher was not able to detennine the
identity of the instructor in all instances. While each of the department head and/or
school directors were contacted and this information was requested. not all were able to
provide Ihe information in a timely manner. Therefore. the consideration of the different
approaches to using the Internet discussion groups have only been included in cases
where the researcher was able to determine the identity the instructor.
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The Nature of Internet Discussion Groups
As was discussed in Chapter 2, early research that has been conducted on Internet
discussion groups indicated that they enhance classroom learning. Of interest to the
researcher were the statements thai ~sludents who would normally be reluctant to ask
questions in class or comment on issues will do so through computer conferencing"9~ and
that students are able to participate in "round-the-clock dialogues."n.
To consider the first statement. the data collected for the conlent analysis and
instructional strategies components was to determine how many students had posted
messages 10 each of the Usene! newsgroups used at Carleton University. This lisl of
participants was then to be compared to a list of students registered in the particular
course. These results were 10 be summarised in the following table:
Table 11
Modtl-ClusPanici!?!lionl£veJs
Course To~lstudentsinlhe
courg
101000
102000
203000
IQ4QQO
Nwnbcroruudents
in tM CQUQ'" posting
Number Dr students
outsidc orthecolUSe posting
However, litis table was not used as the researcher was only able [0 obtain [he class list
from one ins[l\lctor. lbis meant thai the researcher was only able to determine the
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differences between student usage of students registered in the course compared to
students not registered in the course for two afthe newsgroups.
In addition to the data that will be obtained from this statistical consideration.
there were also questions in the student questionnaire, as described in detail in the
"Student Perceptions" section. these questions were designed to gain a better appreciation
for the type ofstudents that made use of the Usenet newsgroups.
The second statement said that Internet discussion groups allowed for round the
clock discussion to occur. The data collected will be swnmarised in the following table:
Table 12
Model·rartjcipalionTioo
couw !2am-4 4am-8
[01000
102000
203000
104000
T",,'
Total %
8am-12om 12pm-4 4pm-8 8pm-! 2am
As the messages from each of the discussion groups are swnmarised, a raw number was
placed into the appropriate category. Once all the discussion groups entered into the
table, the raw numDers were totalled and the percenlage for each calegory was calculated.
This data allowed the researcher to detennine exactly when students were using their
(nternet discussion groups and if in fact round-the-clock discussions occurred.
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Grades aDd Internet Discussion Groups
As was discussed in the "lnrroduction" section of this chapter. because the
researcher was unable to obtain the necessary permission 10 moniior any of the Inlernet
discussion groups at Acadia University, or at Memorial University of Newfoundland, the
researcher was not able to proceed with any consideration of this seclion of the thesis.
Student Perceptions
In order to determine some of the students' perceptions of Internet discussion
groups and their uses, the researcher administered a questionnaire~ 10 students in four of
the courses where the researcher also had permission 10 monitor the discussion group
associated with that course. The questionnaire asked students questions about their use of
the Internet discussion groups, their thoughts on the advantages and disadvantages. and
their suggestions regarding the uses of Internet discussion groups.
The questions used were laken from questionnaires ulilised in earlier studies by
ScOIt Althaus (Universily of Illinois, Urbana-ehampaign),9s Michael Collins (Memorial
University of Newfoundland)'J6 and Michael lack (Northeastern University).97 The use
94SttAppelldiJtlforacOPYDftbisquesriDIIII.a~.
"Supra, DOle S\.
:~~~::::~:
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of previously used questions by the researcher allowed him the opportunity to compare
results obtained from his questionnaire with the resuhs obtained in previous studies made
by these three individuals.
The main purpose of this questionnaire was 10 determine trends in the use of
Internet discussion groups that the mere presence of posts to these groups can't reveal.
For example. a student can access an Internet discussion group, read the posts of other
students but unless they contribute a post of their own, there would be no trail for the
researcher to follow. It is for this. and other similar reasons, that a questionnaire is
necessary to trace that unbeaten ttail. These trends are discussed further in Chapler 4.
Teacbing Strategies
Finally, the researcher swveyed the {nlernel discussion groups that are monitored
for different techniques used for the purposes of learning. This survey included both
occurrences that were instructor..<Jriven and Sludent-driven. For example. having the
instructor pose an open-ended question which the slUdents had to either answer or discuss
is an example ofan instructor-driven technique which uses the Internet discussion group
for the purpose of learning. Another example discussed in Chapter I was where the
instructor organised an online First Minislers' meeting after having divided the class into
the various provincial and federal groups. In Ihis example, the studenls used a course
Usenet newsgroup to discuss and debate their positions and altempt to generale some
interest in compromise. negotiation and posilioning between the various slUdenl groups.
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While organised by the instructor in the classroom. this was an example of a student-
driven technique as students used lite actual Internet discussion group to create their own
learning through their first-hand experience of a First Ministers' conference.
The researcher surveyed all the Internet discussion groups which were monitored
for examples of how these groups are being used to replace in..class leaming or enhance
in-class learning. These examples are discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 - Presentation and Analysis
lotrodudion
As was discussed in Chapter 2, Barbour (1999) surveyed 35 Canadian universities
and found that seventeen (Le. almost 80%) of these surveyed universities made use of
Usenel newsgroups for some courses offered by their institution. Five replied that they
did not use Usenel newsgroups and thineen simply didn't respond. 9B Almost a year later,
a similar survey was conducted by the researcher with similar results. It was discovered
at this time that most universities across Canada make some use of Internet discussion
groups: almost 90% web forums and over 80% Usenet newsgroups. However, there were
two universities thaI made no use of lnlemel discussion groups at all.w
In 1999, Barbour found that Carleton Universily was the only university which
created an Internet discussion group for every single course offered by the university each
semester. As other universities require the request of an instructor to create an Internet
discussion group, the environment at Carleton University provides the unique opportunity
to explore both Internet discussion groups where the instructor is involved and those
where the instructor does not post messages or even check the discussion group.
"SUPB.nolC9.
"'Sec AppcndixK for thc full resuJlSofthisSllrVCy.
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Content Analysis
While Carleton University provides a Usenel newsgroup for every single COUISC
offered by the university, the first questions thai would have to be posed would be "Are
these newsgroups used?" and "For what purpose?" To answer the first question. of the
approximately 500 newsgroups that the researcher received pennission to monitor, only
135 had any messages posted to them olher lhan the researcher's initial message. As for
the second question. the content analysis of the 135 Usenet newsgroups that used may
begin 10 answer the question of "What are these newsgroups used for?" Table 13 presents
the contcnt analysis thai was conducted by the researcher.
Table 13
Conlcntsorpo,stsMadeloNcW$"'"oun<
a... estions/Answers Materials Assi ,. Discussion Classifieds Clubs&Sociclies 0"",
1001 8 10 ", 51 0 I 71
2002 8
"
14
"
0 I IS
100) 0 0 I 0 0 0 I
10114 0 0 0 4 I I I
100' 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
2006 12 17 , 0 2 0 8
1007 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
2008 II 21 , 0 0 4 ,
1009 I 0 0 0 0 0 2
1010 0 0 0 0 I 0 I
1011 2 0 I 0 I 0 I
2012 0 16 2 0 0 0 )
1013 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
1014 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
lOIS 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
1016 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
1017 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
lOIS 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
10\9 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
2020 , 17 8 II , 0 4
2021 8 , ) ) , 4 2
1022 21 ) 6 104 I 0 40
\023 4 0 I 7) 8 7 52
2024
"
17 4 124 0 0
"2025 6 ) ,
"
2 6 20
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1026 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1027 , 0 0 0 0 0 0
1028 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1029 , 0 0 0 0 0 0
1030 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
2031 0 14 2 0 0 0 1
1032 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
2033 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2034 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
1035 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
1036 22 , 27 , II 0 •1037 , 0 2 , , 1 J
1038 J 0 2 2 0 0 0
2039 , 7 0 1 1 , 2
1040 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2041 ,
"
0 0 1 0 2
104' , 1 10 , 2 0 ,
'04' •
, , 2 1 0
·""
0 , , 0 0 0 1
'04' J 7 0 , 0 0 1
'04' 0 , 0 0 0 0 1
1047 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
104' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
104. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
1050 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1051 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1052 0 0 1 0 • 0
·IOS3 0 0 0 0 2 0 01054 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1055 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1056 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1057 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1058 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1059 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
'060 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
'061 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
'062 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
'06J 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1064 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
106' 0 0 12 0 0 0 0
1066 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1067 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1068 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1069 0 0 7 0 0 0 0
1070 , 0 0 0 0 0 0
1071 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1072 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1073 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
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1074 0 0 0 I I 0 I
1075
·
7 , , • 0 171076 , I 0 0 0 0 7
1077 , 7 I . 0 0 )
1078 2 2 I 0 I 0 )
2079 , I' 17 , , ) ,
2080 ) 2 0 0 0 0 0
2081 21
"
10 0 I ) 0
1082 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
1083 7 I I 0 I' 0 0
1084 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0
108S 0 0 0 0 I' 0 I
2086 , 2 , 0 I' I 9
lOS? 0 2 0 0 I 0 0
108S 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1089
·
1 1 0 I 0 I
1090 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
1091 2 0 0 0 , 2 0
1092 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
109) 2 0 0 0 8 I 0
109. 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
109' 10 2 0 0 7 I 2
109' 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1097 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0
2098 • " •
0 , 0 2
1099 0 0 0 0 . I 0
1\00 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
1101 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
2102 0 2 0 0 I I 0
2\03 I I' ) 0 2 I 0
II" 0 0 0 0 I I 0
210S 0 ) 0 0 I I 0
1\06 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
1107 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
1108 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
1\09 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
1110 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1111 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
1112 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
1113 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1114 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
2115 0 2 0 0 I 0 0
1116 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
lI17 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
1118 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
t119 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
lIlO 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1121 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
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1122 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
112) 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
112" 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
1125 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1126 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1127 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1128 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1129 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1130 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1131 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1132 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
1133 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
1134 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
II3S , , 0 0 0 0 0
T"'" 275 307 JI' m 223
" '"Toul% 12.7% 14.2% 14.5% 26.7""- 10.3% 2.5% 19.0%
Overall, the vast majority of the use of Internet discussion groups was for course-related
items (e.g.• Questions/Answers, Materials, Assignments. and Discussion). Only one in
three messages posted was not gennane to the course (e.g., Classifieds. Clubs &
Societies, or Other).
However, this apparent positive trend in usage isn't unifonn throughout all orthe
newsgroups that were monitored. When tne results were divided between newsgroups
where the instnlClor was involved. instructor-drivcn, and newsgroups where the instructor
was nOI involved. student-driven, the results vary considerably. The researcher used
infonnation provided by the depanmenl heads or school directors, along with the
Carleton University World Wide Web site and the signature tiles in individual messages
to detennine the identity of the instructors for each course. For the purpose of this thesis,
any newsgroup where the instructor posted a message was considered an instructor-driven
newsgroups.
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Table 14
COOlcntsorposuMadeloNews CMJ twedonlnmuc:tionalModcl
Model ionslAnswmi Malemls Ass; rntnl:l Discussion Clas.:sHitds Clubs &. Societies Other
[nslnKtor 168(/.1..1"" 211(10.]%J 221(16."'"" 369(17.5%) SO(J.7S,l 21 (2llJ'O) 238
(/7.7%J
Student 107(fJ.~ 36(4,4"J 93(11)'" 210(11.6"" 173(1/.''41 28tH%) 174
aU%)
27S(l~,7"AJ 307(14.1%1 )14(14.'''' H'H!6'''J 223(/0.J'" 5H1.5%1 412
(/9JJ%j
When the ncwsgroups are broken down into instructor-driven and siudent-driven. the
course-related usage in instruclor-driven newsgroups climbs 10 over 75%, while the
course-related usage in student-driven newsgroups falls 10 approximately 50%. On closer
reflection. there are two categories where there are large differences in the percentage of
usage and two other categories wh.ere there are smaller noticeable differences.
The two categories where there are large differences are the "Materials" and
"Classifieds" categories. Approximately one out of every five messages that were posted
in instructor-driven newsgroups were posted to the "Material" category. At the same
time. approximately one out of every five message posted in student-driven newsgroups
were posted to the "Classified" category.
The two other categories where there were noticeable differences were the
"Assignments" and the "Other" categories. The percentage of posts made to the
"Assignment" category was approximately 5 percent higher in instructor-driven
newsgroups, while the percentage of posts made to the "Other" category was
approximately 4 percent higher in student-driven newsgroups. These specific
observations also follow the trend that instructor-driven newsgroups have more course-
related contenl than student-driven newsgroups.
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Some of these differences may be due to a different mindset on the part of the
students who know that the instructor is present and will eventually read what is posted.
However, as Tables 15 and 16 will indicate, many of lhese differences are due 10 lhe
direct activity of instructors and teaching assistants, lhat is the calculatior. of their own
posting to the total for the newsgroup. Tables 15 and 16 provide a content analysis on a
student by student basis for one class over two tenns: the Fall terms being illustrated in
Table 15 and the Winter tenn in Table 16. There were 157 students, one instructor and at
least three leaching assistants in this class. This class is utilised as an example of how in
an instructor-driven newsgroup, the totals for each content category can be skewed based
upon the instructors own panicipation.
Table 15
CODlelus of Posts Made 10 News rou 2020
Sludenls stionslAnswm Materials A:s5i nts DiscIwion Cla:s:sificds Clubs & Societies Other
'-001
'-002
S-003
S-004
S-OOS
S-006
'-007
'-008
S-0119
S-<l10
S-Olt
S-<l12
S-<llJ
S-<l1.
S-OI5
S-OI6
S-OI7
S-018
S-<l1'
S-020
S-021
S-<l22
S-023
5-024
5-025
5-026
5-027
5-028
5-029
5-030
S-OJI
5-032
5-O11
5-0l4
5-0"
5..036
S-OJ7
5-038
5-039
S-04<l
,...,
....,
....,
S-044
,-04,
5·046
,-04,
'-048
,-04,
5-OSO
5-0'1
5-052
5-OJ)
5-054
5-055
5-056
S-OS7
5-OSS
5-059
.....
5-061
, ,
, ,
,-064
,...,
,-066
,...,
S-068
,...,
5-070
S-071
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5-072
s-<l7l
s-<l74
s-<l7S
s-<l"
s-<l77
s-<l78
s-<l79
s-<l80
5-081
5-082
S-08J
'-084
5-085
S.o86
s-<l"
s-<l88
s-<l89
,-090
'-091
'-092
'-09l
,-09,
'-09',-09,
S-096
S-097
S-098
,-099
SoIOJ
5-101
5-102
S·103
SolO<
5-105
5-106
$.107
S-I08
$.109
5-110
5-111
5-112
5-113
5-114
S-IIS
5-116
5-117
5-118
77
S-1l9
5-120
50121
5-122
50123
5-124
5-12S
5-126
S-121
5-128
5-129
5-130
S-13l
5·132
5-133
5-134
SoDS
5-136
5-137
5-138
5-139
..,..,
5-141
5-142
5-143
5-144
5·145
5-146
5-147
5-148
5·149
5-150
5-151
5-tS2
S-153
"'54
5-155
5·156
5-157
5-lS8
5-159
"'60
1-001
TA-OOI
TA-002
TA-003
IS
78
79
As is indicated in this table. during the Fall term only II aClhe 157 students or 7% aflhe
students in the class actually posted a message to the newsgroup. The activity of this 7%
accounted for 32% aflhe lolal activity in this newsgroup. In addition to the IS7 students
in the class, three students who were not members oflhe class (i.e.• 5-158. 5-159 and S-
160) also posted messages to the newsgroup. This would bring the total student activity
to 40% aflhe messages posted to this newsgroup.
During the same lerm, the instructor posted 46% of the messages to this
newsgroup, while three leaching assistants posted accounted for 14% oflhe usage in Ihis
newsgroup. In nwneric lenns, those responsible for instruction within the course posted
30 ofthe 50 messages in the newsgroup. This trend continued inlo the Winter term.
Table 16
ConknlS of Posts Made 10 News u 2021
Srudents lions/Answers Materials Ani nts Disc1wion Classifieds Clubs & Societies Other
5-001
5-00'
5-003
S-004
5-005
S-006
5-007
5-008
5-009
S-<l1O
S-<l11
5-012
5-OlJ
5-014
5-015
S-<l16
5-017
5-018
S-<l1.
S-<l20
S-<I'I
5-022
5-<123
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-026
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-<132
5-033
5-034
5-035
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-038
5-039
S-04<>
8-04'
""".....3
8.()44
8-04'
......
.....7
8-048
8-04'
5-050
5-<1"
5-052
5-<1"
5-<1"
5-055
5-056
5-057
5-058
5-059
8-060
8-06'
8-061
....,
.....
....,
8....
8-067
8-06'
....,
5-<170
80
5-07\
..."
...73
..."
..."
..."
"'77
S.()78
...,.
5-080
..."
..."5-083
'-084
,-OS,
'-086
5-087
5.088
5-089
S-09O
S-09I
'-09l
'-09J
,-094
'-09.
S-09'
S-09.
S-097
S-098
S-099
S-IOO
S-101
5·\02
5-103
5-104
S_IOS
5-106
5-107
5-108
5-109
50110
S.11l
$-112
5-113
5-114
S-1lS
5-116
S-I17
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5-118
5-119
5-120
5-121
5-122
S-123
5-124
5-125
5-126
5-127
5-128
5-12.
5-130
S-13l
S-132
s-m
5-134
5·tH
5-136
5-137
5-138
5·139
5-140
5-141
5-142
5-143
5-144
$.145
5-[46
5.147
5-148
5-149
5-150
5-151
5·\52
S-ISJ
5-154
S-ISS
S-IS6
5-157
S-1S8
5·\59
5-160
5·161
5-162
1-001
82
83
During the Wimer lerm, even fewer students participated in the newsgroup. As this table
indicates, only 5 of the 157 students or 3% of the students in the class actually posted a
message to the newsgroup. However, the activity of these students still accoumed for
32% of lhe total activity in this newsgroups. the same percentage as the Fall term. [n
addition to the iS7 students in the class, there wefe five students who were nOI members
of the class (i.e.. $·158 through 10 5-162) who also posted messages to the newsgroup
during the Winter term. This brought the total student activity to 65% of the messages
posted to this newsgmup or two QUI ofevery three messages.
During the same lerm, the instructor only posted 27% of the messages to this
newsgroup, while three teaching assistants posted accounted for 7% of the usage in this
newsgroup. In numeric terms, those responsible for instruction within the course only
posted 10 of the 18 messages in the newsgroup. However. it should be noted that
students who had nothing to do wilh this class accounted for half of the student activity
and most oflliat activity fell into non-eourse-related categories.
This activity by non-students. or students not enrolled in the class. is something
which cannot be prevemed in an environment where Ihe instructor cannot control who has
access to the discussion group, as is Ihe case wilh Usenet newsgroups. This is also
illustrated in Table 1711Xl• which presents the usage from one department by studems,
100 Tabk 17 is included in Appendix Land not in the body oflhe tbesis duc 10 its size and fonnaL
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instructors and teaching assistants. This department had 55 active newsgroups during the
Fall of 1999 and Winter 0£2000.
There were 121 different students,S different instructors and 4 different teaching
assistants who posted one or more messages 10 these 55 newsgroups. However. in 27 of
these newsgroups, one student was responsible for almost all of the use. In newsgroups
84 and 107 10 133, student $·043 posted at least onc message in each of these groups,
which. was approximately half of the newsgroups associated with this department. This
student was also responsible for all but II messages in 9 of these newsgroups and was the
only srudent to poSI in another 18 newsgroups.
With the exception of the almost "monopoly of usage" by one student of half of
the newsgroups in this department. the usage in this department also indicates that there
were only an average two to three students posting to each newsgroup. The fact that
some of these newsgroups were associated with first year courses, which have over a
hundred students, indicates that the level of students in each course using these
newsgroups was quite small. In fact, the greatest amount of usage came from individual
instructors (e.g., (-003. 1-004 and 1-005), who were more prolific than any of the students
on a per newsgroup basis.
Nature of Internet Discussion Groups
While the following section attempted to answer the question of what the
newsgroups being used for. one of the questions considered in this section is: "When are
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these newsgroups being used? As has been discussed earlier, one of the primary
advantages of Internet discussion groups is the fact that they can facilituc round the clock
discussion. Table 18 provides the nwnber of messages that .....ere posted by each four
hour block of time on a newsgroup-by-newsgroup basis.
Table 18
Timt of Day of Posts Made to Nc:"l'E:I't
cw. 12:O(lam.4:00 4:00am-3:00 1:OOam-12:00 12. ,00 ..
...."" .. IHlO
100' 10 2 57 OJ ..
"1002
·
0 10
" "
36
'(0) 0 0 1 , 0 0
'00< 0 0 1 1 1 l
'00' 0 0 1 0 0 0
2006 1 2
"
21 . ,
'007 0 0 l 0 0 0
200.
·
0 10 II Il •
1009 0 0 0 1 0 1
1010 0 0 0 0 0 1
1011 0 0 0 l , )
2011 0 0 1 II 7 0
lOll 0 0 , 0 0 0
tOl4 0 0 , 0 0 0
lOIS 0 0 , 0 0 0
1016 0 0 , 0 0 0
Ion 0 0 I 0 0 0
\011 0 0 I 0 0 0
1019 0 0 I 0 0 0
2020 I 2
"
Il 10 10
2021 1 0 7 • •
,
1022 • ) "
56
"
II
lOll Il ) J6 31 JI II
2024
"
2
"
..
"
so
20" Il 0
" "
J8 19
1026 0 0 , I , 1
1021 I 0 0 I 0 0
1028 I 0 0 , 0 0
1029 0 0 , 0 0 0
1030 0 0 , 0 l 0
2031 0 0 J , 12 ,
1032 , 0 0 0 0 ,
2033 0 0 0 0 0 ,
1034 0 0 0 0 0 ,
1035 0 0 0 l , 0
1036 ) 0 Il 24 24 10
1037 7 I J , Il )
86
1038 • • 1 3 3 •2039 3 • 4 3 3 11040 • • 1 • • 02041 2 0 , I. 2 1
1042 4 1 3 10 , 3
1043 3 0 4 • 8 12044 • • 7 2 1 12045 2 • 3 3 5 0204. • • 2 1 • •1047 • • 1 • • 01048 • • • • 1 •
104' • • • • 2 •IOSO • • 1 • • •1051 • • 2 1 1 11052 1 0 2 3 7 1
1053 0 0 1 1 • 01054 0 0 1 0 • •1055 • • 1 0 • 01056 • • • 0 • 11057 • • 1 0 • 0IOS8
·
0 1 0 0 0
1059 1 • • • •
·1060 0 0 0 0 1
·1061 • 0 1 • • •1062 •
·
1 • • 01063 • • 1 0 • •1064 • •
·
1 0 0
1065 • 1 4 1 • 01066 • 0 1 • 0 01067 • • 1 • • •1068 0 0 1 • • •106' • 0 1 1 2 21070 0 0 2 1 2 0
1071 0 • 1 1 0 01072 0 • • 1 • 01073 • • • 1 0 •1074 • 1 • 3 0 11075 2 1 8 4 20 I.
1076 • • • 2 4 31077 1 • 1 • 5 71078 • • 1 4 2 •2079 • 4 2J 16 8 52080 1 0 2 1 1 0
2081 , 1 16 16 7 12
1082 • • 1 • 0 01083 • • • 5
, 4
1084 • • 1 2
·
•lOSS • 1
, 2 7 2
87
2086 0 0 7 II 10 7
1087 0 0 1 1 0 1
1088 0 0 0 1 0 0
1089 0 0 0 , , 0
1090 0 0 0 0 , 0
1091 0 0 1 ) , 0
1092 0 0 0 0 1 0
1093 0 0 1 , , 1
1094 0 0 0 0 1 0
109' 0 2 , 7 3 1
10% 0 0 , 0 0 0
'097 0 0 1 1 0 1
2098 2 2 17 12 12 1
1099 0 0 1 3 1 0
1100 0 0 1 0 0 0
1101 0 0 , 0 0 0
2102 0 0 , 3 0 0
2103 0 0 10 , 2 0
1104 0 0 1 0 I 0
2\05 0 0 1 3 0 ,
1106 0 0 0 0 0 1
1107 0 0 1 1 0 0
1108 0 0 1 1 0 0
1109 0 0 2 0 0 0
1110 0 0 1 0 0 0
1111 0 0 2 1 1 0
1112 0 0 1 0 0 0
1113 0 0 1 0 0 0
1114 0 0 1 0 0 0
2115 0 0 2 1 0 0
1116 0 0 1 0 0 0
1117 0 0 1 0 0 0
1118 0 0 1 0 0 0
1119 0 0 , 0 0 0
1120 0 0 , , 0 0
1121 0 0 1 0 0 0
1122 0 0 1 0 0 0
1123 0 0 1 0 0 0
1124 0 0 1 0 0 0
1125 0 0 1 0 0 0
1(26 0 0 1 0 0 0
1127 0 0 , 0 0 0
1128 0 0 1 0 0 0
1129 0 0 1 0 0 0
1130 0 0 1 0 0 0
1131 0 0 1 0 0 0
1132 0 0 1 0 0 0
1133 0 0 0 0 1 0
88
1134 0
1m 0
TotJ,l 122
TOIaI% 5.6%
29
1.3%
5'"
23.4%
63.
29.4%
547
25.3%
J22
14.9"4.
These results indicate that users (i.e.. students. teaching assistants and instructors) did
post messages 10 newsgroups at all hours of Ihc day or "rolUld-lhe-c1ock.~ While there
were cenain time periods that received more use than others, there was some usage
during each four hour time period.
When considered more closely, just over 50% orall messages were posted during
the traditional university classroom lime periods (e.g., 8:00am-12:00 and 12:00pm to
4:00) and another 25% of all messages were posted during non-traditional university
classroom time period (e.g.• 4:00pm to 8:00). This means that approximately 25% arone
in every four messages was posted during time when universities typically do not hold
classes al all (e.g.• 8:00pm-12:00. I2:00am 10 4:00 and 4:00am to 8:00).
[n addition to the data collected from the messages posted 10 various newsgroups,
surveys completed by sludents of four different courses provided other information about
students' activity in lhese newsgroups.IOI One piece of information that isn't present in
simply viewing lhe message posted is how many people actually access the newsgroups
wilhout posting a message to it. which would leave a trail to follow. According to Ihe
information provided in lhe surveys. almost 50010 of students accessed the newsgroups
without posting a message to them.
,., S« Appendix M 10 view the to"1'le!e rC5u1u oflhc student surveys.
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The surveys also revealed that Usenci ncwsgroups were part of other courses for
almost 60"10 of the students, while approximately the same percentage of students had
never accessed a Usenet newsgroup prior 10 that school year. In addition to accessing
Usenet newsgroups for COllfSe pwposes, approximately 45% of students surveyed
reported signing on to newsgroups for work and/or pleasure. Given the small number of
messages posted to many newsgroups or the small number of students posting messages
to newsgroups, the number of students lurking (i.e.• individuals who access a newsgroup
to read the messages, but who do not post messages themselves) appears to be much
greater than the number of students actually participating.
This lurking population is significant. However, it is both understandable and
quite remarkable in some respects. According to the students surveyed. approximately
60"10 of respondents indicated that they had used a Usenet newsgroup for another course.
This is quite remarkable as approximalely the same percentage of students reported to
never having used a Usenel newsgroup prior 10 that year. What appears to be more
interesting is the facl that 45% of students responded that they also signed on 10 other
Usenet newsgroups for work or pleasure purposes. These high levels of usage reported
by Ihe sludents are quite remarkable given the observalions from class 2021. where only
3% 10 7% of students actually participated in the newsgroup by posting a message to hat
newsgroup.
'0
Student Perceptions
While students appear to be adjusting to the usage of Internet discussion groups, it
also appears that many Canadian universities are not that concerned about students'
perceptions of Internet discussion groups. This lack of concern was largely indicated by
the comments made concerning the criteria for adoption of lntemet discussion groups by
many universities is solely reliant upon the instructor's inicresl and level of technical
ability. The comments made in this survey of Canadian universities did not indicate that
student opinion was something that was considered in tenns of whether or not to utilise
an lnternci discussion group.
However, when surveyed two thirds of students indicated thaI they would like to
see Usenet newsgroups available to them, and two percent even felt that participation in
these Usenet newsgroups should be required for all students. When asked to comment on
the slatemenl "I would recommend that all professors adopt the use oflntemet discussion
groups in their classes," 50% of students reported "Somewhat agree" or "Strongly agree."
Only 18.9"10 reponed thai they disagreed. However, while half of lhe students felt thai
discussion groups should be used by professors, only one third of students surveyed
actually reponed that they used the newsgroup Ihemselves.
Of the two-thirds of students who did not sign on to the Usenet newsgroups, there
were four main reasons provided for not doing so: awareness, knowledge, time and
"Iuddilism." Two faclors which individual instruclors and UJliversilies should be able to
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overcome were the issues of students not knowing that the newsgroup even existed or
simply not knowing how to access the newsgroup. While these reasons for non-use may
be obstacles that can be overcome, there arc: two larger issues which universities may not
be able to overcome. Many students reported that with their class schedules, readings,
assignments, work schedules and social life, they simply did not have the lime to sign on
to these newsgroups. The final and most common reasons given for not signing on to the
newsgroups was "Iuddilism" or a simply dislike ofcomputers and tedmology.
While most students may not access lnternet discussion groups, they can easily
point to the benefits that they see in the medium. The most common benefit reported by
the students was the case of access to instructors, tcaching assistants and other students.
This ease of access created a greater level of communication between the individual
student and their inslructor, teaching assistant and peers. In addition to access, another
common benefit reponed was that the Internet discussion group provided students to
ability 10 go beyond the leclure, both in terms of being able to provide more material and
in terms of being able 10 go beyond the actual time assigned 10 the leclure.
In addition to the benefits reponed by the students in their surveys, the researcher
was also able to witness many benefits that occurred in student usage. In some
newsgroups, students were invol....ed in the reviewing of supplemental materials and
posting their eommenlary for others. This activity provided a sharing of information and
allowed students to spend less individual as opposed 10 collttlive time on supplemental
materials, but more collective time. Another instance of student benefit that were
witnessed by the researcher included the creation of study groups through online
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collaboration and in-depth discussion of class topics that went well beyond the bounds of
class in both lime and detail.
While there were many reponed or observed benefits 10 the Internet discussion
groups, students also reponed many dislikes regarding Internet discussion groups. In
tenns of technical dislikes, the students found it difficult or were unable to access the
discussion groups from home. They also disliked the amount of "spam" or non-course-
related messages. The students also reported as their main dislike the lack of student
participation and the lack of involvement by instructors and teaching assistants, which
they feel contribute to the lack of student participation, as their main dislikes.
In completing their surve~. students did not just discuss their dislikes towards
Internet discussion groups, but also addressed methods for instructors and universities to
compensate for these dislikes. In a somewhat cyclical manner, students reported that if
more students were involved in the Usenet newsgroup, studenl participation would
increase. The assumption is that more studeniS would result in a greater diversity of
opinion and simply more for someone to reacl 10. In tenns of technology dislikes. the
students responded that a more user-friendly system would increase student usage. While
not stated in the surveys, more user-friendly mighl indicate an icon-based envirorunem.
Students also stated that more information on how to use the Internet discussion groups.
in lems of written instruclions or tutorial sessions where they could be shown how to use
the system would be useful. While students felt that these two things would increase
student participation, they felt lhat active use by their instructor and leaching assistants
would increase student participation more than anything else.
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Students also provided reasons in favour of the involvement of instructors and
teach.ing assistants in their responses. When asked 10 respond 10 the slatement "The
Internet discussion group allowed the professor 10 be more responsive to the needs of
students," approximately 45% of students indicated that they "Somewhat agreed" or
"Strongly agreed." Approximately a third of students agreed with the statement "Ilhink
our use of the Internet discussion group improved the quality of the course overall," while
almost 60% disagreed with the stalement "Use of the [n1ernet discussion group lowered
the overall quality of the course,"
It is interesting to nole that roughly one out of every five students agreed with the
statement: "The Internet discussion group improved the teacher's effectiveness." This low
level of support may be due to the small number of instructors who made use of the
discussion groups (e.g., 26 of the 135 newsgroups that were monitored were instructor-
driven). However, it may also be due to the ways in which instructors chose to use the
discussion groups.
Teacbiag Strategies
While instructors only participated in fewer than 20% of the Internet discussion
groups that were monitored by the researcher, they did use the discussion groups as had
been suggested by many of the students in their surveys. Much of their use was in the
form of posting course material, such as outlines, assignments and announcements.
Another one of the more common means for the insbuctor to use the discussion groups
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was to post notes from the classroom lectures. These notes took many fonns. from
providing the addresses of World Wide Web sites that were discussed in class to
providing bibliographical references 10 texts, articles or works ofart.
The instructors were not the only group who used the discussion groups for
instructional purposes. Teaching assistants also made use of the discussion groups. This
use took the form of posting announcements, organising study groups or exam review
sessions. One of the creative uses by the teaching assistants was to post the discussion
questions that would be covered in their sessions, so students could come more prepared.
In addition 10 being utilised as a broadcast mediwn. instructors also organised the
students using the discussion groups. In some instances, students were instructed to
provide material in preparation for class presentations. Others were instructed to publicly
review presentations and ask follow·up questions of the presenters in the discussion
groups. [n one course, the instructor had students who were unable 10 participate during
the in-class discussion, post their contributions to the discussion group.
While all of these uses by instructors and teaching assistants provide a more
valuable experience to students, the researcher was left with the impression that use of the
lntemet discussion groups by Ihe instructors and leaching assistants appeared less as a
planned component of the course, as a useful tool to push more course material on the
students.
Chapter 5 - Conclusion
IDtroductioo
One afthe main concerns or weaknesses mentioned by the students in the analysis
of Internet discussion groups was the lack of knowledge andlor technical ability on how
to access these discussion groups. However, in Ihis concern expressed by the sludenls,
they raise one of the primary components of research concerning leaching and learning
and the use of the Imemet. The hardware and software are constantly changing to
become easier to use or more "user-friendly." Students are entering the post-secondary
environment with more technology skills as secondary school curricula change to meet
the demands of the new economy and as a higher percentage of students have access to
personal computers al home.
The data collected from the discussion groups observed by the researcher were
from the Fall 1999 and Winter 2000 terms. These data are over a year old and with the
rapidity of lechnological change, the question of whether the same conclusions might be
drawn from a more recent set of dala is a valid one. This question is especially applicable
[0 the survey of Canadian universities conducted for lhis thesis late in the swnmer of
1999. If a similar survey were to be conducled in the summer of 2001, the number of
Canadian universities using some form of Imemel discussion group would probably
increase and the amount of use within individual universities would also probably
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increase. As the usage arthis medium continues to increase, Olhers may wish to conduct
research of this nature.
Summary
According 10 the data collected in the survey to Canadian universities by Barbour
(1999), and the survey used for this thesis. the vas! majority of universities made use of
some ronn of [nlemel discussion groups. Of the universities that did not make usc of
discussion groups, the most common reasons that were provided were the university's
inability 10 control the amount ofaccess to (i.e., who utilised these forums) the discussion
group and the university's inability 10 control the content (i.e.• what was discussed in
these forums) of these discussion groups.
Of those universities that did make use of discussion groups. the vasl majority of
Ihis use occurred with instructors from tcchnology or science related disciplines. The
reason for this appears 10 be the comfort level with technology eltpressed by faculty
members within these disciplines. The comments made on one of the university surveys
summarises these ideas:
The level of use of !he Web and the Nel in a given faculty or department seems \0 roughly
correspoDd 10 art existing Ie\'el of knowledge and comfort with lCChnology. For instilncc.
many of !he departrne:nl.5 wilhin !he faculty of science are more developed thao the
dcpartrnentofans. However. in each case usage appears 10 mjuiJl, art individual within a
departmenl who bas a perso~l interest in computCf$ and the Web and ...ilo i$ willing 10 spcDd
significant amDUIIIS oflheir time on development. At this time: the1e is no fOmlal recognition
for faculty who are actively using lCCbnology in teaching. It is 1101 a cOll5idcr.nion for
promoDon,relennon.orlenun:
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However. it appears that the most logical discipline to make use of Internet discussion
groups would be disciplines within the arts and social sciences. Discussion is more
inherenl in the curricula of COl1f!ies within the arts and social sciences than it is in courses
within the technical fields or sciences. Regardless of the discipline. within a post-
secondary environment. how much time can an instructor spend on class discussion and
still be able to cover all orthe required material within a course? Some universities have
taken to using wreaching assistant classes," which are used solely for discussions and
problem solving. However, even these sessions are limited by time.
The only medium that post-secondary instructors have access 10 thai can allow for
two-way discussion (i.e., instructor to student/student 10 instructor and student to sludent)
al any time is the Internet discussion group. Not only do instructors and students have
aceess to it al any time, but, as the data presented in Chapler 4 ha...e indicated. they utilise
it at any time. Table 11 indicated that there was use in all of the six lime slots and that
almost half of the use occurred in non-lraditional hours (i.e., 4:01 pm to 8:00am). This
type ofaccess and usage provides instructors and students with the ability to participate in
class discussions whenever they want.
While instructors and students may have access to these discussion groups at any
time, in the two classes where the researcher was able to obtain class lists the percentage
of students who actually posted messages to the discussion groups was very low. There
were only 7% of students in class 2020 and 3% of students in class 2021. This level of
usage begs the question as to why an instructor would bother with the additional work of
an Internet discussion group when only these few students make use of it. However, a
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count of the number of students who simply post messages does not provide an accurate
reading afthe level of participation in the class. There are many students who do not post
messages to the discussion group, but still participate in the discussion by simply reading
the messages (i.e.• "lurking"). According 10 the survey completed by four of the classes,
almost SO"!cl of the students who had accessed their course discussion group during the
previous tenn had nOI posted a message. Using the data from classes 2020 and 2021, it is
a safe assumption to state thai approximately 5%-10% ofsludenls in a given class will
post messages to a discussion group while another 50% of students in the same class will
read the message in the discussion group on a regular basis (i.e.• "once per week" or
"more than once per week"). The survey results indicate that almost two out of every
three students are participating in the Internet discussion groups.
After having considered how much of the class is actually making use of these
Internet discussion groups we may ask: what are these students logging into these
discussion groups to read and why do so few actually post messages of their own?
According to the content analysis in Table 13 contained in Chapter 4. the largest number
of messages posted fell into the 6Discussion" category. Even when the data were broken
down into instructor-driven and student-driven discussion groups, as was completed in
Table 14, the "Discussion" category still had the highest percentage of messages.
However, the percentage of messages that fell into the "Discussion" category did not
increase a significant amount in instructor-driven discussion groups compared to student-
driven discussion groups. The percentage of messages in the "Materials" category
increased significantly, but the presence of an instructor did not increase the amount of
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discussion. In addition, the presence of an instructor in the discussion group only had a
small decrease on the amount of "Other" messages that were posted. This pattern of
usage indicates the presence of an instructor in a discussion group did nol increase the
amount of two-way discussion and did not decrease the amount of non-course related
messages.
\\-1Ia1 the presence of an instructor in a discussion group did appeared 10 effect
was the number of messages being posted by people who were not in the class. As was
indicated in the tables relating to classes 2020 and 2021, only a small number of students
who were nOI in the class posted messages to the discussion group. This compared to
classes 1107 to 1133, all 27 of which were sludent-driven, where almost every single post
came from the same student.
Discussion
As was indicated by students in their responses to the survey and by many orthe
research studies, such as Foley and Schuck (1998), a majority of students find the use of
Internet discussion forums useful. even enjoyable. However. given the small number of
students who actually post messages to their lnternet discussion groups and the large
nwnber of students who simply "lurk" around these discussion groups, the primary
concern of universities that choose to make use of this mediwn must be how to convince
these "lurkers" to post message to the discussion forum and how to reach the more than
one-third of students who choose not to access these discussion groups at all.
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The information provided in the student surveys may provide some suggestions.
One of the most consistent reasons provided to the question ~If you did not sign on 10 the
Usenet newsgroup. please brieny explain why not?" was that students did not know that
the discussion group was available to them. Another of the more consistent responses
was the lack of knowledge on how to access the discussion groups. One of Ihe main
reasons fOT these obstacles appears 10 be the small numher of instructors that make use of
the discussion groups. This reason was suggl:Sted in the previous section, ~the level of
use of the (World Wide] Web and the {Internet] in a given faculty or department seems to
roughly correspond to an existing level afknowledge and comfort with technology."
This fact was recognised by the individuals responsible for seuing the computer
policies at various universities. In completing the survey that was e-mailed to them, one
individual suggested that she "expected use to grow as faculty abilities ramp up."
Another individual commented that "the main issues aren't related to the tool. They're to
do with the time the professor is willing to put into it, and how to get unconfident or
insecure students to participate -- they are potentially putting their ignorance on display."
Most of the discussion groups that were monitored for this thesis were student-
driven. If the instructor does not utilise the discussion group themselves, then they also
would not promote its use during class time. However, it appears that even this obstacle is
beginning to be overcome. According to one individual who's university suppons
WebCT as an e-Ieaming tool, "seminars about WebCT offered to faculty are
oversubscribed."
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If the instructor doesn't use the discussion group, but as mentioned above this
trend is changing. the lack of usage by lite instructor does nOI provide the average student
with an incentive to use the discussion group. One of the incentives for post-secondary
students are the marks they obtain for completing an activity. If an activity has a value
within the course evaluation, the majority of students will complete that activity. If an
activity has no value within the course evaluation. unless it will assist the student in
obtaining marks through a related activity, tlte vast majority of students will not complete
that activity.
This incentive system was raised by students in their responses to the survey. [t
was also suggested by 65% of students that they should have the ability to decide whether
or nol their participation in the Internet discussion group would be worth a percentage of
their final grade. with 2% saying that participation should be a required component of the
course that was worth 5%-10% of their final grade. The use of the lntemet discussion
group by instruclors as a means for class-related discussions which would eventually be
worth 5% or 10"/0 of me students' final grade would increase the numbers of students who
would participate in these groups by simply having more students replying to a question
or statement made by the instnlctor. According to responses in the student surveys, many
students staled that if there were more studenls participating, that would lead 10 more
differences of opinions and increase the likelihood that they would participate. This
would not only increase the amounl or instnJ.ctor-to-studenIlSludem-lo-instructor
inleraclion, but also the amount of student-te-student interaction.
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However, what concrete actions can instructors take to increase tbe usage of their
Internet discussion group, other than simply having participation in the discussion group
worth a percentage of the student's final evaluation? Marks alone are unlikely to increase
participation if that participation isn't encouraged and guided. The first step that
instructors need 10 take is to make sure that all students know about the Internet
discussion group and how to access it. Some of the suggestions from the students
included putting a paragraph or two in the course outline about the discussion group and
how to access it or setting up a computer lab orientation session for those students who
may not be that computer literate.
In addition to ensuring tbat students have the knowledge and technical ability to
use the Internet discussion groups, instructors must also ensure that they have guided
activities for the students to complete when the access the discussion group. There were
numerous suggestions on ways to use computer-mediated communication provided by
McComb (1993) outlined in Chapter 2. These suggestions included:
I. Srudents submined their group mignrlll:ots to me. I Utsel1ed my commeots in capital
lenen WIder the pertinentlc"'t in their work.. asked them to resubmit until the work was "good
erlGllgh" 10 contin~, and scod!he assignments back.
2.Studcotsorgroups.senlquestionsorcollCcrostomeortoolherstudentsuprivalclTI3iL
3.1 senl instructions, questions, directions, guidam:e, etc, to groups or individuals as private
INil,
4. Groups selll me: weckly group process reports as privale em;ail. I responded to problcm
areas or wucd pr.lisc in relllm email.
S. Sllldcots wroIe and ed.ilCd their assignments online IISing the tut edilOl".
6. SlIme: groups "Mote their assignmeots 00 a word pnxess.o~. uploaded them and seOl them lD
~.
7.1poSledclassilMollDCCD1elllSOntbebullclinbo.1td.
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S. Students posted messages (although nol 100 nany) on tM bulklin board.
9. I rm<k c:ourx lJIOItrnals W.I would olhc""Uc ~V(' been Iw1douts available 00 the library
"'k.
10. Through Internet, students b.ad access 10 000 1l::IOun:c:s. such uCormervc di5cussion
groups.aswellasanOlllSide~dcrforthcfInalproject.l~
Some of the suggeslions from the students surveyed included having the instructor post
weekly discussion questions for Ihe students 10 respond 10, having students read one piece
of supplemental material and post a review of it to the discussion group so thai all
students could read their summary, or having the instructor provide additional materials
(e.g.. World Wide Web sites, articles, etc.) for the students to view and discuss. These
types of guided activities would provide the students with something meaningful 10 do.
while allowing the instructor some substantive material to provide an accurate mark and
to enhance the studem's learning experience.
Conclusions
There are many conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis. The first and most
obvious conclusion is that Internet discussion groups are useful 10 sludenl learning and
could be utilised more often by individual instructors and post-secondary institulions in
general. This conclusion is drawn largely from the sludenlS own perceptions of Internet
discussion groups that were provided in the student surveys. According to these
perceptions the usefulness of the Internet discussion group appears to increase with the
101 Supra. nOlC 27.
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presence of instructors and teaching assistants, panicularly when these individuals use the
Internet discussion group for guided learning activities. such as those described above.
However, there appears to be an imerest among students to use these mediums
with or without the presence ofan instructor. Many students who had reponed not 10 use
their course's Internet discussion group at all, slated thai they did not do so because they
either did nol know it was available or they did not know how to use this discussion
fonnat. Only a small percentage of students reported not using the Internet discussion
group because they did not want 10 use the medium. This means that with an increase of
knowledge that these Internet discussion groups exist. and with some training provided to
overcome any gap in technical skills, students will use this mediwn in larger numbers
without the insistence of an instructor.
It should nOI be laken for granled that students are the only ones that need training
to overcome the gaps in technical ability. As was stated in one oflhe surveys to Canadian
universities. ~the level of use of the [World Wide) Web and the {Intemet] in a given
faculty or departmenl seems to roughly correspond 10 an existing level of knowledge and
comfort with technology." The first Slep in increasing the educational value of Inlernet
discussion groups is 10 increase the level of knowledge and comfort of the faculty
members in using this technology. Once they feel comfortable in using this medium. they
will be able 10 provide the needed incentive to increase the level of student participation.
thus increasing the educational value of the medium.
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Recommendations for Future Researcb
There are a number of recommendations that could be made for futufe research in
the field of Internet discussion groups. While this thesis has provided a large amount of
data., there is some data which it was unable 10 either appreciate to the fullest extent, or
unahle to access.
The inability of the researcher to obtain pennission to follow a process of true
silent monitoring placed limitations on the dala collected. Students in the affected classes
no longer acted as if they weren't "being watched" because they had knowledge iliat they,
were in fact. "being watched," Future research into the area oflntemet discussion groups
needs to follow a process aflme silent monitoring to obtain a natural data sel.
The ability of future researchers 10 have knowledge about the nature of the class
might also assist them in their research. In many instances, the researcher placed cenain
messages into panicular categories without the knowledge of the instructions provided by
the professor. The researcher did not have access to a course outline which would have
provided infonnation about the tests and assigrunents, due dates, and required use of the
Internet discussion group or if there was any required use at all. All of this knowledge
would make the classification of any content analysis of future research into Internet
discussion groups much more valid.
While the researchcr was able to "scratch the surface" in tenns of the
consideration of what percentage of students make use of Internet discussion groups, this
consideration was with two out of a possible 135 classes. The ability to obtain additional
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class lists for the courses associated with individual Internet discussion groups would
strengthen any future researcher's consideration of this component of Internet discussion
groups. The consideration provided in this thesis does not have a large enough data set to
draw any firm conclusions.
One of the major disappointments of the researcher was the inability to obtain
pennission to use any orlhe classes from Acadia University or Memorial University of
Newfoundland as a part of the research for Ihis thesis. This meant that the research could
not consider how a student's level of participation in an [ntemet discussion forum might
affect the grades of that student. This is an area of research that could to be explored
further as the number of universities that make use of Inlemel discussion groups increase
and the number of courses making use of Internet discussion groups within these
universiliesalso increases.
Another possible opportunity for future research was raised in a comment by one
of the individuals responsible for computer policy at one of the universities that was
surveyed.
If)'Qu could compile statistics on wll.tl packages Canadian universities are using, lbat would
beveryllelpful. Applications Aulysts such as myselfoftenha\'e lO take a Shol intbed.ult
hued 00 a few [nlemel revieW'S and our o"'n resting, when statistics would prohably show
tighl now lbal~ than 50% of Canadian uni\'ersities are using WebCT or considering il.
At present there are three or four main e·leaming platfonns, such as WebCT, FirstClass.
TopClass and Web Course in a Box, along with a nwnber of other less popular pieces of
software. In addition to specific e-leaming platfonns, e·mail listservers, Usenel
newsgroups and simple car scripts also provide instructors with opportunities to use
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Internet discussion groups. As was suggested by the Applications Analyst above, there is
little research available to these individuals on what e-Iearning tools are being used by
Canadian universities.
In this thesis the researcher has spent a considerable amount of time reflecting
upon lhe statistical nature of Internet discussion groups. Much less consideration was
given to the results afthe student survey found in Appendix J. One area that may interest
future researchers is a greater consideration of the raw data contained in Appendix M or a
general consideration of student perceptions of Internet discussion groups.
One final area that may be of interest to future researchers may be a controlled
experiment to detennine whether the use of Internet discussion groups assist the actual
learning practice. This type of experiment could include the use of a control class that
was taught without the use of an Internet discussion group and an experiment class taught
in the same manner except the instructor makes use of an Internet discussion group.
These two classes could be given pre-tests and post-tests to detennine which class
experienced the greatest increase in content retention or knowledge.
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Appendix A - Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this thesis, the following terms will be ulili~ to mean:
Fidel or Edtte:ltiH - a Canadian undergnduate environment at~ university level.
I Stdt YCMI (lCQ) • a piece of software created by Mirabilis which allows users to
conununicate with each other in a variety of ways, such as real-time chat. e-mail. voice.
message board, dala conferencing, file transfers. or Internet games. IOJ
1.le~et ReIlY C,•• (IRC) - a system thai enables Internet users to talk with each other
in realtime over the Internet rather than in person.1001
Mliitipit User DU_leoa (MUD) - a text-based vinual reality programme in which
multiple users can interact synchronously as they navigate between different rooms in the
virtual reality domain,los
Muitililer Object Oriel'lted (MOO) - a newer version of a MUD. MOOs allow users
10 casily create enhanced characters. objects and rooms. In tum. these help create (ex!-
based virtual reality sites.106
Networked· a series of computers that have been connected to one another to allow for
sharing ohesowus, specifically hardware and software.
TllIJ'ud - a series of posts made 10 an Internet discussion group which are all ti~ 10 Ihe
same subjecl heading (i.e., topic).
IU KQ.1Do. Mnbitis. IS April 1m <_w.mirUilis.com>.
.... GdJjng On!;",· G!9iwv of Ip1mlC1 Trnns. Mmclae$le!" City Colleg~. 18 April 1999
<hIIp:/I_......ida.orJ.ukfpCOUlW$lllT/gIou.~I>.
101 Terry I\nOeIlOn and Ma.rgareI Haughey, Nnworhd UtlT71ing: 111~ Ptdagog)' ofrhr Inln71tt (Montft'al,
QC: CbnIelim: McGraw-Hill. 1998).
,oolbid.
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Appendix B - Messages Received by tbe Researcber in
Response to tbe Monitoring of tbe Internet Discussion
Groups
(Message If
Subject: Newsgroup monitoring
Hello, I read your email about your monitoring oflhe ecology newsgroup. f notc thaI you
are monitoring only biology newsgroups. I am a student here al CarlelOn in biochemistry,
and my experience has shown that not many students use these newsgroups because the
profC3S0rs don't necessarily monitor them, so they feel it is pointless. Did you consider
monitoring an lTV section newsgroup. For example the newsgroup for linguistics
29.241T will have a lot of traffic because this course is offered only by lTV, so the
students have to use it in order to find out who's taking the course.
Good luck with your thesis.
(Messagel!
Subject: Carleton newsgroups
Hi!
I have read several of your postings for your research. One of them was my 2nd year
documentary class 28.216·/19.216·
You mentioned monitoring it in the next term. This course is only until December, so it
won't be going on in January anymore.
I remember mentioning before that active groups to follow are 28.100 and 28.225·, (next
term 28.251·), bothjoumalism newsgroups.
Hopefully this little bit of info will help. Good luck with your thesis.
{MessageJ]
Subject: No subject was specified.
Hi Michael,
I have noticed your monitoring post in several biology newsgroup5. {believe you might
have bener luck and certainly a lot more activity if you monitored the newsgroup for the
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Carleton course 67.242avw (Climate Change: An earth sciences perspective). [Message
31
fMessage4]
Subject: Re: This newsgroup will be monitored for thesis research
I lhink this is a great idea, although why you would want to study a dying medium is
beyond me. But rmjusl an undergrad.
Small problem. It is considered poor netiqueue by some Usenetians to ask them to
respond to a question in email, ifthe question is posed on a newsgroup.
However, the number of people who would find your request offensive is trivial. but it is
beneficial for you to understand that this element of Usenet purist exists.
[MessageS]
Subject: Re: This newsgroup will be monitored for thesis research
Received your email. wanted to quickly thank you and encourage you that it is indeed
acceptable to email me. I will respond more fully when time permits.
I had an excellent experience with 12.350 last year because the Usenet Group was
required class participation. 2 posts a week was the minimum.
I have some greal archives of posts from thai course, and I would be more Ihan willing to
send some of them your way if the parameters of your research pennil you to read them.
[Message 6)
Subjecl: Re: This newsgroup will be monilored for thesis research
You can be sure Ihat your monitoring announcement has encouraged people to not use
this newsgroup very much al all, even for course related discussion.
[Message 7)
Subject: newsgroup surveillance
Dear Michael Barbour:
rd like 10 respond 10 your use oCthe ##.###X. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. newsgroup
for your resean:h.
I must tell you that I find it a bil disturbing that you were allowed 10 monilor the
newsgroup for my course without my permission. Conlacting the department head is not
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sufficient, for it is instructors who decide how the newsgroup will function in their
course. (Or course, my boss should have consulted me before agreeing.) The newsgroup
is important to the social and intellectual life nfthe course, but an outsider who does nOI
hear how the group is conlexlualised in live in-class discussion will not necessarily see
how.
Newsgroups interest me too, and so I'd like to discuss your methodology with you.
Beyond lhe non.pennission issue and resultant surveillance effect OfYOUf lurking on our
newsgroup. there are a couple of other assumptions thai I think CQuld give you trouble.
One is your assumption that an evaluation oflhe quality of posts will help you "detennine
whether or not there is educational value in this particular newsgroup." I don't see how
you can do this without knowledge of the entire course. The other is that you will not
consider follow-ups to your posting as part of your research. This barnes me! Do you
believe that will make your research mere objective? I think follow-ups to your posting,
or the research subjects' acknowledgement of our position as research subjects, could be
extremely valuable to you, and that to suppress these responses is to misrepresent your
research. The "Big Brother" posting that responded to your post, plus this leiter from me,
plus the -lack- of postings by students who do no! want to be under surveillance. are
integral to the newsgroup now that the newsgroup is being studied.
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Appendix C - Survey to Canadian Universities
Has your University established World Wide Web forums (such as AltaVista
Forums, TopClass, Web Tools in a Box, or WebCT) for any oEthe courses offered
in your Univcrtitycalendar?
a) Yes b) No
2. If yes, 10 what extent does your University provide these forums?
a) a select few courses
b) some courses, but nOI all
c) all courses in some departments and none in others
d) all courses in some departments and some in others
e) all cours:s offered in your University's calendar
3. If no to question 1 or anything other than e) 10 question 2, what are your
University's plans for web forums in the future (if any)?
4. Has your University established Usenet ncwsgroups for any eflhe courses offered
in your University calendar?
a) Yes b) No
5. If yes. to what CKlent does your University provide these forums?
a) 3 select few courses
b) some courses. but not all
c) all courses in some departmenlS and none in others
d) all courses in some depanmenls and some in others
e) all courses offered in your University's calendar
6. If no to question 4 or anything other than e) 10 queslion 5. what are your
University's plans for Usenet newsgroups in the future (if any)?
7. Are there any other commenlS which you would like 10 make?
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Appendix D - Material Presented to Faculty at Acadia
University
[E-mail)
Michael K. Barbour
Box 621. RR #1 Indian Meal Line
Portugal Cove. Newfoundland
AOA 3KO Canada
01 lune 1999
Professor, School ofEducation
Acadia University
Wolfville, Nova Scotia
BOP IXO
Dear Madame/Sir:
TelephoneIFax: (709) 895·3514
e-mail: mkb@ncf.ca
Homepage: www.ncf.cal-an650
I am a studem working on my Masters in Education degree at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. As a component of that degree, ( am beginning research on
my thesis topic of the educational uses and values of Internet discussion groups.
In this regard. I am approaching you, as a Professor in the School of Education, in
the hope that you are able 10 assist in my research towards my thesis. Acadia University
is the only university in all of Canada that makes wide use of computer technologies as
pan of their regular course offerings. As a component of these computer tcehnologies, I
am panicularly interested in the ACME elcetronic discussion groups used by the School
of Education. In this respect, I am writing you to ask for permission to silently monitor
yourdiscU5sion group(s) for any course: that you are teaching as research for my thesis.
I have been infonned by the Acadia Institute for Teaching and Tcehnology that it
is technically possible for me to silently monilor and thaI they would assist me in
establishing thai connection. The only thing that r would ask of you is your permission to
monilor the number of posts made per student per week and the time that posts are made
to the ACME discussion group(s). In research that has been done on Internet discussion
groups, earty results have shown that Internet discussion groups accomplish three things
in the classroom: that students who would normally be reluctant to ask questions in class
or comment on issues will do 50; ilial students are able 10 reflcet and compose: at their
own pace and convenience, resulting in round-the-clock dialogues; and that the electronic
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forum clttended class discussion beyond the class period. By monitoring these factors. I
hope to determine whether or not these statements are valid in the Canadian post-
secondary context.
Please find enclosed a letter that each of your students would be required to read
and consent 10, in order to undertake this research. Note. in addition 10 your pennission. I
will need a pennission rate of 100010 from the students in order to continue with this
research. If even one student objects, 1 will not be able to use thai class as a pan of my
thesis. You will also notice a second question which asks the students their pennission to
view their final grades for the course. Research in the area ofelectronic mail has indicate
a statistically significant correlation between the students uses of e-mail (quantity of e-
mail) and their final grades in American universities. In addition to testing the Canadian
context ofabove mentioned research, depending on student permission, [ would also like
to test the applicability of this theory to Intemel discussion groups.
In return for allowing me 10 monitor your ACME electronic discussion group(s)
and for the above mentioned arrangements, results from the discussion groups in your
course(s) would be made available. If you were to look at the current research in the field
of education and the mtemet you will find a fair amount wriUen on e-mail and {he World
Wide Web. however, there has been little written on Intemct discussion groups.
Hopefully, my thesis and the research that I would conduct from your discussion groups
could begin to shed some light in this area.
If you have any concerns about the confidentiality of individual students during
this study, I would be happy to forward 10 you my thesis proposal which outlines the
specific measures which I inlend to take to ensure this confidentiality. I would like 10
thank you for your time and consideration ofmy request.
The proposal for this thesis, and the data collection methods included as part of
that proposal, have been approved by the Ethics Review Committee of the Facully of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland. If you have any questions or would
like to discuss any part of this request, you can reach me by one of the means contained
on my lenerhead. If you prefer, you can also contact my supervisor (Dr. Marc Glassman)
or the Associate Dean (Dr. Bruce Sheppard) at (109) 737·8587.
With kindest regards,
Michael K. Barbour
:attachment
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(Attachment]
Michael K. Barbour
1Jltx'11,IUl'l I MHlLu.~
'tHf"gM c_". N,.,.,jQ "j
AIilA JKfJ Cfl!ffft
01 June 1999
Dear Student:
Triqrll_vFIIX: (799) "S-lSU
__il:.tJ<Ytcf.c.
H_".,~:_./lclW-,"6fO
I am a student working on my Masters in Education degree at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. As a component of that degree, I am beginning research on
my thesis topic oCthe education uses and values of lntemet discussion groups.
Your professor has agreed 10 allow me, with the permission of you the students. to
silently monilor your discussion group for this course as research for my thesis.
The only thing that I would ask of you is your permission to monitor your
discussion group(s) for the number of posts per student per week and the lime thai posts
are being made to the discussion group. In research that has been done on Internet
discussion groups, early results have shown that Internet discussion groups accomplish
lhree things in the classroom: that students who would normally be reluctant to ask
questions in class or comment on issues will do so; that students are able to reflect and
compose at their own pace and convenience, resulting in round-the-dock dialogues; and
that the electronic forum extended class discussion beyond the class period. By
monitoring these factors. I hope to detennine whether or not these statements are valid in
the Canadian post-secondary context.
Please find enclosed a pennission slip that each student is be required to read and
fill out. Note. I will need a permission rate of 100% from the students in this class in
order to continue with this research. If even one student objects. I will not use this class
as a part of my lhesis.
You will also notice a second question which asks for your permission to view
your final grades for this course. Recent research has indicated that there may be a
connection between the use of e-mail discussion with the professor and wilh other
students and the final grades that students receive these courses. By allowing access to
... /2
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the final gnadcs for this course, you will be granting me the opportunity to lest this theolj'
with Internet discussion groups.
Any participation in this study is voluntary and not connected to grades that you
may receive in Ihis course. Note thaI it is possible for you to agree that the discussion
group can be monitored, but to deny access to your final grades.
Finally, I would like to asswe you that your confidentiality will be maintained
throughout this study. No one, not even my thesis supervisor. will be able to identify
individual students. If you have any concerns about the confidentiality of individual
students during this study, I would be happy 10 provide with you the specific measures
which I intend to take to ensure this confidentiality.
The proposal for this thesis. and the data collection methods included as part of
thaI proposal. have been approved by the Ethics Review Committee of the Facuily of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland. If you have any questions or would
like to discuss any part of this request, you can reach me by one of the means contained
on my letterhead. (fyou prefer. you can also contact my supervisor (Dr. Marc Glassman)
or the Associate Dean (Dr. Bruce Sheppard) at (709) 737-8587.
With kindest regards,
Michael K. Barbour
:enclosure
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Appendix E • Material Presented to Faculty at
Memorial University of Newfoundland
[E-mail)
Michael K. Barbour
Box 621. RR #1 Indian Meal Line
Portugal Cove, Newfoundland
AOA 3KO Canada
15 July 1999
Professor. Faculty of Education
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, Newfoundland
A1B3X5
DearProressor:
TelepnoneIFax: (709) 895-3514
e-maiL mkb@ncf.ca
Homepage: www.ncf.cal-an650
I am a student working on my Masters in Education degree al Memorial
University of Newfoundland (MUN). As a component of that degree, I am beginning
research on my thesis topic of the educational uses and values of Internet discussion
groups.
In this regard, I am approaching you, as a ProCessor in the Faculty of Education. in
the hope lhat you are able to assist in my research towards my thesis. Memorial
University of Newfoundland makes regular use of AltaVista ForumsIWebCT bulletin
boards to accompany many of its course offerings. I note thai you are one of the many
facuhy members at MUN that has made use of this technology. In this respect, I am
writing you 10 ask for permission to silently monitor your discussion group(s) for any
course that you are teaching as a componenl ofresearch for my thesis.
The only lhing that I would ask of you is your permission to monitor your
discussion group(s) for the number of posts per student per week and the time that posts
are being made to the discussion group. In research that has been done on Internet
discussion groups, early results have shown that Internet discussion groups accomplish
three lhings in the classroom: that students who would nonnally be reluclant [0 ask
questions in class or comment on issues will do so; that students are able to reflecl and
compose at their own pace and convenience, resulting in round·the-c1ock dialogues; and
that the electronic forom extended class discussion beyond the class period. By
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monitoring lhese faclOrs, I hope to determine whether or not these statements are valid in
the Canadian post-secondary context.
Please find enclosed a letter that each of your students would be required to read
and consent to, in order to undertake this research. Note, along with your permission, I
will need a permission rate of 1000/0 from the students in order 10 continue with this
research. If even one student objects, r will not be able to use that class as a part of my
thesis. You will also notice: a second question which asks the students their permission to
view their final grades for the course. Research in the area of electronic mail has indicate
a statistically significant correlation between the students uses of e-mail (quantity of e-
mail) and their final grades in American univen;ities. In addition 10 testing the Canadian
context of above mentioned research, depending on student permission. r would also like
10 lest the applicability oflhis theory 10 Internet discussion groups.
In return for allowing me to monitor your AltaVista Forum(s)/WebCT bulletin
board(s). results from the discussion groups in your course(s) would be made available.
If you look at the current research in the field of education and the lntemet you wilt find a
fair amount written on e-mail and the World Wide Web. however, there has been liltle
written on Internel discussion groups. Hopefully, my thesis and the data that I would
colI«t from your discussion groups could begin to shed some light in this area.
Finally. if you have any concerns about the confidentiality of individual students
during this study. I would be happy to forward to you my thesis proposal which outlines
the specific measures which I intend 10 take to ensure Ihis confidentiality. I would like to
thank you for your time and consideration of my request.
The proposal for this thesis. and the data col1«tion melhods included as part of
that proposal. have been approved by the Ethics Review Commiuec of the Faculty of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland. If you have any questions or would
like to discuss any part of this request, you can reach me by one of the means contained
on my letterhead. If you prefer. you can also contact my supervisor (Dr. Marc Glassman)
or the Associate Dean (Dr. Bruce Sheppard) at (709) 737-8587.
With kindest regards,
Michael K. Barbour
:attachment
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[Attachment]
Michael K. Barbour
~'lI.IUUJ IU~IIM,.L~
".".,111 c,,~. N_/HIIM..j
dOd"" c.".
15 August 1999
Dear Siudent:
TdqltlHltlFu: (7(}'}) "j·J5U
_.iI:.tll(ytcf.t.
HHI,"": .1It:r.~....,,'5(J
I am a student working on my Masters in Education degree at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. As a component oftha! degree, (am beginning research on
my thesis topic oflhe education uses and values of lntcmet discussion groups.
Your professor has agreed to allow me. with the permission oryou the students, to
silently monitor your discussion group for this course as research for my thesis.
The only thing that I would ask of you is your pennission to monitor your
discussion group(s) for the number of posts per student per week and the time that posts
are being made to the discussion group. In research that has been done on Internet
discussion groups, early results have shown that Internet discussion groups accomplish
three things in the classroom: that studems who would nonnally be reluctant to ask
questions in class or comment on issues will do so; that students are able to reflect and
compose at their own pace and convenience. resulting in round-the-clock dialogues; and
that the electronic forum extended class discussion beyond the class period. By
monitoring these factors, I hope to detennine whether or not these statements are valid in
the Canadian post-secondary context.
Please find enclosed a permission slip that each student is be required to read and
fill out Note, I will need a pennission rate of 100% from the students in this class in
order to continue with this research. If even one student objects, I will not use this class
as a part of my thesis.
You will also notice a second question which asks for your pennission to view
your final grades for this course. Recent research has indicated that there may be a
connection between the use of c-mail discussion with the professor and with other
students and the final grades that students receive these courses. By allowing access to
... /2
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the final grades for this course. you will be granting me the opportunity to test this theory
with Internet discussion groups.
Any participation in this study is voluntary and not connected to grades that you
may receive in this course. Note that it is possible for you to agree that the discussion
group can be monitored, but to deny access 10 your final grades.
Finally, I would like to assure you that your confidentiality will be maintained
throughout this study. No one, nOI even my thesis supervisor, will be able to identify
individual students. If you have any concerns about the confidentiality of individual
students during this study, I would be happy to provide with you the specific measures
which I imend to take 10 ensure Ihis confidentiality.
The proposal for this thesis, and the data collection methods included as part of
that proposal, have been approved by the Ethics Review Committee of the Faculty of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland. If you have any questions or would
like to discuss any part of this request, you can reach me by one of the means contained
on my letterhead. If you prefer, you can also contact my supervisor (Dr. Marc Glassman)
or the Associate Dean (Dr. Bruce Sheppard) at (709) 737·8587.
I would ask that you complete the enclosed permission form and return it to me at
the above address or to Dr. Glassman or Dr. Sheppard at the Faculty of Education. I
thank you for your help in conducting my thesis research.
With kindest regards,
Michael K. Barbour
:enclosure
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Appendix F - Material Presented to Students at
Memorial University of Newfoundland
[Letter]
Michael K. Barbour
a.x6Z1.IlJt1#1 1"".M,.LiJf~
,.,r.,. c.~, New/till"""
AOA1(t1 ell,,"
15 August 1999
Dear Student:
TdtpOIIuFu: (789) 195.JS14
t_ail;",lf1J(gtlcf.t:.
H.",tHgt;_."clclll-.lttUO
I am a student working on my Masters in Education degree al Memorial
University of Newfoundland. As a component of thai degree, I am beginning research on
my thesis topic of the education uses and values ofIntcmet discussion groups.
Your professor has agreed to allow me, with the pennission of you the students, to
silently monitor your discussion group for this course as research for my thesis.
The only thing that I would ask of you is your permission to monitor your
discussion group(s) for the number of posts per student per week and the time thai posts
are being made to the discussion group. In research that has been done on Internet
discussion groups, early results have shown that Internet discussion groups accomplish
three things in the classroom: that students who would normally be reluctant to ask
questions in class or comment on issues will do so; that students are able to reflect and
compose at their own pace and convenience, resulting in round·lhe-clock dialogues; and
that lhe electronic forum extended class discussion beyond the class period. By
monitoring lhese factors, I hope to detennine whether or not these statements are valid in
the Canadian post-secondary context.
Please find enclosed a pennission slip that each student is be required to read and
till out. Note, I will need a pennission rate of 100% from the students in this class in
order to continue with this research. (f even one student objects. I will not use this class
as a part of my lhesis.
You will also notice a second question which asks for your pennission to view
... /2
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your final grades for this course. R«ent research. has indicated that there may be a
connection between the use of e-mail discussion with the professor and with other
students and the final grades that students receive these courses. By allowing access to
the final grades for this course, you will be graming me the opportunity to test this theory
with Internet discussion groups.
Any participation in this study is voluntary and nOI connected to grades lila! you
may receive in this course. Note thai it is possible for you to agree that the discussion
group can be monitored, but to deny access to your final grades.
Finally, I would like to assure you that your confidentiality will be maintained
throughout this study. No one, not even my thesis supervisor. will be able to identify
individual students. If you have any concerns about Ihe confidentiality of individual
students during this study, I would be happy to provide with you the specific measures
which I intend to lake to ensure this confidentiality.
The proposal for Ihis thesis, and the data collection methods included as part of
that proposal, have been approved by the Ethics Review Commiuee of the Faculty of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland. If you have any questions or would
like to discuss any part of this request, you can reach me by one of the means contained
on my letterhead. If you prefer. you can also contact my supervisor (Dr. Marc Glassman)
or the Associate Dean (Dr. Bruce Sheppard) at (709) 737-8587.
I would ask that you complete the enclosed pennission fonn and return it to me at
the above address or to Dr. Glassman or Dr. Sheppard at !he Faculty of Education. I
thank you for your help in conducting my thesis research.
With kindest regards.
Michael K. Barbour
:eoclosure
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(Consent Conn]
I grant my pennission for the researcher of this thesis to silently monitor my posts in the
AhaVistalSiteScape ForumlWcbCT bulletin board created for this course (Education
------->. with the confidence lhal at no point willlbe researcher use any students
name or refer 10 the specific course in his research. published or unpublished.
No
I grant my pennission for the researcher of this thesis to have access to the marks thaI I
receive for my participation in the AltaVistalSitcScape ForumIWebCT bulletin board
created for this course (Education -----.J. with the confidence that at no point will
the researcher use any students name or refer to the specific course in his research.
published or unpublished..
No
If you have checked "Yes" to eilher oCthe above questions. please sign your name in the
space provided. If you checked "No" to both questions. you may leave this space blank.
Signature of student
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Appendix G • Material Presented to Faculty at Carleton
University
Michael K. Barbour
&l:c6ZJ.UIU I,,~_M~UM
,,,,,..plC'I'f', /lI_t.""....
AIAJKtI c•..,."
16July 1999
Dr. ({First Name" (!Surname»
(lDepartm~t»
Carleton University
Onawa,. Ontario
KISSB4
Dear Dr. (tSurname»:
TdqM.,,~F_: (709) 195-1514
t·• .a:.i11@;IfCf.r:.
"_..ncr: -..-.lrdql...."'!'
( am a former graduate of Carleton University, having received my Bachelor of
Arts (Honours) with a major in Political Science and a minor in History in the Fall of
1996. Presently, I am working on my Masters in Education degree at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. As a component of that degree, I am beginning research on
my thesis topic of the educational uses and values of Intemet discussion groups.
In this regard, I am approaching you, as the HeadIDire<:tor of your
Department/School, in the hope that you are able to assist in my research towards my
thesis. Carleton University is the only university in all of Canada that has a Usenet
newsgroup for each and every course offered in its calendar. [am writing you to ask for
permission to silently monitor the newsgroups which fall under your Depanment as
research for my thesis. The Usenet newsgroups offered within the Carleton University
domain are available to the public through any Carleton University server and in the pasl
have been available on the World Wide Web through newsreader sites (such as
www.dejanews.com>.
Specifically, I would post an initial message to each of the newsgroups stating that
this newsgroup is being monitored for the purposes of thesis research. After this initial
post, I will begin 10 silently monitor the newsgroups for the following: content category
... /2
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which responses fall; quantity of responses per student; and the total number of students
who post to each newsgroup. I will nol respond to any follow-up posts made 10 this
initial post and r will not make any other posts 10 any newsgroup after lhe initial post.
For your information, I have enclosed a copy of the initial post thaI I would make to all
the monitored newsgroups. I welcome any feWback that you may have.
The amount of time or resources that your Depanment will have to expend would
be minimal. All I would ask is that you forward to me a list of all the courses being
offered by your Department for that tenn, the name aCthe professor and teaching assistant
(if any) for each course, and the number of students enrolled in the course after the final
date to add/drop courses. Finally, to be able 10 monitor these newsgroups I would ask
that you prepare a letter for Computer and Computing Services (CCS) to arrange for a
CarlclOn University account on the Rideau or CHAT server.
In return for allowing me to monitor lhe newsgmups in your Department and for
the above mentioned arrangements, results from the newsgroups in your Department
would be made available. In addition to sharing lhe raw data with yourself and any olher
professors in your Department who might be interested in lhe infonnation, I would also
analysis these data and prepare a repon explaining how the newsgroups in your
Department are being used, comment on srrengths and weaknesses, and make suggestions
for future use.
If you were to look at lhe current research in the field of education and the Internet
you will find a fair amount wriuen on e·mail and the World Wide Web. however. there
has been little written on Internet discussion groups. Hopefully, my thesis and the
research that I would conduct from the newsgroups in your Department could begin to
shed some light in this area.
Also, if you have any concerns about the confidentiality of individual students
during this study, I would be happy to forward 10 you my thesis proposal which outlines
the specific measures which I intend to lake to ensure this confidentiality.
If this is not something that you would like completed at a Departmenlallevel. I
would ask that you make this letter available to individual professors and instructors
within your Department. This way if individual professors andIor instructors would like
to participate, the option is available and the method is outlined for them.
.../3
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I would like to thank you for your time and consideration army request. Finally,
if you have any questions or would like to discuss any part of this request, you can reach
me by one of the means contained on my letterhead. If you prefer. you can also contact
my supervisor (Dr. Man: Glassman) or the Associate Dean (Dr. Bruce Sheppard) at (709)
737·8587. The proposal for this thesis. and the data coll«tioo melhods included as part
oftha! proposal, have been approved by the Ethics Review Conuninee oflhe Faculty of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
With kindest regards,
Michael K. Barbour
: enclosure
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(Enclosure]
For the next term, this newsgroup will be monitored for the purpose of thesis
research. As a puate student in Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland, I
am researching a thesis on the educational uses and values of Internet discussion groups.
As a part of lhat research. this newsgroup will be monitored for the following: content
megory which responses fall; and quantity of responses per student.
What this means is thai Jwill monitor all posts to this public newsgroup and place
them into one of these categories:
.> QlA (Questions & Answers)· posts thaI are either questions posed to the instructor,
tcaching assistant. or other students or answers to questions which have been posed.
•> Materials· posts concerning course materials.
•> Assignments - posts specifically concerning COlUSC assignments. including posts on
exams and queslions and answers about exams/assignments.
-> Discussion· POStS thai are either instruclor-driven or student-driven. for the purpose
of discussing material gennane to the conlent of the course.
-> Advertiscmenls - posts which are buying or selling items which mayor may not be
germane 10 the content of the course.
•> C&S (Clubs & Socielies) • posts that concern various clubs and/or societies on or off
campus.
-> Other - posts which are specifICally not germane 10 the content of the course or off
lopic.
As well, I will monitor all posts 10 sec how many posts appear in this ncwsgroup on a
wcekJy basis and how many differenl students arc posting to the ncwsgroup.
TIle pwpos.c of this monitoring is to determine exactly what is being written in
this newsgroup (which will help determine whether or not there is educational vallJC in
this particular newsgroup) and 10 determine how many students in the class are aclually
using this newsgroup and how often (which will help detennine if the majority of
students use and benefil from this ncwsgroup or just a small number).
Prior 10 making this post, I have obtained pennission 10 monitor this newsgroup
from the Head oflhe Department.
Finally, follow-up posls to this message will not be included in that data that is
collected. As well, I will not be making any other posts 10 this newsgroup. If you have
any questions or wish 10 discuss this post, I ask that you e·mail me at
u75mkb@morgan.ucs.mun.ca. my supervisor Dr. Marc Glassman at
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glassIDan@olalo.ucs.mun.ca. or my Associate Dean Dr. Bruce Sheppard al
bsheopar@calvin.stemnct.nf.ca. Thank you for your cOoOperation in my thesis.
Michael K. Barbour
Graduate student, Memorial Universityof"'lewfoundland
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Appendix H • Department Heads and School Directors
at Carleton University
B. Jones Facultv of Arts and Social Sciences
SA Mahmond Faculty of EnQineerinQ
Allan Maslove Facultv of Public Affairs and ManaQement
P.J.S. Watson Facultv of Science
B. Gianni School of Architecture
Bryan Gillinqham School for Studies in Arts and Culture
J. Sindair School of Biochemistrv
R.C. Wvndhem Department of Bioloav
V. Kumar School of Business
Pat Annstrona School of Canadian Studies
G.W. Buchanan Department of Chemistry
Tina Daniels School of Child Studies
J.L. Humar Deoartment of Civil and Environmental EnqineerinQ
Ann Stuart laubstein School of Coanitive Science
lain lambert School of Comoutational Sciences
E. Kranakis School of Computer Science
Katherine Kelly Institute of CrimillOloav and Criminal Justice
Chaf1es Gordon Institute of Directed Interdisciplinary Studies
R.P. Taylor Department of Earth Sciences
P.N. Rowe Department of Economics
J.S. Wiaht Department of Electronics
LT.R. McDonald Department of Enalish Lanauaae and Literature
D.C. WiQfield School of Environmental Science
Joan DeBardeleben School of European and Russian Studies
Bryan GiUinaham School of Film Studies
Dominicue Rosse Department of French
J. Kenneth Torrance Department of Geoaraphv
Deborah Gorham Deoartment of Historv
Peter C. Emberlev Collooe of the Humanities
M. de leeuw School of Industrial Desian
I. Munro Deoartment of Intoorated Science Studies
J.A. Brook School of Interdisciolinarv Studies
Christopher Doman School of Journalism and Communication
Roland Jeffrevs School for lanauaae. literatures and Comparative literacy
M. MacNeil Deoartment of law
Ian PrinQle School of Linauistics and Applied lanauaae Studies
Paul Anallah School of Mass Communications
K.S. Williams School of Mathematics and Statistics
Robert Bell Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Enaineerina
Bryan G~linaham
Jan Drvdvk
J.e. Armitaae
Glen Williams
K. Matheson
Frances Abele
Joseoh G. Ramisch
Colleen Lundy
Brian Giyen
R.A. Goubran
Peter Kruus
Katerine Amuo
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School of Music
Deoartment of Philosoohy
Deoartment of PhYSiCS
Deoartment of Political Science
Deoartment of Psycholoav
School of Public Administration
Deoartment of Reliaion
School of Social Wori(
Deoartment of Socioloav and Anthropoloay
Oeoartment of Systems and Comouter Enaineerina
Deoartment of TechnolOQY. Society and Environmental
School of Women's Studies
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Appendix I • Initial Message Posted to Internet
Discussion Groups
For the next term, this newsgroup will be monitored for the purpose of thesis
research.. As a gntduatc sNdent in Education at Memorial University of NC\I,rfoundland. I
am researching a thesis on the educational uses and values of lnlemd discussion groups.
As a pan of thai research. this newsgroup will be monit~ foc the following: content
category which responses fall; and quantity of responses per student.
What this means is thai I will monitor all posts to this public newsgroup and place
them into one ofthcsc categories:
-> QlA (Questions & Answers) • posts that are either questions po~ to the instructor.
tcach.ing assistant, or other students or answers to questions which have been posed.
•:> Materials - posts concerning course materials.
•:> Assignments - posts specifically concerning course assignments. including posts on
exams and questions and answen about exam.s'assignments.
.> Discussion· pasts thai are either instructor-driven or student-driven, for the purpose
of discussing material germane 10 Ihe content oflhe course.
..> Advertisements· posts which ;itt buying or selling items which mayor may nOI be
germane to the content oflhe course.
..> C&S (Clubs & Societies) - posts that concern various dubs and/or societies on or off
campus.
-> Other - posts which are specifically not germane to the content of Ihe course or off
lopic.
As well, 1 will monitor all posts to see how many posts appear in this newsgroup on a
weekly basis and how many diffem1t students are posting 10 Ihe newsgroup.
The purpose of this monitoring is to detennine exactly what is being wrinen in
this newsgroup (which will help detennine whelher or not Ihere is educalional value in
this particular newsgroup) and to determine how many students in the class are actually
using this newsgroup and how often (which will help detennine if Ihe majority of
students use and benefit from this newsgroup or jusl a small number).
Prior to making this post. I have obtained pennission to monitor this newsgroup
from the Head of the Department.
Finally, follow-up posts to this message will nOI be included in that dala that is
collected. As well. I will not be malcing any other posts to this newsgroup. If you have
any questions or wish 10 discuss this post. I ask that you e-mail me at
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u75mkb@morgan.ucs.mun.c~ my supervisor Dr. Marc Glassman at
glassman@plato.ucs.mun.ca. or my Associate Dean Dr. Bruce Sheppard at
bsheopar@calvin.stemnel.nf.ca. Thank you for yourco-operalion in my thesis.
Michael K. Barbour
Graduate student. Memorial University of Newfoundland
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Appendix J • Student Questionnaire107
I. Did you sign on 10 lite Usenet Newsgroups this tenn?
No
If you did not sign on 10 Ihe Usenet Newsgroups, please briefly explain why not?
2. How often did you access the Usene! Newsgroups without posting a message to it?
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
3. Approximately how many times did you post a message to the Usene! Newsgroups?
4. Approximately how many times a week did you check the Usenel Newsgroups for
messages relating to the course?
5. From where did you sign on to Ihe Usenet Newsgroups? (Please check all that apply).
If more than one, please double check the one you used the most
From home or dormitory
From on campus
From work
Other
Ifolher. please describe
6. Have you used an Usenet Newsgroups as a pan ofany other course? (Circle one)
101 Taken from questionnaires~ by Scott Alwus (Univ~lSiJyof[lJinois, Urbma-Clwnpaign), Michael
Collins (Memorial Univenity ofNewfoUDdland) and Michael lack (Nortbeaslem University).
Yo; No
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Whichcourse(s)? _
7. Had you ever signed on to the Usenet Newsgroups before taking this course?
No
If yes, to the best of your memory. about when was the last time you used an Usene!
Newsgroups before this term? (please check the most applicable of the following)
Not more than a few days before this term
A few weeks before this tenn
A few months before this tenn
AI least a year before lhis tenn
8. How would you describe your experience with the Usene! Newsgroups before coming
10 this class (choosc one):
I. Never heard ofchem before
2. Heard of them but never tried them myself
3. Experienced Internet discussion group user
If you answered 1 or 2 above, describe your C\llTCnl use ofUsenet Newsgroups:
Never use Ihem
Use them only for the class component
Use them for class component and also for personal use
9. Describe your use of the Usenet Newsgroups for this class:
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
10. Was the professor's level of aclivity in the Usenet Newsgroups sufficienl for your
needs?
No NlA
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II. Was the leaching assistant's level of activity in the Usenel Newsgroups sufficient for
your needs?
No NJA
12. Did your participation in the Usenel Newsgroups help you learn about the ideas and
theoriescovettd in class?
y" No
13. In your opinion, what is the benefit ofaccess to an Vsenel Newsgroups?
14. What factors influence your level ofcontribution to the Usenet Newsgroups?
15. In the space below, please describe what you espeeially disliked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
16.10 the space below, please describe what you especially liked about the Usenel
Newsgroups?
17.ln the space below, please write any suggestions for improving the Usene!
Newsgroups?
18. To what extent do you sign on to other Usenet Newsgroups. either for work or
pleasure? (Circle one)
Never
About once per month
About once per week
Several limes per week
Everyday
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19. Is the Usenet Newsgroups a n~essary component of the course?
v" No
20. For future classes such as yours, would you like to see Usenet Newsgroups (choose
one):
Not used at all
Available but still optional. and should count toward
participation points irthe student wants it to
Available but still optional. for extra credit points only
Required for all students taking the class. and participation
should COUni for five [0 len percem ofthe student's final grade
Studenl Impressions
I. The Internet discussion group improved the teacher's effectiveness.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
2. The Internet discussion group did nOI make the professor morc accessible.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
3. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs oCthe students.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
4. Use oClhe lntemet discussion group lowered the overall quality of the course.
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Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
5. The Internet discussion group anowed the students in the class to feel closer and more
cohesive than usual.
Suonglyagree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
6. The lntemet discussion group enabled me to communicate wilh the professor outside
of class more than I would otherwise.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neitheragreenordisagrec
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
7. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs of the students.
Stronglyagrce
Somewhat agree
Neilher agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
8. The Internet discussion group allowed me to feel more a pan of the class than r
U5uallydo.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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9. I think our usc of the lntemet discussion group improved the quality of the course
overall.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
10. I would recommend that all professors adopt the use of Internet discussion groups in
their classes.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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Appendix K· Completed Universities Surveys
I. Has your University established World Wide Web forums (such as AltaVista Forums,
TopClass. Web Tools in a Box, or WebCT) for any of the courses offered in your
University calendar?
a} Yes __1_4_ b) No __,__
Addilional comments:
• Yes (altavista forum, webcl).
-Yes(FirstClass).
- Yes. Computing Services oITers a product called Caucus which about 60 courses have
used at one time or another. Small groups orusers have set up First Class or WebCT.
- Yes. We have both Usenet Newsgroups, and we use WebCT. Also, some instructors
have implemented their own "web forums" using custom cgi·scriplS for guest books. chat
areas, announcement, etc..
• Yes. WebCT.
2. If yes, [0 what eXlent does your University provide these forums?
a) a select few courses __,__
b) some courses, but not all __' __
c) all courses in some departments and none in others
d) all courses in some departments and somc in others
e) all courses offered in your University's calcndar
3. If no to question I or anything other than e) 10 question 2, what are your University's
plans for web forums in the fUlure (if any)?
- The university policy is to have the full conlrol of any wwwcontent. In the past we had
a "www wall" where sludents could discuss issues, but we were forced to shut it down by
the university officials. There were contcnt issues ..
- Course delivery methods are delermined by individual faculty & departments.
Academic Computing promoles WebCT as a standard to be used in the absence of any
compelling reason for using another product. Seminars about WebCT are offered to
faculty are oversubscribed.
- Uncertain at this point.
- We have used our own chat since the 1980$ (graffiti), which became web-enabled whcn
the web "hit." Since that lime we have also used our own in-house Lotus Notes chat
(ITSchal) and Web Course in a Box. In January 1999 we pllfChased a WebCT license and
are now standardising on that prodUCI and phasing out all others while working with other
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universities on an Ontario-wide license for WebCT. Professors are not required to use
online forums; use of them depends entirely on who wants 10 use them. Right now we
have about 30 WebC'T sites (which include chats) that will be active in September. This
number continues to rise steadily as we leach course on how to design for WebCT and lhe
word gets out.
- No ronnal plans, but electronic course delivetj' is lhe future.
- All the required lools (usenet newsgroups, WebCT. etc.) are in place to support web-
based forums. These tools arc available to any faculty who wish to use them. Onlya few
faculty members at this point are interested.
- Gradual growth. Watch for emerging leaders, among the products.
- We promoting the use ofWebCT in all faculties .
• At this time there is no formal plan in place for the Un:versity of XXXXX's (mure
development of Web forums in teaching. A new full-time permanent position for an
lnstructional Technology Coordinator was recently created, however, to assist instructors
with the use of technology in their classes and teaching.
- Not planned per se, but rexpect use to grow as faculty abilities ramp up.
- There is no institutional plan that I am aware o[ C&C will continue to suppan these
forums, and continuing education also does this for a different clientcle. Basically, they
are available for any course thaI wanls them.
4. Has your University established Usenet newsgroups for any of the courses offered in
your University calendar?
a) Yes __'_3_ b) No __3__
Additional comments:
• No - We are unable 10 use newsgroups (all connections closed 10 any news server).
5. If yes. to what exlent does your University provide these forums?
a) a select few courses __9__
b) some courses, but not all __4__
c) all courses in some departments and none in others
d) all courses in some departments and some in others
e) all courses offered in your Univenity's calendar
6. If no to question 4 or anything other than e) 10 question 5, what are your University's
plans for Usenet newsgroups in the future (if any)?
- They can't control it so they don't want it..
- We tend to use e-mail lists rather than newsgroups.
• None. WebCT is our vehicle of choice.
- No formal plans, but electronic course delivery is the future.
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- If faculty request it, they get it. So far. only a few have requested it.
- None. We don't encourage the use of newsgroups. The user doesn't have enough
conuol - can't delete their own postings or clean out the newsgmup.
• No plan for promoting Usenet newsgroups.
• At this time. Usenet newsgroups are used almost exclusively by Computer Science
instrUctors. WebCT bas a newsgroup feature that makes it unn«cssary to create or use a
separate one. Other facullies and departments thai Ilave tried Usenet newsgroups have
experienced little or no traffic. In most cases. professors now simply post their
announcement on a Web page and encourage students to contact them directly via e-mail
rather than through a forum open to all other students. As an academic communication
vehicle, the use of Usenel ncwsgroups will likely continue to diminish at the University
ofXXXXX.
• Good question. I don't expect demand to increase substantially as WebCT provides
more ease of use.
· To cominue to offer them 10 all faculty for all courses.
7. Are there any other comments which you would like (0 make?
• At the cu.rrent time there are no online forums of any sort hostcd at XXXXX
University. Furthermore. I am not aware of any official plans to creale such online
forums. You may want to conlact me again a little later into the fall semester to see if
there have been any changes since school started up again.
-Good luck.
-No.
- Class e-mail lists are also available and are used by some faculty.
• The University of xx.xxx has about #iffl students on # campuses so its pretty hard 10
know what's going on in this area eveI)Where. TOPCLASS has been used in the faculty
of education for a number of years. XXXXX launched a pilot project 10 inlroduce
WebCT in a few select courses. Some of the engineering, science, and medical courses
have set up their own newsgroups and/or websites.
- If you could compile statistics on what packages Canadian universities are using, that
would be helpful. Application Analysts such as myself often have to take a shot in the
dark based on a few lntemet reviews and our own testing, when statistics probably show
right now that more than 50% ofCanadian universities are using WebCT or considering
it.
- The use of these forums are more popular in distance education programs than they are
for on-campus classes. Students on-campus still prefer face-Io-face communication with
instructors and other students.
- The main issues aren't related to the tool. They're to do with the time the prof is willing
to put into it, and how to get unconfident or insecure studems to participate - they are
potentially putting their ignorance on public display.
- None.
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• The level of usc of the Web and the Net in a given faculty or department seems to
roughly correspond 10 an existing level of knowledge and comfort with technology. For
instaJK:e. nwly of the departments within the faculty of science more developed than the
department of arts. However, in each case usage appears to require an individual within II.
department who has a pcnonal interest in computm and the Web and who is willing to
spend significant amounts of their time on development. AI this time there is no rennal
recognition for faculty who are actively using technology in teaching. It is not II.
consideration for promotion. mention. or tenure.
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Appendix M • Completed Student QuestioDnaires
ClfUS IUslt£;tI,d wi!!! IIewstroM,S 020 11,,4 021
30 Student surveys completed (2 spoiled)
5 Teaching assistants surveys completed
I. Did you sign on to the Usenet Newsgroups this leon?
Teaching Assistants
y" __4__
Students
y" __'_9_
No __9__
No __1__
(fyou did not sign on to the Usenet Newsgroups, please briefly explain why not?
Students
· Because I don't know how to usc ii, and I don't have a computer.
- I did. but I prefer to speak directly to people so I used it to check the messages left by
teaching assistants.
• I never felt that I need exira information because I got enough out orlhe lecture.
- I activated my e-mail account in January for the first time in 4 yeats for the purpose of
utilising the e-mail and minimal internet. I haven't had any questions 10 post so I haven't
tried to find it. I usually find that my TA is accessible enough that it hasn't been
necessary. [have never used Ihe Usenet for any of my courses. Sorry.
- (don't like technology. I prefer human conlact! : )
- Because I have Internet at home and had no desire to connect at school plus I do not
know how.
• Never gOI around 10 il.
• I didn't know how. PIllS when I tried to do somelhing it said thai I had an invalid
password or something.
- Because I do not know how to use the net and I do not have one at home.
- Too much other worle 10 do! Never really thought about it! Sometimes I forgot.
2. How often did you access the Usenet Newsgroups without posting a message to il?
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Teaching Assistants SlUdents
__8__
__1_1_
UloC il once per week __4__
Use it more than once per week __1__
__4__
__4__
1S2
3. Approximately how many times did you post a message to the Usenc! Newsgroups?
Teaching Assistants
-Once.
-0.
- One or two.
·)X.
-Monthly.
Stfldents
-Never.
• None.
-4X.
-0.
-3-4.
- Once or twice.
·lX.
-3.
-Once.
-Only once.
4. Approximately how many times a week did you check the Usenel Newsgroups for
messages relating to the course?
Teaching Assistants
-Once.
-1.
-One or less.
-3X.
-50r6.
Studems
-Never.
-Oncecvery few weeks.
• A couple time a month.
-Once.
·Oncepertcnn.
-1.
-0-1.
-112.
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- Only several times each tenn.
-Daily.
·30r4times.
- Once per week.
• Only once a month.
• Every couple of weeks.
-7.
-3.
- Not often, (not every week).
- Up to twice/week.
5. From where did you sign on to the Usenet Newsgroups? (Please check all that apply).
(fmore than one, please double check the one you used the most.
From home or donnitory
From on campus
From work
Other
If olher. please describe:
Teaching Assistants
__4__
__2__
Students
__1_5_
__1_1_
6. Have you used an Usene! Newsgroups as a part of any other course? (Circle one)
Teaching Assistants
y" __4__
Students
y" __1_8_
No __1__
No __9__
Which CO~?Zin-g--:A'--"-'-;'I:-a"--'IS-----­
• Political Science.
- Canadian Studies.
Students
- First Year Seminars.
-Geology.
- Psychology.
- Computer Science.
- Legal StudieslLaw.
• Mass Communication.
• Sociology.
-french.
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-All.
-None.
- lntcrdisciplinary Social Science.
- Art History.
- Physics.
- Film Studies.
-History.
• Computer Science.
- Geography.
- ?)T!
7. Had you ever signed on 10 the Uscnel Newsgroups before taking this course?
Teaching As~istants
Yes __2__
Students
Yeo -'---
No -'---
No ---.11-
If yes. to lite bc$ of your memory. about when was the last time you used an Usmet
Newsgroups before litis term? (Please check the most applicable of lhe following)
Teaching Assistants
Not more than a few days before this term __,__
A few weeks before this term
A few months before this term ~
AI least a year before this lerm
Student~
~
----1.-
-'---
__3__
8. How would you describe your experience with the Uscnet Ncwsgroups before coming
10 lhis class (choose one):
Teaching AssiSlams
l. Never heard of them before -'---
2. Heard ofmcm but never tried them
). Experienced Usenet user __2__
Sludenu
__1_5_
__6__
__5__
{fyou answered 1or 2 above, describe yourcurrcnt use ofUsenel Newsgroups:
Ne\leruselhem
Usc them only for the class component
Usc them for class and personal use
Teaching Assistams Swdetlts
--'------
------l.L-
__2__
IS'
9. Describe your use of the USC1Iet Newsgroups for this c:1ass:
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Usc it once per wedc
Use it more than once per week
Teaching Assistants
__1_-
~
Sludents
--'--
__1_1-
--'--__J__
10. Was the pro[essoc's level of activity in the Usmet NCW5groUps sufficient for )'Our
needs?
Tcaching Assistants
y" ------1.-
Students
Yes -l.L.-
No
No~
N/A
N/A --l.!-
11. Was the teaching assistant's level of activity in the Uscnet Ncwsgroups sufficient for
your needs?
Teaching Assistants
y" __1_-
SJudeflts
y,,~
No~
No~
NJA~
N/A __1_4_
12. Did your participation in the Usenet NewsgI"Oups help you learn about the ideas and
theories covered in class?
Teaching Assistants
y"
Students
Yes~
No __4__
No __1_4_
13. In your opinion. what is the benefit of access to an Usenet Newsgroups?
Teaching Assistants
- Communication.
• Yes, but it very much depends on the level of student interest.
• Give students an opponunity to discuss issues and ask questions not brought up or
discussed in class.
• Belter integration, other opinions/perspectives, ideas ror interesting websites.
- Besides racilitating discussion and encouraging interest I New media its main benefit is
24 hour accessibility.
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Students
- Obtain important class info.
• Finding oU[ class infonnation. when exams are, questions for exams.
-Yes.
- People can post questions they have while remaining anonymous (well al least read
them) (- less intimidating).
• Gives students a chance to discuss things for which there is no time in class.
• Easy way to access information; ask questions, elc..
- Added information not covered in class. but related to topics I To keep infonned of any
important course changes in the event ofa missed class.
- Info update especially for rrv students.
- lnfonnalion on the course - notices, clarification of muddy points.
• Beuer understanding ofconcepts and added infonnation.
• Absolutely none!
• Helps understand infonnation better.
- Never used it.
- Accessing URL addresses that were used in class I Messages, key points from prof.
• To have discussions. and share ideas with others in this class.
• To have discussions with people who are in the class, get info etc. wlo having to be on
campus.
• To ask relevant questions about class discussions and assignments/essays.
• Get info you missed in class.
- You can get notes, talk to people in your class. etc.•> Especially if you miss class or
need clarification on something you can post a message and get all the info you need!
- Easy to ask questions, also to learn things going on in Canada· websites, books, news
articles,elc..
- Other people can raise questions or experiences you have nOI thought before I
Interesting way to think.
- Allows for imponanl messages to be posted (websites, quotes, assignmems,
suggestions) I Allows students to further discuss some ofthe issues involving Canada.
14. What factors influence your level of conlribution to the Uscnet Newsgroups?
Teaching Assistanl.J
-Access.
- Minimal use on the net .> if fm not useful I get sucked in.
- Level ofcomfort with topic I Interest in discussion.
- TAship:).
Students
• IfI know what will be posted.
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• Do not need to usc it for class, and is difficult and slow to access at home so do nol use
it much.
- Availability I Further comprehension ofclass lecture material.
- Time I More interested in establishing a human-connection.
• Interest in lhe topic, participation by others.
- Level ofactivity in newsgroup I Interesting/useful comments.
- Time J Ability to use this technology (which for me is poor).
- Accessibility - easy from home, available 24/7.
- Subject area I Chance to give my point ofview.
• Being able to place a message without attaching your face is very bad for responsibility.
Freedom of speech comes with responsibility. I pay to learn from a teacher, not a
computer, I only talk to my teacher and classmates, rnever post messages.
- Not using it made for 0 input.
• Never used it.
- My familiarity with the topic being discussed.
• Accessibility - I can only access il from campus.
- (fI find things that I feel are important or threads that arejust inleresting.
· How often other people posted I What interesting information was posted by ProflTA.
• Check up on questions on the newsgroups. Post info and other people see it.
- Never really need to have queslions answered.
- Accessibility - easy on campus/more difficult at home I Convenience.
- Interesting commentaries or questions.
• Confusion (on assignments).
15.1n the space below, please describe what you especially disliked about the Usenet
Ncwsgroups?
Teaching Assistants
- Relative content lacking.
• Nothing.
- There was abuse oCthe space by people not in ourdass.
• No responses to my postings.
• Non..course-related postings can't be edited I Postings can't be removed.
Students
• Nothing.
• Slow to use. at home the telner. system is like a system from the eighties, can't use a
mouse I Take up extra time. and is not needed and usually not very inleresling.
• People's answers didn't seem to be getting answered (i.e. about papers before they were
due).
- People asking the same question many times.
- No one ever posts anything; there is never anything useful posted.
- I don't like reading long messages on the computer screen.
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• Gaining access~ difficult.
• No one answering my questions.
- Dialogue is not continuous.
- Everything about the theory behind it.
- It didn't appeal to me.
• Never used it
• Not being able to access it from home.
• Lack of involvement by students I Spam messages.
- Sometimes the messages don't get posted or it doesn't work.
- A 101 of lIle postings were "junkM (i.e. textbooks for sale are usually 2/3 of all
messages).
Some postiogs are irrelevant, and never get erased (ex. second term yet there are Sllil
postings from Sept.).
- Sometimes it lakes time to really find whal you wanl, to many mails.
• Some people use it as an advertising forum.
16.ln the space below, please describe what you especially liked about the Usenct
Newsgroups?
Teaching Assistants
• Quick info.
• Professor was good about answering questions and posting the websites access in class.
- See 13.
- Very easy to use I Easy access /24 hour.
Students
• Access 10 class infonnalion from home.
• Class information.
- Easy 10 communicate with others who you may nOI talk 10 normally.
- Can ask questions at any lime.
- Free, easy access, limiled to CU students.
- lis novelty as a new medium.
• Posted remind~ & dales. URLs.
• Having a hard copy of nel sites & past info - you could go back before an exam &
review topics.
• Give me things 10 look for and think aboul.
• Nothing.
- I heard it was a helpful place to check ideas and theories.
• Never used it.
- The ability 10 access the webpages thai were used and distributed via the newsgroup by
the prof.
• There were always people posling info.
• A way of posling websilcs discussed & shown in class.
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• Get info on courses.
- Get feedback from others in your class.
- Good place 10 ask questions I Good place to find answers Ilnteresting.
- Give possibility to discuss subject or add materials not studied in class I You can have a
look whenever you want.
- You could ask people their opinions and for their help on issues that you ne('(! clarified
I The newsgroup allows students to voice their opinions 10 others.
17. In the space below, please write any suggestions for improving the Usenel
Newsgroups?
Teaching Assistants
- In lecture, give a weekly discussion question.
- I'm happy with it.
Students
- Update the tclnet system.
- Give a list of instructions in the first class.
• Postmaster to clean up/organise repetitions.
- Easier posting system I Encouragement from profs (a reason to go check the
newsgroups).
• Pictures.
· Easiertoac:cess.
· None· served my purpose this year.
• More material marketing the benefits.
- Take it away or make sure every student has easy access. For people who don't have
home connettion. it is hard to take time al school. II discriminates against the poor.
- Have TAs wrile on newsgroups I Discuss readings I Give more websites I Get everyone
involved (students).
- Have someone remove outdated messages.
-Advertiseitmore.
• Kind. of "search engine" 10 find easily what you wan!.
• Clear away old poslings i.e. From September.
18. To what extent do you sign on to other Usenet Newsgroups, either for work or
pleasure? (Circle one)
Never
About once per month
About once per week
Several times per week
Everyday
Teaching Assistants
-----l....--
__2__
__2__
Stlldents
__1_'_
--'--~
__3__
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19. Is the Usenet Newsgroups a necessary component of the course?
Teaching Assistants
y"
Students
y" __9__
No --.L--
20. For future classes such as yours, would you like to see Usenet Newsgroups (choose
one):
Teaching Assistants
Not used at all
Available but still optional. and should count toward
panicipalion points ifthe student wants it to __,__
Available but still optional. for extra credit points only
Required for all students taking the class, and panicipalion
should count for five to len percent of the student's final grade
Students
Not used at all __,__
Available but still optional, and should count toward
panicipalion points if the student wants it to __1_3_
Available but still optional. for extra credit points only __7__
Required for all students taking the class, and participation
should count for five to ten percent oflhe student's final grade __1__
Studt•• ImprtsslodS
1. The Internet discussion group improved the teacher's effectiveness.
Teaching Assistants
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree __I__
Neither agree nor disagree __4__
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
StucJems
--'--
__6__
__1_0_
-1--
-1--
2. The Internet discussion group did not make the professor more accessible.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Teaching Assistants Studems
--'--
__4__
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__1__
__1__
__3__
__9__
--'--
__4__
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3. The Internel discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs of the students.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Teaching Assistants
__1__
__3__
__1__
Students
------'---
__1_'_
__8__
__1__
4. Use of the Internel discussion group lowered the overall quality of the course.
Teaching Assistants
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree __I__
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree __4__
SlUdelUs
__1__
__6__
--'--
__1_0_
5. The Internet discussion group allowed the students in the class to feel closer and more
cohesive than usual.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Teaching Assistants
__1__
--'--
--'--
Students
--'--
__1_'_
__4__
__3__
6. The Internet discussion group enabled me to communicate with the professor outside
ofclass more than I would otherwise.
Teaching Assistants
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree __4__
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Swdents
--'--
__1_4_
--'--
__1__
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7. The lnlemel. discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive 10 the
needs arlhe sludenlS.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Teaching Assistants
__1__
__3__
__1_-
Students
~
-------lL-
__9__
8. The Internet discussion group allowed me to feel more a part of the class than I
usu.aJlydo.
Teaching Assistants
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree __2__
Somewhat disagret: __2__
Strongly disagree
Students
__2__
4
-.l1..-
----l..--
-l.-
9. I think our use of the Internet discussion group improved the quality of the course
overall.
Teachi"g Assistants
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree __2__
Neilheragreenordisagrec~
Somewhat disagree
Stronglydisagrec
Students
--'--
--.L--
-------lL-
__1__
~
to. I would recommend that all professors adopt the use of Internet discussion groups in
thetrclasses.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree:
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Teaching AssistQnts
--'--
__2__
--'--
__1__
Students
__7__
__9__
----l..--
~
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Cltlu IUSOC;II'" w;tlllfewSCroHD.f 072 Gild 071
68 Student surveys completed
Use.et Newslfoups
I. Did you sign on to the Uscnet Newsgroups this tenn?
y" __1_8_ No __'_0_
If you did not sign on to the Vsenet Newsgroups. please briefly explain why nOI?
- Not enough time.
- Did not Ienow how. not enough lime I Never heard about il for this class I Don't know
how to use it.
- rdid not think a newsgroup for this course was available.
- Didn't need 10.
- Try to stay away from the Net as much as possible.
• Hadn't really crossed my mind.
- (don't like computers.
-No interest.
- I just never felt a need to. I don't really Ienow what it is and never had an urge to find
out
• [ do not have a computer at home and found that accessing the school computer was an
inconvenience.
- I have found that most newsgroups are ~enthusiastic" al the beginning of a course, and
then offer little when it is most needed.
- I am interactive among friends and peers.
• I didn't know there was one.
- I didn't:leed to (apparently).
• Unaware of its existence.
• No need.
• Prof. did not emphasise the need to use it for this course.
• Nothing posted.
- Haven't had the need.
• No desire.
-Was not aware of it
- Didn't need to.
• Didn't know it was there I No need to find it.
- I had no idea it was there.
- There was other means offered by course professors of communications (ex. web).
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• Didn't know it exist & had no use for it. Small class therefore direct communication is
=y.
- I can't think ofany reason why I would use them. especially in this class.
- Forgot about it.
- I haven't found lhem useful in the past I Logging on is a hassle.
• Not interested.
- Didn't know it existed.
-Wasn'tawareofit.
- 1 Didn't know about it.
• Did not think there was a newsgroup.
- Did not know it existed - this is my first tenn @ Carleton.
- Have no idea what you're tatking about. What is Usenet?
- The opportunity or necessity never presented itself.
• I do nol know how to access it
• Ididn't know about it.
-NotnecessaJ}'.
2. How often did you access the Usenel Newsgroups without posting a message to it?
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
3. Approximately how many times did you post a message to the Usene! Newsgroups?
. o(Zero).
-Acouple.
-0.
• Never.
-Twice.
• 5·10 times.
--2-3 a month.
·20r3times.
· I don't think I ever did.
4. Approximately how many limes a week did you check the Usenet Newsgroups for
messages relating to the course?
. 34 times.
- None.
-0.
-Never.
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-Slimes.
-No.
• Once or twice.
• Once every two weeks.
-tlweek.
• Once or twice in total.
• Maybe twice a month.
- 1 time per monlh.
- To this course, never.
· Once a week.
- Once/day.
·2.
5. From where did you sign on to the Usencl Newsgroups? (Please check all that apply).
(fmorc than one, please double check the one you used the most.
From home or donnitory
From on campus
From work
Other
If other, please describe
__1_'_
__1_'_
__1__
6. Have you used an Usenet Newsgroups as a part of any other course? (Circle one)
y" __3_0_ No __2_'_
WhiChCO~:~h-OI;-Ogy-. ------
-Statistics.
- Geology.
- Latin.
- English.
• Geography.
• Computer Science.
-History.
- Philosophy.
• Sociology.
• Canadian Studies.
- legal StudieslLaw.
-Religion.
• All my other courses.
• Film Studies.
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-linguistics.
- Applied Languages Studies.
-Chemistry.
-Business.
- Biology.
- Technology, Society, EnviroM1ent.
- Political Science.
7. Had. you ever signed on to the Usenet Newsgroups before laking this course?
Yes -lL- No __2_3_
[f yes. to the best of your memory. about when was the last time you used an Usenet
Newsgroups before this tenn? (Please check the most applicable of the following)
Not more than a few days before this term
A few weeks before this term
A few months before this term
At least a year before lhis term
__8__
__1_0_
--'--
__1_2_
8. How would you describe your experience with the Usenet Newsgroups before coming
to this elass (choose one):
I. Never heard of them before
2. Heard of them but never tried them myself
3. Experienced lntemet discussion group user
__1_2_
__1_7_
If you answered I or 2 above, describe your current use of Usenet Newsgroups:
Never use them
Use them only for the class component
Use them for class component and also for personal use
9. Describe your use of the Usenet Newsgroups for this class:
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
-----.-1L-
__1_0_
__2__
__4_3_
-L-
__1__
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10. Was the professor's level of activity in the Usenct Newsgroups sufficient for your
needs?
y" --'--
No __,__ N/A __44__
II. Was the leaching assistant's level of activity in Ihe Usenet Newsgtoups sufficient for
your needs?
y" __2__ No --'-- N/A ----=U.-
12. Did your participation in the Usenet Newsgroups help you learn about the ideas and
theories covered in class?
y" __4__ No __3_3_
13. In your opinion. what is the benefit of access 10 an Usenel Newsgroups?
- Question may be answered.
- Engage in academic discussion (andlor administrative matters) relating to the course or
olhereducational areas.
- Post questions you have about the course.
- You can find out CUlTCnt events with the class.
- None.
• To keep up with what's going on in class! Any extras from teachers/TAs.
- Not much. because it is an underused resource.
- To get messages from profs.
~ Share info I Answers to questions.
-Updates.
- No benefit unless prof & TAs don't participate.
- You can discuss ideas & problems outside of the class environment with your peers I
Helps if one needs extra clarification oftenns & enables students to come in contact with
one another.
- To confer wilh fellow studenls at a time that is convenient.
- Easy access to fellow students, teacher, & TA's.
- Clarify issues, pass on deadline info. assignment info, etc..
- Students post questions you might have also and maybe you will get an answer.
- I didn't useil!!!
-Nil.
- To answer questions about assignments I Buy used book I Clarify due dates.
- Can gel access and support with being on campus.
- Allows interaction between class members in off lime from class.
-lis good if you don't have time 10 meet wilh people.
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• Limited to the professor's participation level / Can promote discussion within a large
class.
- Good to help with questions.
- For heavy theory or mechanics courses Usenet help solve problems when educator
access isnOI available.
- Finding out info before class.
- Discussion.
• Never use it.
-Notes.
• I don't know what it is.
14. What factors influence your level of contribution to the Usene! Newsgroups?
-No time.
-Necessity.
-Ifoneisavailable.
• Time! Useful & pertainable infonnation.
- If its needed.
• None.
- If prof brings it up in class /If( have questions.
- If a professor is using it. then students will use it.
• Lack of time.
• Curious as to what other student<; had to say.
- Need for interaction outside afme course and lecture period.
- [merest aflhe posts.
- Access to a computer I Familiarity with computer programmes.
• Whether or not classmates encourage my participation.
- Amount of discussion I Whether or not there are regular postings from teacher or TA's.
·Ifits used by others. Mosl are fiQ!.
-I didn't use it!!!
-Interest.
- I anything posted is of relevance to what I want to know.
- Whether the prof uses it, or if other students use it in the class.
- Same classes don't require me to use them.
-I never contribute.
- The number ofother people participating.
- If I had a question or problem with homework, I might use the newsgroup I if it is used
by other students, most are not.
-Interest in subject maner.
- Ifl was really confused.
-Iflhaveaquestion [useil.
- Other posts.
• Time and accessibility.
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-Laziness.
-Awareness of it.
- Ifl knew there was a newsgroup for the class, I'd check it out.
IS.In the space below, please describe whal you especially disliked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- When people post useless infonnation (junk mail).
• Nothing.
-Hassle.
• Is a method for the professor 10 be farther away to communicate.
• Can '{ think ofanything, don't use much.
- Never anything 10 read.
- I never went on.
• There are never any discussions being held when I log on.
· "I misses the last class, can I borrow someone's notes?"
·See# 14.
- That Idon't know about it.
-I didn'l use it!!!
- Nothing posted.
- Some answers to questions are 100 short, not enough infonnation.
- May be its me, but it takes forever to register.
• The fact that it was being monitored / Spam from people not in the class or not
conceming the class.
- Lack ofcontenl.
- People hide behind anonymity.
- Time consuming.
16. In Ihe space below, please describe what you especially liked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- Some answers can be answered.
- Engaging discussions.
• Everything.
• Open ideas.
- Nolhing.
- Again, same as above.
• It is infonnative, it gives good infonnalion aboul the course.
- It is an eXira resource for course infonnation and malenals.
- Cries for help in underslanding.
- See # 13.
- Good informalion.
-ldidn'luseit!!!
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-Nil.
- Answers to questions when prof. Not around to ask in person (other people in class try
to help you out).
- When lots ofother people are using it and when prof does. I like the quick responses to
my questions and comments.
- Abiliry to find questions - typically someone had already posted the same question.
- Gives me info about lhe class.
- Easy to use tool.
-Noles.
- Source ofcourse info.
l7.rn the space below, please write any suggestions for improving the Usenet
Newsgroups?
• Make the questions answer sooner.
- Tell students how to use it and show them how / Can you gel on iI from home? I Does
it exist?
- Notify students that one is available for the course.
- Make office hours.
- Same as above.
• ProCessors should stan leading the a way because ifstudenls do not see this etTon.then
they will not use it.
• I.A.s should organise and announce group discussions that would be held on a weekly
basis.
- They don't work w/o class & prof (or TA) par1icipation. Most are not checked on a
regular basis -> have no messages posted. If they were to be a benefit, profcssorsITAs
have to announce they exist & encourage their use.
· I didn't use it!!!
- If rm looking for info with regards to a course - I look up the course web page not
Usenet.
• Actually have profs & TAs use it.
• Tell us there is a newsgroup.
- Tell us about them.
- Let us know there is a newsgroup.
18. To what extent do you sign on to other Usenet Newsgroups. either for work or
pleasure? (Circle one)
Never
About once per month
About once per week
Several times per week
Everyday
-.l±.-
__'_1-
--'--
--'--
__1_-
17'
19. Is the Usenel Newsgroups a necessary componem of the course?
Yes __7__ No __3_2_
20. For future classes such as yours, would you like 10 see Usene! Newsgroups (choose
one):
Not used al all __1_9_
Available but still optional, and should count toward
participation points if the student wants it to __1_7_
Available but still optional, for extra credit points only __'_0_
Required for all students laking the class, and participation
should COWl! for five to ten percent of the studenl's final grade
Student Impressions
I. The Internet discussion group improved the teacher's effectiveness.
Slronglyagrcc
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Slronglydisagrec
-L-
__1_'_
__1__
~
2. The lntemet discussion group did not make lhe professor more accessible.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neilheragreenordisagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
~
__3__
__1_1_
__4__
-.L-
J. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive 10 the
needs of the students.
Slronglyagree
Somewhat agree
Neilheragreenordisagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__3__
__6__
__'_1_
__2__
__6__
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4. Use of the Internet discussion group lowered the overall quality of the course.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__J__
__1__
--'-'-
__6__
--'--
5. The lnternet discussion group allowed the students in the class to feel closer and more
cohesive than usual.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__J__
__J__
__'_4_
--'--
--'--
6. The lnternet discussion group enabled me to communicate with the professor outside
of class more than I would Olherwise.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Sironglydisagree
__J__
__J__
__'_4_
--'--
--'--
7. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs of the students.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Sirongly disagree
__4__
--'--
__'_0_
--'--
--'--
8. The Internet discussion group allowed me to feel more a part of the class than I
usually do.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__J__
__4__
--'-'-
__4__
--'--
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9. I think our use of the Internet discussion group improved the quality of the course
overall.
Strongly agree
Somewhalagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__2__
--'--
__1_4_
10. I would recommend that all professors adopt the use of lntemet discussion groups in
Iheirclasses.
Slronglyagree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__7__
--'--
__8__
--'--__4__
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CllISS il$Soc;ated with newsgrouDs 074 lind 075
39 Sl/ldent SI",'erS completed
Vseaet Newsgroups
1. Did you sign on 10 the Uscnet Newsgroups this term?
y" __'_0_ No __'_9_
((you did not sign on 10 the Usenet Newsgroups. please brieny explain why not?
- I signed up but rarely used il because I could not access it from my home.
• No interest in it - no time I Computer illiterate.
- Don't like computers.
- Did not have time to.
· I did not find the time. nor the use of signing on to the newsgroup.
- Be(:ausc I did not find it ncecssary in order to be successful in the class.
- I don't have a computer.
- I had troubles getting the newsgroups.
• Too busy.
- I was not aware it was available and also felt things were made fairly clear in class.
-(did not know how to find out my password as it was different from the chat system.
- I've tried 10 usc it from home (thought that was possible). It always asked for a
usemame and password whieh I didn't have.
- [don't have the internet.
- I am computer illiterate.
- No time, no computer, never went to library.
- I tried to access the usenet from home a number of times but for reasons unknown to
me or the tC(:hnical department, was unable to.
-Not interested.
-No time.
• [didn't know how.
-~. I have 3 kids and focused on homework & assignments.
- Because it was not really used & nOI part ofcourse criterion.
• No time I No interest.
- I didn't know how to gOI on II tried to use it, but it didn't work for me.
-Idid not feci it was necessary.
• Didn't know how to. Wasn't aware ofservice.
- Don't know how.
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2. How often did you access the Usenel Newsgroups without posting a message to it?
Neveruseil
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
__'_4_
__5__
__6__
3. Approximately how many times did you post a message to the Usenet Newsgroups?
• About twice.
-Never.
• Didn't.
-0.
- Not allen - PC problems mainly the reason.
- I have never posted a newsgroup messages. once for seminar class, for online reading
questions.
-4 times.
-Twice.
- Once, maybe.
- Once, when I had a question about a project I had.
-2or3times.
4. Approximately how many times a week did you check the Usenet Newsgroups for
messages relating to the course?
- Maybe once every 2 or 3 months.
-Twice.
-Once or twice.
- I never really ch«ked.
-0.
-I-IX.
-Once if remembered.
-Never.
-Once per week.
- Maybe 3 limes the whole year.
• About once/week.
-0-1.
5. From where did you sign on to the Usenet Newsgroups? (Please check all thaI apply).
If more than one, please double check the one you used the most.
From home or donnilory __,__
From on campus __,__
17'
From work
Other
Ifother. please describe
6. Have you used an Usenet Newsgroups as a part ofany other course? (Circle one)
y" __'_3_ No __,_,_
Whichcourse(s)? _
- Biology.
- Psychology.
• First Year Seminar.
-Journalism.
- Legal SlUdiesiLaw.
• Sociology.
-All 5.
- Human Rights.
• English
• But it was offering in Canadian Studies.
7. Had you ever signed on to the Usenel Newsgroups before laking this course?
y" --'--
No __,_,_
([yes. to the best of your memory. about when was the lasl time you used an Usenel
Newsgroups before this leon? (Please check the most applicable orlhe following)
Not more than a few days before this term
A few weeks before this term
A few monlhs before this term
At least a yearbeCore this lerm
--'--
--'--
__3__
8. How would you describe your experience with the Usenel Newsgroups before coming
to this class (choose one):
I. Never heard of them before
2. Heard of them bm never tried them myself
3. Experienced Inlemet discussion group user
__7__
__'_0_
__3__
If you answered I or 2 above, describe your current use of Usenet Newsgroups:
Never use them
--'-'-
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Use them only for the class component __3__
Use them forc1ass component and also for personal usc __'__
9. Describe your use ofthe Usene! Newsgroups for this class:
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
__'_5_
--'--
__6__
10. Was the professor's level of activity in the Usenel Newsgroups sufficient for your
needs?
y" --'-- No __3__ NIA __'_0_
II. Was the tcaching assistant's level of activity in the UsencI Newsgroups sufficient for
your needs?
y" --'--
No __,__ NIA __'_5_
12. Did your panicipation in the Usenet Newsgroups help you learn about the ideas and
theories covered in class?
y" --'--
No __,_,_
13. In your opinion. what is the benefit of access to an Usenet Newsgroups?
- There wasn't really any maybe just being able to ask a question 10 someone other than
the teacher.
-None.
- Questions can be answered and clarified.
- Notices from the professor or TA.
4 rdon't know the benefits because rdon't use the system from social worle
- I don't know.
- Helps slUdents to communicate with one another seeing as getting to everyone would
be very difficult I Raise imponant ?'s & concerns about lectures, readings, course
material.
- Getting notes, class info.
4 Discussions, books for sale, study groups.
4 Questions, to communicate out of class time.
- Yes, for class info i.e. exam dates, workshop dates I No, concerning actual class
material.
- Students can communicate.
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• To see what other students may have to say, this gives you a better understanding afthe
class.
• Peer help, discussion.
• A way for students to communicate.
14. What factors influence your level ofcontribution to the Usenet Newsgroups?
- Accessibility.
• None.
- Class requirement to participate, e.g. posting questions.
• I don't know.
• Time I Other work ( Not really interested; I grasp the info okay on my own.
- Keeping in touch with what is going on.
- I used it for olher classes.
• Never really contributed.
- Participation marks, similar interest groups...
- Time, availability ofa computer, when I had questions.
- Only when there is a problem or answer that I need.
-Marks&classimercsl.
• Computer knowledge I (nterest in course I Work/course load@university.
15. In the space below, please describe what you especially disliked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- I could not access it from anywhere other than a school computer lab.
- Nothing.
• Difficult to get onto.
- Ne....erused.
• Some indi....iduals used it for ridiculous reasons. complain about the boringness of
certain lectures. etc..
- Unable to access from home the newsgroup postings ...
- Things that were posted and had no rele....ance to the course.
16. In the space below, please describe what you especially liked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- Can ask questions.
- Nothing.
- I like hearing others opinions about certain issues.
-It was fare.
- Messages, questions. comments on course ...
- Yet another e-mail address..
• Did not really help me in any way. I could have survived without it.
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- Many different types ofquestions on it, that I may have had as well.
• Easy to access, helped understanding, brought people together.
17. In Ihe space below, please write any suggestions for improving the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- Make it morc accessible.
- Provide more easier info orhow to gel onlo them.
- Maybe I should try it.
• Use as a specific class 10011 Post weekly questions thaI are graded thaI would guarantee
beneficial usage.
• Make them worth something i.e. get extra marks for being involved.
18. To what extent do you sign on to other Usene! Newsgroups, either for work or
pleasure? (Circle one)
Never
About once per month
About once per week
Several times per week
Everyday
14
-.L-
__4__
19. Is Ihc Usenet Newsgroups a necessary component of the course?
y" __4__ No __1_'_
20. rOT future classes such as yours, would you like 10 see Usenet Newsgroups (choose
one):
Not used at all __7__
Available but still optional. and should count toward
participation points if the student wants it to __1_0_
Available but still optional. for extra credit points only __,__
Required for all students taking the class, and participation
should count for five to ten percent of the student's final grade __1__
Student ImprfSslolls
I. The lntemet discussion group improved the teacher's effectiveness.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Ncithcragrccnordisagree
__1_-
--'--
--'--
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
--l-
__4__
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2. The Internet discussion group did not make the professor more accessible.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__3__
--'--
__5__
--'--
__3__
3. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs of the students.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
--'--
__2__
--l-
__5__
__3__
4. Use of the Internet discussion group lowered the overall quality of the course.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__6__
--'--
--'--
5. The Internet discussion group allowed the students in the class to feel closer and more
cohesive than usual.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__2__
__3__
__2__
__5__
--'--
6. The Internet discussion group enabled me to communicate with the professor outside
of class more than I would otherwise.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
__2__
--'--
__5__
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__1__
__5__
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7. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor 10 be more responsive 10 the
needs oflhe students.
Strongly agree
Somewhalagrcc
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__1__
__4__
__5__
__5__
8. The Internet discussion group allowed me to feel more a part of the class than I
usually do.
Slronglyagree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__2__
__3__
__6__
__2__
--'--
9. I think our use of the Internet discussion group improved the quality of the course
overall.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neilheragreenordisagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__1__
__3__
--2-
__1__
__4__
10. I would recommend that ::l! pi'Jfessors adopt the use of Internet discussion groups in
their classes.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
__4__
__8__
__1__
--L-
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Class associated w;th lInt'sgrOIlD 13'
2 Student SlIrveyS completed
Usenel Newsgroups
I. Did you sign on to the Usenet Newsgroups this term?
No __2__
(fyou did not sign on to the Usenet Newsgroups, please briefly explain why nOI?
• No information posted as we are a small class and we meet each week.
- There was no need for it. We were a small group and e met together every Friday to
communicate.
2. How ollen did you access the Usenet Newsgroups without posting a message to it?
Never usc it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once pef week
Use il more than once per week
__2__
3. Approximately how many limes did you poSl a message 10 the Usene! Newsgroups?
-0
4. Approximately how many times a week did you cheek the Usene! Newsgroups for
messages relating to the course?
-0
5. From where did you sign on to the Usene! Newsgroups? (Please check all that apply).
Ifmore than one, please double check the one you used the most.
From home ordormilory __I__
From on campus
From work
Other
Ifother,pleasedescribe
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6. Have you used an Usenet Newsgroups as a pan of any other course? (Circle one)
y" __,__ No
Whichcourse(s)?
- All olher courses
• Biology I Philosophy
7. Had you ever signed on 10 the Usenet Ncwsgroups before laking this course?
Y" __,__ No
If yes, to the best of your memory, about when was the last time you used an Usenct
Newsgroups before this term? (Please check the most applicable of the following)
Not more than a few days before this term __,__
A few weeks before this term
A few months before this term __,__
At least a year before this term
8. How would you describe your experience with the Usenet Newsgroups before coming
to this class (choose one):
t. Never heard of them before
2. Heard of them but never tried them myself
3. Experienced Internet discussion group user --'--
--'--
If you answered t or 2 above. describe your current use of Usenet Newsgroups:
Never use them __,__
Use them only for the class component
Use them for class component and also for personal use
9. Describe your use of the Usenct Newsgroups for this class:
Never use it
Used it once or twice only
Use it once per week
Use it more than once per week
--'--
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10. Was the professor's level of activity in the Usenet Newsgroups sufficient for your
needs?
y" No N/A __,__
(I. Was the teaching assistant's level of activity in the Usenet Newsgroups sufficient for
your needs?
No N/A __,__
12. Did your participation in the Usenet Newsgroups help you leam about the ideas and
theories covered in class?
No
13. In your opinion. what is the benefit of access to an Usene! Newsgroups?
- Can allow students to get info or talk with other students only in their class.
- Communicate with others in class I Buy/sell used textbooks.
14. Whal factors influence your level of contribution to the Usenet Newsgroups?
• [nterest in what is being posted.
15.In the space below, please describe what you especially disliked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- No comments.
16.ln the space below, please describe what you especially liked about the Usenet
Newsgroups?
- They are there bur nOI a necessary pan of the course. They are more for extra
information than a component of the class.
- Opportunity to communicale with others in class.
17. In the space below, please write any suggestions for improving the Usenel
Newsgroups?
18. To what extent do you sign on to other Usenel Newsgroups, either for work or
pleasure? (Circle one)
Never __1__
About once per month
About once per week
Several times per week
Everyday
__1__
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19. Is the Usenel Newsgroups a necessary component orlhe course?
No __,__
20. For future classes such as yours, would you like to see Usenet Newsgroups (choose
one):
Not used at all __I__
Available but still optional, and should count toward
participation points if the student wants it to __I__
Available but still optional. for extra credit points only
Required for all students laking the class, and panicipation
should count for five to ten percent orlhe student's final grade
SludcDllmprenioDs
I. The (nternet discussion group improved the teacher's effectiveness.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree __I__
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
2. The [nlcmet discussion group did not make the professor more accessible.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree __I__
Strongly disagree
3. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs of the students.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree __I__
Neither agree nor disagree
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Somewhat disagree
Sirongly disagree
4. Use of the lnlemel discussion group lowered the overall quality of the course.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhal disagree __1__
Slronglydisagree
5. The [ntemet discussion group allowed the students in the class to feel closer and more
cohesive than usual.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree __1__
Neilheragreenordisagrec
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
6. The Internet discussion group enabled me to communicate with the professor outside
ofclass more than I would otherwise.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree __1__
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
7. The Internet discussion group allowed the professor to be more responsive to the
needs ofthe students.
Strongly agree
Somewhal agree __1__
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
8. The lntemet discussion group allowed me to feel more a part of the class than I
usually do.
Strongly agree
somewhalagree __1_-
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Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
9. I think our use of the (ntemet discussion group improved Ihe quality of Ihe course
overall.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
10. [ would recommend that all professors adopt the use of Internct discussion groups in
their classes.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree __I__
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree




